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CHAPl'ER I 
IMPORTANCE, PURPOSE, LIMITATIONS, AND SOURCES OF THE STUDY 
CHAPTER I 
IMPORTANCE, PURPOSE, LHITTATIONS, AND SOURCES OF THE STUDY 
I. D1PORTA..~CE OF THE STUDY 
In the United States in 1965, 1,789,000 marriages were performed. 
In the same year there were 481,000 divorces granted. 1 In addition, less 
than five out of ten Americans consider their marriage "very>happy." And 
over half of the Americans who did consider themselves to be ver-:r happily 
married felt inadequate as wives or husbands.2 · It is important to notice 
that since most of those planning on marriage go to the pastor to,perform 
the ceremony and ask for guidance, many families having marital problems 
go first to thGir pastor for help. Dr. 1vayne E. Oates has said: 
The pastor, regardless of his training, does not enjoy the 
privilege of electing whether or not he will counsel with his 
people. • • • His choice is not betl·leen counseling or not 
counseHng, but beti.reen counseling jn a disciplined and s~illed 
way and counseling in an undisciplined and unskilled way. 
It is also important to study in the fields l>lhere the pastor must 
spend many of his working hours. In surveying thirty-four suburban 
Pittsburgh pastors, it was found that they spend thirty per cent of their 
time in counseling~4 
Perhaps the most important reason for a study of this nature 
is that: 
1
statistical Abstract .2f th~. Qni ted Stat~, (\vashington, D.C.: 
U.S. Goverrunent Printing Office, 1966~ h6. 
2novmrd J. Clinebell, Be.sic !m of Pastoral Co~nseli_l!g (Nash-
ville: Abingdon Press, 1966), p. 43. 
, -\rayne E. Oates (ed.), An Introduction to Pastoral Counseling 
(Nashville: Broa&nan Press, 1959), p. vi. 
4Clinebell, 2£· cit., p. 44. 
Training in counseling enhances a c1ergyrnan's effectiveness 
as a renewal agent in the non-counseling aspect of his work--
preaching, teaching, calling, worship, adrninistrat:i.on, group 
leadership, evangelism, family life activities, social action, 
community leadersbip, and the many non-counseling·:dimensions 
of pastoral care.~ 
II. STATEHENT OF PURPOSE 
The purpose of this research was to examine some aspects of 
counseling--especially in the areas of pre-marital and marital counsel-
L. 
ing. The procedure used was to first examine (1) the role of the 
pastor in pastoral counseling, (2) the role of the counselee in pastoral 
counseling, and (3) the counseling session in pastoral counseling. 
The second step was to examine the techniques of pre-marital 
cou..nseling and a.reas to be discussed. The third step was to examine 
the techniques and areas of marital counseling. 
III. LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 
The areas researched were only the basic practical principles 
of pastoral counseling as they are especially related to pre-marital 
and marital counseling, and examining these basic practical principles 
in relationship to the techniques of pre-marital and marital counseling. 
IV. SOURCES 
The information for this paper has been gathered from (1) 
published books and manuals; ( 2) ! Pre-marital Cogr]._~ ~ling Seminar 
sponsored by the Christian Family Institute on October 25-26, 1968, at 
5Ibid., PP· L4-L5. 
Turner, Oregon; (3) !. Seminar Q_!l ~~ for Hinisters §lnd Hission~ies 
sponsored by the Narram.ore Foundation from June 25 to July 18, 1969, in 
Rosemead, Cal:i.fornia.; (4) and interviev;s with Pastoral Counselors; and 
(5) !. !:larri~~ ~ [5:,mi.L-y: \·Jork§.h.<?J2. sponsored by the American Insti t~te 
of Family Relations from August 4-16, 1969, in Los Angeles, Ca~ifornia. 
CHfl.Pl'ER II 
PASTORAL COU1JSELING 
CHAPTER II 
PASTOR.I\.1 COUNSELING 
I. THE Pl1.STOR AS A COUNSELOR 
Perhaps more than in any other occupation, the tasks of a pastor 
are widely varied. They extend from the scholastic tasks of ooing a 
theologian and Bible expositor, through the tedious hours of boolmork, 
to the physical tasks of jani to ring and gCJ,rdening. Each task takes 
special characteristics that are essential in performing those tasks. 
V.lhen the pastor serves as a counselor he must also be mmre of 
the special cha.racteristics that are needed to do that task in the best 
way pos si bl e. 
Healtl! 
The pastor's spiritual, mental, and physical health have great 
bearing on his effectiveness as a counselor. 
The best preparation for a counselor is for himself to be a 
fully integrated personality , healthy in body, mind, and soul. 
He must be Exhibit A and the sample product of his profession. 
He should be at his best spiritually, mentally, physically, 
and socially.l · · 
Spiritually, the pastor needs to be as near to God in his counsel-
ing as he is in his preaching or any other function. He needs God 1 s 
vievlpoint on the problems that people bring to him day after day. The 
pastor needs the presence of the Holy Spirit to give him wisdom and 
1stanley E. Anderson, Ever:;y Pasto.r ~ Counselor (lfueaton: Van 
Kampen Press, 191.+9), p. 32. 
8 
insight into the problem of the counselee, and then to guide him to 
the solution of that problem. The cotmselor must also knoH the Bible 
very l-1eJ..J.. lJr. Rooer·t .:;. Hid:::-; oi' the Amedcan Inst.itute of Family 
.Relations stated in a counseling workshop that this one book gives more 
examples of problems and the solutions to those problems than any other 
textbook a counselor can use. The Bible should be known so well that 
:r:assages can easily be found that apply to problEms and may be read or 
the reference given to the counselee to read. In addition, the problems 
must be ccnuni tted unto the Lord. 
He h'Tlows and understands and He is able. Worrying about a 
problem is an indication that the counselor may not be trusting 
the Lord to meet the needs of the counselee. The Christian 
counselor can maintain a sympathetic yet objective attitude 
toward cases by praying about them and committing them to God .2 
The pastor rlhen \Wrkjng as a counselor must also be at his best 
mentally. Relations.hips with other people are very important in counseling. 
His present relationship with his wife, children, and others will stabilize 
or shake his ability·,to handle an involved marital maladjustment. If the 
pastor as a counselor has some psychological problems, or "hang-ups", as 
they are often called, these "hang-ups" will have a marked influence on 
his counseling l-li th others. TheSe "hang-ups 11 can be feelinrys actions 
• ~ b ' - ' 
or reactions to another person as rTell as feelings about himself or his 
past experiences. These feelings tend to color the counselor's picture 
of the problems of those l-Tith whom he is counseling. All individuals 
have some psychological problems or "hang-ups 11 and the pastor must know 
2Clyde H. Narramore, The Psychology of Counseling (Grand Rapids: 
Zondervan Publishing House,l960),pp. 9tl-9'9.' 
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what they are so he does not allow his problems to interfere vJith his 
counseling. The pastor's mental condition is just as important as his 
spiritual condition l-lhen he is serving as a counselor. 
The pastor as counselor must also be at his best physically. 11A 
robust physique begets confidence."3 People are much more attracted to 
someone v1ho is physically fit. Usually the people that are looked up to 
and who are imitated by others are in;good physical shape. Those individuals 
who are physicailf superior also tend to be above average intellectually, 
and people knm~ this. To keep in shape a pastor must eat properly, rest 
sufficiently that he is not ah1ays tired, and exercise regularly. 
The pastor must also be at his best socially. A pastor must be 
liked in order to be successful, and he will not be liked unless he can 
love people. This is the pastor's most imp::>rtant job--loving pe-ople. If 
he does, the people wil 1 love him and he may be of help to many. Besides 
loving people the pastor should have some other social abil:itj_es. He must 
work on remembe:cing names and faces. There is little that shows an 
individual he is cared about more than the pastor rememberiP.g his face 
and name. This alone v1ill give the pastor immediate rapport. The pastor 
should also be clothed correctly for the occasion. Cleanliness and neatness 
are especially important. In fac~, almost all: kinds of social efficiency 
are important.L 
Dr. vl. S. Sadler listed nine qualifications for pe rsona.l 
counselors. They a.re abundant vitality, analytical insight, 
well-integrated personality, intelligent~pathy, social 
3Anderson, £R· cit., p. 36. 
Lrbid., PP· 37-39. 
experience, likli1g people, a sense of humor, inexhaustible 
patience, and cooperative abili ty.5 
The pastor 1 s attitudes are anoth er ve·ry important factor in 
10 
the effectiveness of the pastor as a counselor. "This may range from 
complete understanding and acceptance to scorn and rejection. It will 
be determined by ti1e problems which the cour>..s elor has faced in his personal 
experience and the way in which he has met those problems. n6 Attitudes 
are actually basic positions which, vlhen activated, determjne the behavior 
of the individual. 
One of the first attitudes the pastor must look at is his attitude 
tm-rard himself and God. Is his God is austere and aloof, he will ta'1d to 
do little or no counseling for he will not be able to CQl1.!1lU.nicate a 11mrm 
relationship vli th people. If his God is a moralistic judge, he will have 
the problem of being too judgmental and people will not share their 
problems l·lith him. But if he sees his God as a loving and forgiving Deity 
who is very welcome and comfortable in the counseling situation, many 
victories can be won for the counselee both of a spiritual and non-
spiritual nature. 
The second area of attitudes 'Which is somm·lhat inter>wven with the 
first, is the attitude the pastor has to'tlard the counselee. Ultimately, 
the way we think of people is the -rmy we 'Hill be treating those pe:ople. 
Sibid., P· 37. 
6carroll A. \·lise, Pastoral Counseljn_g m Theory anq Practice 
(liew York: Harper & Brothers, 1951), p. 8. · 
11 
Love for people is of utmost necessity to any pastor and especially any 
pastor who \-Jill be doing his complete job as a counselor. 
The third important area of attitudes is the attitude the p9.stor 
has tovmrd pastoral counseling itself. Whether or not he uses this tool 
and to what extent he is effective in using this technique depends a great 
deal on the pastor r s attitude tov1ard cC:uns eling. 7 
Pastoral counseling is not ne>·l, yet in its own vray it seems ne\'1. 
Pastors have ahmys been counselors to whom many people 1>1ent to receive 
help or answers to the problems with vJhich the.r were faced. Yet it is ne\~ 
because pastors are learning to uee much more effective techniques for 
helping people, rather than using the trial arid error method and gaining 
all their knovlledge by experience. ?a.storal ccunseling is becoming a 
science, and yet a t·ool or technique in the pastoral ministry \·ihich God 
cun use. It will find its \~ay into the church along side teaching, 
pre aching, a n::l administration. 
Dr. James Elder lists three 'Hays in which a :p:lrson can further 
develop the right attitude for counseling: 
The first • • • is becoming ai-Jare of the importance of 
attitudes. 'ltle shall understand the ministry to be more thin 
simply a collection of techniques, it is a spiritual enterprise 
emerging from the depths of the counselor himself. His atti-
tudes riill leave their mark on everything he does. 
In the second place, the minister may honestly acknowledge 
the extent to which his 0'>'111 attitudes fall short of the 
ideal • • • • 
Third, let the pastor continue to st~dy those areas in 
Which attitudes are of such importance. 
?James Lyn Elder, An Introduction to Pastoral CounseJing, 
Wayne E. Oates, Ed. (Nashville: Broad.man Press, 1959}, pp. 56-59. 
8Ibid., p. 64. 
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Time is perhaps the minister's most precious commodity. There 
are so many importa.11t things that require the pastor's time. Therefore, 
it is essential for the pastor to have a \vorkable time schedule vJhich 
includes t~nes set aside fm· all the pastoral tasks, including counseling. 
The congregation should be informed of the time in the pastor's schedule 
that has been set aside for counseling, and this time will be ms.de avail-
able for them uy appointment. 
Pastors who enjoy counseling &'ld who are effective counselors do 
not find it hard to fill the time available for counselin g, but rather 
find it hard to set aside enough time to do all the counseling for which 
they have requests. Therefore, the pastor must be careful that he does 
not overload himself with counseling sessions to the point that he is not 
., 
an effective pastor in other areas, or tl:e.t he fails to spend the necessary 
time for rest and time with his fami1y. Such an overload will destroy 
every other area of his ministry as \vell as his family relations. 
Ways to Learn Pastoral Counseling 
The task of counseling is so different from the normal work 
of the minister that some specialized training is required to 
adequately prepare him for this task.9 
This quote from Dr. John vl. Drakeford is proving to be more true every day. 
Yet in the training period of most ministers as they leave seminary they 
have received little or no training in this important field. Therefore, 
it remains the duty of each pastor to individually prepare himself for the 
9 John W. Drakeford, An Introduction to Pastoral CounseU.IJg, 'Hayne 
E. Oates, Ed. (Nashville: Boardman Press, 1959), p. 18'5-.--
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responsibilities he will be facing as a pastoral counselor. 
There are rnany ways in which a minister can learn these skills, 
but there are only t•w basic approaches to the learning of pastoral 
counseling. 
L17 The student may begin by making a study of personality 
and its dynamics, then go on to a study of the theories of 
counseling, and finally study and practice the specialized 
methods used in pastoral counseling. jjJ The other >·ray of learning is to begin by studying actual 
counseling situations and getting the feel of the give and take 
experience. As these are studied, the student will gradually 
begin to see the impor,tance of the theory and the dynamics of 
personality and get to know them from a se.'1se of need.10 
Both of these approaches have some advantages and theindividual will 
have to select his favorite. Regardless of vihich approach is used, there 
are other helps that can be very beneficial. The first is perhaps kno"1:ing 
a good selection of litera·Gur<~ that can be s·tudied in this field. The 
bibliography of this paper contains a rather complete list of the best 
known and most recognized books in the area of pastoral counseling for 
the evangelically oriented pastor. 
A very helpful exercise and learning aid in counseling is to try 
to write up a verbatim report on a counseling experience. In this report 
the counselor should try to recall all the i-nrds that the counselee said 
and all the counselor responses for the entire intervi<Ow. The counselor 
will try to include all his feelings and the feeling he feels the counselee 
had. This will help to review the case ani it will marry tjmes give the 
counselor nev; insight in counseling. This exercise v1ill also h&p to 
increase the counselor's memory of the important facts of the case so 
10Ibid., pp. 185-186. 
14 
he will be able to recall those facts for his records. Since note taking 
during the session bothers many counselees, limited note taking should be 
done during the session and any needed notes concerning the case should 
be l'lri tten doim after the session. Much of the material told to the 
co unselor during a session is highly personal; t.h erefore, the name of 
the counselee should be deleted fro.11 all notes End some code system sh ruld 
be used. 11 
Aneth er helpf\ll method of learning pastoral counseling is to 
study case histories or interview material of cases handled by the so-
called "experts. " Several books that are helpful in this line are 
CoU..!}§.Elling ~ .E§_ychothera:pX by Carl Rogers, and The C~ in C2.1!._11~eli.l}g 
by Sei .... ard Hiltner, especially for the pastoral counselor. There lre also 
books that can be purchased that leave out the counselor reoponse in the 
interviei·l and these books are of some help. There are three dr..ngers that 
must be avoided if this method of learning is us ed to any great extent: 
The first is .•• the temptation to get the tune 'vithout pitch, 
to get some details of method without understanding or inl·Ja.rdly 
accepting the presuppositions or approach without which the method 
is meaningless .•.• 
The second defect of learning through intervieH material is in 
the temptations it brings ~dth regard to the treatment of psycho-
logical dynamics ... to neglect dynamic material. 
The third defect of learning through interview rra terial 
is that it may not ..• capture the most important elements in a 
crunseling relationship that ie extended in tj..rne and scope.l2 
Perhaps the most successful ~Jay of lrerning hcr.·r to be an effective 
pastoral co1.l.nselor is to a.ttcnd a clinical p_astoral training course. 
llibid., pp. 187-188. 
12sevzard Hiltner, Pastoral ~o~nseling (New York: Abingdon-
. Cokesbury,l949), pp. 242-243. 
lS 
Host counselors agree that this is by far the best way to gain the needed 
knowledge and see it applied. 
It seems that clinical pastoral training, in its essence is a 
procedure whereby theological students or ministers are brooght 
face to face with individual people in a situation which is sus-
ceptible to supervision from the pastoral point of view and in 
~1hich, through the use of various participative devices--such as 
intervie1v material and compilation of case histories--both'·the 
dynamics of human conduct and the pastoral ways of dealing with 
it are learned, and learned together.l3 
At present most of these courses are held in hospitals and other 
institutions. Often th~ last six to twelve weeks, providing much t~ne for 
the students to spend with the patients. 
Since for many pastors it vzould be impossible to attend a clinic 
for that long a period of time, t..I-Iere are now many vmrkshops being held 
in pastoral counseling. These workshops may last several days, hw l·reeks 
or even up to four weeks. Th~ usually consist of lecu.1res by well-lmown 
ccunselors, much time for questions and ans·Hers, and often they include 
observations of counseling sessions, ei t.>:!er through special rooms 1·Iith one-
"\>lay glass or through tape recordings. One outstandirg \-Iol·kshop is the 
Professional Training in Counseling for Hinisters, sponsored by the Narramore 
Christian Foundation, Rosemead, California. This work shop lasts almost a 
month and is limited to less than 40 people for more intensive training. 
(Portions of this paper were gleaned from the workshop the author attended.) 
The inforrna tion from such a concentrated workshop would take months to 
attain in normal ccurse work. 
13Ibid., p. 2L.h. 
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One i·my of learning the fundmnentals of counseling is through 
academic courses. Now in many colleges, universities and seminaries 
an· interested person can take courses in ccunseling that, will give some 
of the needed background for doing a good job. Hore material is given 
to the students and it is spread over a longer period of time. The 
main difficulty in learning through this method is that there is no 
supervised experience and usua1ly not even any observations of counseling 
sessions. Therefore, the person may have a great dea1 of knowledge hlt 
lack the "know-ho11 11 and the practical application of that knowledge. 
There is no substitute for supervised experience. 
The method of observation is used by many to gain some counseling 
knmo~ledge. This is of great help and is perhaps next best to su;>2rvised 
experience. Observations are usually quite difficult to arrange although 
sometimes an experienced counselor will allo-v1 a t.hird person to sit in 
on the session, or if the building is well equipped one-way glass is of 
great help. Tape recorders are often used but they lack the vision aspect 
of the session from which an experienced counselor can gain a great deal. 
Among many prospective social workers and full time counselors 
there is a method of learning that is accomplished by experiencing 
personal counseling or psychoanalysis. During this time the L~dividua1 
ldll experience from.'50 to 200 hours of personal counseling where he 
examines himself to learn more about himself. This method is helpful 
for many reasons, he Jearns about counseling, he learns about the person-
ality traits, and he learns about himself and any psychological problems 
that he should work on and be a·Hare of in counseling. A rlord of caution 
to the pastor, many psychoanalysts are atheists or agnostics and care 
17 
should be taken that fu e pastor maintains his Christianity in spite of 
this. 
Of a similar benefit to some is being a part of a therapy group 
or part of group counseling. Under such circumstances the individual 
is a part of a group, 8 to 15 people, ·who meet regularly to discuss 
their problems openly with the group which includes a trained group 
therapis t. Each session is at least two hours long and is held 
regularly for an undetermined amount of time. In these groups the 
individual again learns a great deal about himself and the personality 
traits of other people. These groups are very helpful but the experi-
ence needed for the counseling session is lacking. 
A last method of learning the techniques of counsel~~g involves 
informal act:L"lg One such form is psychodrama in which· the person tries 
to act out his own personality-problems. Another form is role playing 
and though it has been mainly used for train~~g it is also a therapeutic 
media which many use. It has been::defined by Strufling as "the acting 
out of real or imaginary situations involving relationship between two 
or more persons . nlh There are many advantages to this method of learning : 
1. This procedure can give the individual an opportunity not 
only to hear abou·t techniques and theories of counseling but also 
to observe the dynamics of a counseling situation. 
2. Playing a role before an audience makes an individual 
self-conscious and consequently a'l-:are of his actions in a neH 
way . . . . 
3. Through observing and participating; in role playing, 
would-be counselors develop a greater sensitivity toward the 
emotions 0f other people and an insight into the problems 
PE?Ople bring. 
lhDrakeford, ~· 2~~., pp. 195-196. 
4. Role playing teaches the student the imp::>rtant skill of 
putting himself in the other person's place in order to under-
stand l·lhy the other person reacts as he does in a particular 
situation. 
5. If the group is taking turns at playing the role of 
counselor or counselee, each one has eiiiher had his turn or 
is waiting to participate. 
6. Above all this method of teach;j.ng has the sourrl virtue 
of getting people to learn by doing.l~ 
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As SQ~e pastors look at the area of counseling and all that is 
involved in it they have said that tl1ey are not concerned with counsel-
ing and •·rill avoid it and not become involved in any way with pastoral 
counseling. But there are several reasons why the pastor isalready 
involved by being a pastor, and why it is the pastor's responsibility 
to help these people. 
In the first place, many siclme sses have some psychological or 
spiritual aspects .16 Doctors tell us that 50% of the hospital beds are 
filled with people who do not have as much physically wrong uith them 
as they have psychologically and spiritually. Dr. Clyde Narramore draws 
If he is correct it is obvious how much of the spiritual life is over-
lapping the psychological and/or the physi~al. Therefore, the _pastor is 
already involved in the whole person. 
l5Ibid., pp. 196-197. 
16Hi.lt . t 17 
.ne r, .QQ • 9;_, p • . • 
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Secondly, many of the problems that come to the pastor are the 
fruits of sin .17 Usually, pastors are willing and prepared to preach 
against sin and try to get people to cane to Christ for forgiveness 
from their sin. Therefore, they should be >-Iilling and ready to help 
people with the problems sin has caused. 
The pastor has a responsibility in this area because he has been 
called to be a shepherd of the sheep.18 If the pastor is going to 
fulfill his calling he will h-:J.ve to get involved with his people in all 
the problems and troubles they face. In so doing the pastor will be a 
counselor vihether he desires to or mt. Counseling is often helping 
people in trouble, and this is the role of the shepherd. (In the Bible 
illustration the ruepherd left ninety-nine sheep in safety ;.1hil e he 
tended to the one in trru ble. ) 
11Finally, these difficulties are relevant to the pnstor because 
people have looked to him for help throughout Christian history. rrl9 The 
pastor is one of the closest friends most people have. They· feel he 
is the only one with vrhom they can s'b.are their greatest problems. 
Turning people aside i>~ho want and need help is not Christian, so the 
pastor is involved in ccunseling which can be one of his most precious 
and God-used ministries. 
17Ibid. 
18Ibid., p. 18. 
l9Ibid. 
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Aims aqd_Assttmptions of Pastoral Counsel~ng 
In one sense the aims of pastoral counseling are the same as the 
aims of the pastorate or even the Church. These could be brokendmm to 
include: 
1. Bring the people to Christ and the fellovJship of Christian 
believers. 
2. Help them to ackno1-1ledge sin and to repent of sin and 
accept the free gift of Salvation through Jesus Christ 
our Lord. 
J. To lead Cnristians into an experience of inP£r cleansing, 
and the ind>1elling -of the Holy Spirit. 
4. To help people live \vith themselves md vlith other people 
in brotherly love. 
5. To help people act vlith faith and confidence instead of 
with doubt and anxiety.20 
But in another sense, pastoral counseling is a very ~ecialized 
work ·and has a very special aim. "Broadly speaking, the special aim of 
pastoral counseling may be stated as the attempt by a pastor to help 
people help themselves through the process of gaining understanding of 
their inner conflicts .. n21 
Before a pastor can be a success as a counselor there~e 
certain assumptions that must be understood. 
20Ibid., p. 19. 
21Ibid. 
1. 'I'he pastor rnus t realize that unless the ccunselee kno11s 
that there is something 'Hrong and that at least part of 
the probl ern is 'Hi thin him, nothing will be accomplished. 
2. The pa2tor must realize that counseling vr.ill only be 
continued by understandingand not by agreement or dis-
agreement. If this is not carried out the counselee may 
never get down to the real problem. 
3. The pastor must realize that counseling is usually helping 
another person to help himself, not doing something for 
him. 
4. The pastor must realize that counseling is clarification 
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:.:\ on ethical issues, but m t the forcing or compelling people 
to live by his ethics. A person need not be condEmned for an 
action, for they themselves feel a tremendous guilt or they 
would not have come for help \·Jith the problem. 
5. The pastor must realize that the counseling situation involves 
respect and 1nuch trust in the counselee. The counselor does 
not have all the anSi·rers and can not solve all the problems. 
He must respect and trust the counselee to do what must be 
done. 
6. The pastor must realize that the "situations that give 
occasion for counseling are viev1ed by the counselor, and 
eventually by the parishioner,not only as difficulties to 
overcome but as opportunities for growth and development. n22 
22Ibid., pp. 20-26. 
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Most of the tasks the pastor has to do are very directive and 
may even be considered as forceful. As a counselor the pastor must put 
.aside his forceful nature and begin helping people by another means. Dr. 
Rollo May lists three main functions of the pastor as a counselor: 
First, to listen objectively and thus help the counselee 
confess and "air" all aspects of the problem; 
Second, toaid the counselee to understand the deeper 
sources in his personality from ·Hhich the problem arises; 
Third, to point out relationships which will give the 
counselee a new understanding of himself and equip him 
thereby· to solve the problem for himself. 23 
Only if the pastor helps the counselee find the problem and find 
the solution himself will he fully understand the problem and work hard 
on the solution. 
The less experienced the counselor is, the more should his 
function be confined to the confession stage, with interpretation 
suggested only tentatively. But as he becomes more experienced 
he is increasingly able to offer fruitful interpretations which 
will hel~4disclose the deeper relationships in the personality pattern. · 
Limitations and Adve..nt2;ges .9f Pastoral CounseU!!g 
In order to do_any task well tte individual must know his limit-
ations and advantages. First, we shall list the limitations. 
~· Perhaps the greatest limitation any pastor will have is the 
lack of time. There are more problems that need attention than there is 
time available. Dr. Cline bell has said, "Host p3.stors cannot counsel 
more than five to ten hours per week without neglecting other important 
23Rollo Hay, The Art of Counseling (New York: Abingdon-
Cokesbury Press, 1939}; pp~ 146-iL?. 
24Ibid. 
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duties. Consequently a minister should concentrate on developing skill 
in short-term counseling and referral. 11 25 
~gg. In most cases, the pastor has had little or no training 
for his task in counseling. Even if he has had some training, he still 
lacks much of the knowledge that the full time counselors have. This 
does not mean that the pastor should not spend time counseling. This 
only means that he must lmo>v the limits of his counseling ability and 
have a complete referral directory. It is also important that he does not 
underestimate his ability, for there are those people vlho only he can help, 
for t.lley will go to no other person. 26 
Role. Since the pastor is thought of as a representative of 
holiness some people who are especially guilt-laden ivill not come to 
seek ;help. There is the fear that the pastor is going to be judgmental 
or that he will not think as much of them. If the pastor can get past 
this very high hurdle not only will his counseling be more effective, but 
every area of ministry will be greatly benefited. Nevertheless, many 
people cannot go to their own pastor, but rather will go to another pastor 
for help.27 
Transference. "Cou.l'lseling . • .. often gives rise to the projection 
on the counselor of strong, archaic feelings of love and hate. These 
stem from unresolved conflicts in one's relationship with parents.rr28 
25clinebell, ~· cit., p. 52. 
26rbid., PP· 52-53. 
27Ibid., p. 53. 
28Ibid. 
Such transference can be very disturbing and demanding on the pastor 
even if it doesn't hurt his reputation. Some of these counselees will 
demand much of the pastor 1 s time e:i.ther in person or on the telephone. 
-Professional \oiell~trained counselors can use th:i.s transference to help 
this troubled person with his problem, but not many pastors are so 
trained. To guard against tlt.is problem, the pastor should not undertake 
long-term counseling unless he is trained in , these methods and he himse if 
has had depth psychotherapy.29 
Paym~nt. Since most ministers do not charge for their services 
as a counselor many cases are not helped as quickly and many people abuse 
the pastor's time. Some cases need the neurotic meanli1g of moneymd 
the motivation of paying to really gain the help they need. TherAfore, 
some pastors have worked out a solution with the governing body of the 
church \·1hereby theyd1arge a minimal amount for t.'leir counseling services, 
especially to non-member families. 1'his has allo'1>1ed the pastor to spend 
more time with other counselees and give those paying the incentive for 
a quicker recovery back to normal.30 
The pastor also has some advantages as a counselor that full time 
counselors do not have. These advantages should be used to their fullest 
extent in :order that he might be as effective as possible. 
~· Implanted in the hearts and minds of most people is a trust 
for a pastor. The word itself gives a feeling of warmth, confidence, and 
care. On the other hand the psychiatrist and psychotherapists do not 
have this trust to begin with. In fact, there is usually a fear of them, 
as there is for a ne1-r do.ctor, that takes time to overcome. Therefore, 
29Ibid., p. 53-54. 
30Ibid., p. 54. 
the people feel more relaxed and 'Hilling to relate their problems quicker 
to their pastor than any other person.Jl 
Established Relationsl1i.J.lS. Because of so many relationships the 
pastor has lvith counselees, and the information that is acquired through 
these relationships the cou11seling task can be easier and more complete. 
Many times the minister knov1s the entire background to a problem 'Wi. thout 
having to l·rast,e l.ime going over it 1·1Hh tile counselee. It also gives the 
counselor a more complete insight into the case and enables him to use 
informal cronseli.ng contacts to promote a faster rate of recovery.32 
Famil:y: Cont,ills. Through family contacts the pastor not only !mows 
some of the background that may have caused or intensified a problem, but 
he also knows to whom he can go get the needed help in the family 
surroundi..'1gs ,33 
Crisis Hinistrv. It is part of the pastor's job to be near a family 
in the time of crisis. This helps to give the people confidence in their · 
pastor, and even more important, he is near when a problem could arise or -.. 
an existing problem could become intensifiect.34 
Availability:. The fact that the pastor is available almost all the 
time, and that people can see him without an appointment when needed, 
helps to take care of a problem early in its development. Emergency 
counseling can many times be substituted for int~'1sive counseling if the 
situation is caught early enough. A person can also be counseled by the 
31Ibid. 
32Ibid., p. 55. 
33Ibid. 
34Ibid. 
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pastor without feeling a social embarrassment. This is not always so 
when,counsel ed by a professional. Also, since the pastor does not have 
to charge for his services, he is able to help some who need a great 
deal of help and v:ho cannot afford to pay professional prices .35 
f'rai_ning. Although the pastor does not have the complete training 
of the professional counselor, he still has some training, and he has 
much more trainil1g in spiritual areas where many problems do arise. 
Therefore, he is better able to counsel some cases tb.an is the pro-
fessional counselor.36 
Role. Since the pastor is considered a representative of God 
many people who do not go to church will come to him vli th their guilt 
so he -;.Jill condemn th~'1l and ease their conscience. If they find an 
understanding, ccncerned pastor they may receive the real help that is 
needed for their problem.37 
M..ulUpl£ Perspective 
A factor of great importance in counseling and something the 
counselor must ah1ays have in hj.s mind is that problems usually have 
many sides. It is the counselor's task to find the correct story, which 
may be a canpilation of ma.ny stories. To aid the counselor in this he 
should follow these rules: 
-~ He has st~ficient interviews to uncover not one, but 
many of the basic causes • lEJ He does not permit himself to be emotionally moved by 
tpe counselee • • . . 
35Ibi£.=" 
36Ibid. 
37Ibi_q., p. 56. 
.[f;J. He seeks to interview the several parties concerned 
in the problem . . . . 
lfi":2 He does not think of himself as a referee • • . . 
?S.;} He dQes not disregard the clear teachings of the 
vlord of God.Jt$ 
Empat]l.;y: 
One of the most important qualifications a counselor should have 
in order·,to do the most complete job is empathy. Dr. Rollo Hay has 
stated that empathy is the key to the counseling process. The meaning 
of empathy is "a much deeper state of identification of personality . 
(than sympathy) in which one pe:-son so feels himself into the other as 
temporarily to lose his m·m j_dentity. "39 
To look a little farther into empathy it has been said that "it 
is the feeling, or the thinking, of one personal:i.ty into another until 
some state of identification is achieved. "4° Dr. Hay has said, 
At the moment of the counseling situation it ·Hould be theo-
retically well if the counselor forgot he ever had any experiences 
of his own; his function is to give himself up, be almost a 
tabula ~' surrender himself to the empathetic si tuation.hl 
Above all else it is kno-vm that HEmpathy is certainly also a delicate 
function of personality and requires by definition a high degree of 
sensitivity. "42 
38Narramore, QP• cit., pp. 78-80. 
39Hay, .9..P· cit., p. 75. 
40lbid., p. 77. 
41Ibid., p. 82. 
4 2Ibid. 'p. 84 • 
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II. THE COUNSELEE 
The most important person in any counseling situation is the 
-counselee. This is the person who has the need, the person who comes 
to ~he counselor with a sense_ of trust or maybe hope that the counselor 
will be able to help him with that need. 
Situations in ~~ich Eeople Desire Couns~ling 
There are many different counseling areas in which people come 
·to the pastor for help. 
Crisis Cou~~i~g. Crisis counseling is one of the most important 
areas for the pastor. This type of counseling is needed because of many 
problems that arise suddenly or become so acute that they must be dealt 
uith immediately. 
In family groups, crises may occur v1ith threats of or actual 
divorce; l-Jith incorrigible and deliD::Iuent behavior; vri th 
alcoholism and drug-taking; with physical handicaps, '1-Iith run-
a\·lays and school problems; vJi th um.Janted pregnancies; with 
depression and suicidal attempts; 'l'li th loss of jobs or financial 
difficulties; with tre draft; with hurt feelings and misunder-
standings; with lack of communication; with emotional problems; 
with accidents and death.43 
Many of these problems could be placed in another counseling area, 
but at the time of crisis the problem must be handled differently from 
other counseling. Emotions at that time are very high and the ability 
to think rationally is very lo>-J. 
Dr. Ho'I'Jard Clinebell has laid out the follmdng princip les of 
crisis counseling: 
43Ruth B. Hichaelson, "Counseling the Entire Fa'11i ly in Crisis, 11 
(Los Angeles: American Institute of Family Relation 1 s I.Jorkshop in 
_Marriage Counseling, 1969). 
1. "You don't have to lmovJ hoH a fire started to put it 
out. II (Henninger) 
2. Short-term counseling at the appropriate time can help 
some people decisively; others need long-term help. 
). Personality is like a muscle; get people functioning 
and you may help to strengthen their coping muscles. 
4. PullL~g a pereon out of his tailspin may be all that 
· · is necessary to enable him to fly on his own resources 
(negative self-feeding mechanisms). 
5· The constructive use of authority is often essential in 
crisis interv~!tion counseling. A Bernian approach to 
crisis. 
6. Learn to recognize healthy, reality-oriented ways of 
responding and to steer the person toward su~~ copjng 
patterns. 
7. UtiU.ze the standard methods of supportive (non-
uncovering) counseling, aimed at stabilizing, nurturing, 
guiding, restoringto funct;i.pning, steering away from 
destructive patterns, etc. 4£+ 
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The attitude is very important in the time of crisis. The healthy 
ways of coping with the problems are: 
1. 
2. 
). 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
10. 
Facing the problem. 
Enlarging one 1 s understanding of it. 
Expressing and working through negative feelings .such 
as resentment, anxiety, and guilt. 
Accepting responsibility for coping i·li th the problem. 
Exploring alter!"l..ative v1ays of handling it. 
Separating the changeable fran the unchangeable in the 
situation. 
Accepting the unchangeable as unchangeable. 
Surrendering grandiose, burdensome aspects of one's 
self-image. 
Opening channels of communication with other helping 
persons among relatives, friends, and professional 
persons. 
Taking steps, h~~ever small, to handle the problem 
constructively. :.; 
Pre-Marital Counseling. Perhaps the most important preventative 
counseling is that of pre-marital counseling. With the increased rate 
of divorce ard the kno'l-m discontent in the home,pre-marital counseling 
4hHoward J. Cline bell, "Crisis Intervention Counseling, n (Los 
Angeles: American Institute of Family Relation 1 s vlorkshop in Harri~ge 
Counseling, 1969). 
45Clinebell, Basic T;,.::J2_£§. of Pastoral Counseling, £12.· cit., p. 164. 
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can help prevent some of these problems, or at least make the individuals 
getting married aware of the possible problems they may have to face. 
Much more has been vlri tten about this type of counseling in chapter three. 
Hari tal cou_nseling. Harriage counseling is the fastest growing 
type of counseling in America today. New offices for marriage-counselors 
only are being opened up all over the United States. Hultitudes of books 
are being published on marriage counseling, helps fo r troubled marriages, 
and what to do to prevent marriage problems. Articles and full magazines 
are published on this subject monthly. This is an area of great need and 
much more has been included on marriage counseling in chapter four. 
The alcoholic and his relatives. Thealcoholic and his family are 
a group of people '1-Jho are often in nuch need of counseling. One area 
pastor has said that the number who corrB to him because of this illness 
is greatly increasing. The alcoholic himself is beginning to realize that 
help is available for him and he is seeking it. Alcoholics Anonymous is 
doing a great deal in group counseling 'Hi th these people. Just as 
important are the relatives of the alcoholic who must suffer because of 
the alcoholic. }fuch group counseling has also been started for the 
alcoholic's mate and for his children. The pastor is very important in 
the lives of these people. He needs to be near in the times of crisis 
as well as during the other times of need.L.6 
The anxietv sufferer. The anxiety sufferer also may seek counsel-
ing f~om the pastor. 
This is a general category to cover that type of person '1-lho 
does things the hard way, who runs ahead to every crisis and 
finds crises where there are none, who, as Shakespeare said, 
L.6Russell L. Die ks, Principles and Practices of Pastoral Care 
(Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1963), pp. L.S-1~7· 
"finds a bush a bear." These people are lvorriers, rut their 
worries are not to be taken lightly as t.heir suffering is as 
real as those vlho suffer from knmm causes .4 7 
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Our viOrld today has made these anxiety sufferers. Everything is moving 
at such a pace that anxiety must be built up. These people need·a 
counselor. 
The depr~ssive. Another common problem of many people who need a 
counselor is depression. It is the most common type of mental disturbance, 
and is often found along with other mental illnesses. A depressed person 
will come to a pastor for he feels guilty and wants the pastor to help him. 
He may also be afraid he is going to hurt himself so he comes to the pastor 
for his own protection. These are the nine symptoms of depression: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) (5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
Tearfulness or crying (found also in a~tety); 
Loss of appetite, loss of sleep, loss of weight; 
Slovmess or sluggishness of speech; 
Rapid onset of the condition ... ; 
Self depreciation v1hich may involve suicidal reference--
do not hesitate to inquire if a depressed person feels 
life is not v/0 rthwhile, and whether he has had thoughts 
of self-destruction. You need not fear that this will 
suggest suicide to him; 
Loss of sex interest; 
References to the unpardonable sin; 
There is no knm·m situat.ton toaccount for his feelings, 
such as recent grief experiepge; 
Previous similar experience .4 
Depressive illness tends to recur. 
The um~ed parents. This is becomin.g an increasingly important area 
because of the increase in pre gnancies out of vledlock. It is important 
that not only the mother but also the father receives the needed counseling 
in such si tua~ions. Both will have tremendous gull t, an::i this must be 
47Ibid., pp. 47-48. 
4Sibid., p. 50. 
dealt with before it becomes a more serious problEm.. The parents of 
the child still have four choices of hmv to handle the problem: (1) 
abortion, (2) rnarriage, (3) ei ther they or a parent raise the child, 
(4) place the child up for adoption. Abortion is still illegal and 
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very dangerous. Since it is illegal surgical skill and clean conditions 
are not generally used andcontinuing care is not possible. If a 
counselee has had such an operation and reports pain or continuing 
bleeding the person should be taken to a doctor immediately. Marriage 
is the oldest and still most used answer to the problem, thougp not 
necessarily the best. Most sucl1 marriages have real conflicts and usually 
end in divorce, because the marriage starts with resentments. .Also 
tremendous pressures are laid on the couple with a child on the way when 
they have not yet made the other adjustments of married life. Raising 
the child becomes a real burden for the mother or her parents • .Although 
love might be present, the feeling of guilt on the part of the mother 
and disappointment on the part of her parents is often felt vlhen t.1-J.echild 
is around. Adoption proves to be the best solution in most cases, 
although it is very hard for most mothers to give up the child .they 
brought into t.he vJOrld. 
Child development counseling. The mental problems of children are 
many t~nes overlooked. In more recent years the importance of child 
counseling has been seen and has helped many chndren. 
Teena:g_~ problem counseling. The teC'n years are the most important 
years in any person's life: this is the time '\..frlen the main_'decisions of 
of life are made; this is the time of greatest adjustment. Some of the 
greatest problems in his life will be faced during these teenage years. 
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Yet the teenager wi.ll not share these problems with everyone. He feels 
that his parents do not understand, nor do most other adults. The teen-
ager many times will trust the youth leader in the church or the pastor. 
If the chaTh!Gls for counseling have been opened up when the teenager was 
a child they seem to continue to stay open through the teenage yea rs 
· and into adulthood. 
Senior adult .Qroblems. Although the problems of senior adults 
usually are not as serious as the problems of the other ages, to them they 
seem just as bad, or even worse. The main problems are having to live a 
slo;.1er life, becoming a shut-in, and talr..ing care of their tired bodies 
and minds. The pastor is the only one tha:t can comfort an:l help them 
in these years. Many times he can help them best by just spending a little 
time with them each t-Jeek. 
Evangelistic coui_lselil"l&· Evcmge listie counseling should involve 
every person in the world. This is the area of spiritual counseling 
which deals ;.ri th the soul, and not the body cmd mind. 'l'hi s is the pasta r' s 
main task, and that to which he is mainly called. Since it is the broadest 
of all areas, and covers so many clifferent tasks, an entire paper could 
be devoted to the subject so it has been restricted to one area of 
counseling in this paper. 
The Counselee's Need 
In counseling >nth any indivi<ital the cause of the problem nrust 
be sought. This"is not always easy to determine and it almost always is 
not the reason the counselee thinks it is at first. The problen could be 
compared _with a river which yoo are entering at the mouth and trying to 
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go to its very beginning source. There are many tributaries and they 
must be recognized as not being the main stream. The major problem may 
have many little irritations to it but they only add to the problem and 
are not the source. When the source of the problem is found and dealt 
with the problem itself becomes less and can be cured completely. 
Working on the externals which many counselors are noH tr:y-ing to do 
will only help for the moment and in time the problem will break out 
again in the same place or in another area.49 
Factors in Q_hoosing_ ~ Counselor 
There are seven characteristics ~hat have sane bearing on the person 
the counselee turns to in a time of trouble: 
People usually turn to someone they know ..•• 
People take their problems to someone they like .•.. 
People take their problems to someone they respect .••• 
People are most likely to seek help from Christian 
leaders who indicate their interest in counseling •... 
~ People turn for counseling to someone whom they feel 
is competent •..• E/ People take their problems to someone who observes 
professional ethics .... fiil Finally, people turn to the counselor v1ho knov1S God .•.. 50 
With these things in mind the counselor should spend time with the 
people of the world and not spend all his time in the office. As the 
people get to kno1<1 the pastor and understand him they will come to him 
with their problems whether they attend his church or not. Many other 
people will be coming to him because they received word about him from 
a friend or relative. People are always looking for someone they can 
trust and know will help them and not let them dovm.51 . 
L9Narramore, £2· cit., pp. 61-65. 
5°Ibid., pp. 14-17 (italicized insource). 
51oates,.2.J2· cit., pp. 69-72· 
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Relationships in Counseling 
Understanding the task of the counselor and his role as well as 
the role of the counselee is important in any ccunseling session. Five 
statements can be made concerning this relationship: 
1. The counseling process focuses attention on the parish-
ioner's situation and his feeling about it .... 
2. The counseling proceeds through real understanding on 
the pastor's part of how the parishioner feels about the 
situation, and through communication of the reality of that 
understanding ...• 
3. When conflicting feelings of the parishioner emerge 
in counseling, the pastor first aids the parishioner in 
clarifying the elements of the conflict and their relative 
pull upon him ...• 
.4. The counseb11g relationship contains a special kind 
of freedom on the part of the parishioner, as well as specicl 
kind of limitation ..•. 
5. The counseling process should include, on one or more 
appropriate occasions, that vlhich 1.dll aid in consolidation 
of the insights achieved or the clarifications gained .•. ,52 
Besides this professional relationship betvJeen counselor and 
counselee there is also a personal relationship. It 1.~as pointed out 
previously that most counselees will develop a strong feeling toward 
their counselor. This is usually a projected feeling that they have 
had or wished they would have had with parents, husband or 1-1if e, or 
some other person close to them. If a 1-10man counselor feels strong 
love to1vard the counselor she may try to seduce him--consciously or 
unconsciously. To avoid such problEms, and to better be able to help 
the counselee the folloHing rUles should ah;ays be observed: 
1. Avoid physical contacts other than shaking hands. 
2. Avoid satisfying your own desires intellectually by 
probing for unnecessary intimate details .... 
52Hiltner, .2.P.· cit., pp . .46-5.4. (Italicized in source.) 
3. Keep the counselee from becaning emotionally involved 
too fast. This can usually be done by limiting the 
length of your intervieH to an hour or less. 
4. . .. be 2.1l.r§. ~ ccunsel :in~ .§:.PJ?ro prie.te I?lace.53 
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All counseling of emotional or mental problems should be done in the 
office of the church. Surroundings themselvES have a therapeutic effect 
on the individual. Counseling in the home becomes too casual and you 
do not get dmm to business as fast. The office as the counseling center 
also protects the pastor from false rumors that might arise. 
Counselee's Need for Acceptance 
A need that every counselee has is a need to be accepted for vJhat 
he is. When the counselee comes to the counselor after having done some-
thing that was foolish or maybe even very wrong, he usually realizes it 
and finds it hard to tell the counselor about it. By telling about the 
experience he is confession to something he may ems ider vJrong. Harry 
times he has a fear of being judged by the ccuns elor, or bei~ punished 
by losing the counselor's respect for him or losing his friendship. The 
counselor must learn to accept people as th ey are in order to be a gocx:l. 
counselor. Then as the counselee comes to him for help he will feel the 
acceptance that he needs. 
The reason it is so important that this n2ed be met is that many 
counselees suffer a degree of depression because of their problem. They 
may even hate themselves and feel that everyone else dislikes them and 
that they are no good. For a counselee to help himself he must feel that 
there is something worth saving and tm t he is actually worthwhile. In 
53 Narramore,££· cit., p. 28. 
other '\-lords, his self-concept must be built up. If the counselor 
accepts him he will feel like sharing more of his problem.and 1-1ill 
work harder toward the solution to his problem. 
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III. THE COUNSELING SESSION 
The period of time lvhen the counselee is in the pastor 1 s office 
is the most important event that can take place at that time. \\That goes 
on in that session could change or help change the counselee's life for 
better or Horse. This is 1-1hv the counseling session is so important. 
Preparation for the Session 
The contact. Contacts for counseling can be made in several ways. 
One effective way is to list the hours thC~.t the pastor· is free for 
counseling in the weekly bulletin or ne~-Jsletter. A statement may also 
be included to explain that the pastor is an experienced counselor. 
People ·v;ill see this and know that the pastor cares about them and vlill 
feel more free to call for an appointment. 
Often a parishioner will ask the pastor about a problem as the'' 
are leaving the church after a service. Any :i..aq~e .iJl·vo.~_em that takes 
more than a simple answer should not be dealt with at that time, but an 
appointment should be made for counseling. The ;:,v.rn~:;:: t;rpe of incident may 
occur during a routine heme call. Although the time is not as limited, 
making an appointment l~ill be more beneficial to the counselee and the 
counselor will be more effective. 
Friends of those ·Hho have been counseled by the pastor llill often 
call for appointment. The neviS of a good, understanding counselor 1-1ho 
knows what he is doing travels quickly. 
Pre-counseling principle~. Once a contact is made with a person 
who may need counseling, certain principles should be taken into consid-
eration as the counselor talks to the counselee. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Help is offered in such a >1ay that it may be as easily 
refused as accepted .••• 
The inco r rect expectations which the parishioner is 
reasonably sure to have of the nature of counseling 
help are, as occasion warrants, explicitly denied •••• 
Once the pastor's role in the situation has been 
defined to the parishioner as vJell as possible, the 
pastor is content to vJait •.•• 
The pastor is alert to evidenc~s of the desire for help, 
but he does not exploit them.54 
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Phvsical :Rreparat.ions. The physical condition of the counseling 
room or office is very important in effective counseling. The counselee 
should be made as comfortable and as welcc:me as any guest. All paper work 
and other 1-10rk should b-2 taken off the desk so the counselee does not feel 
guilty about taldng the pastor's precious time. Such feelings vdll not 
allow the ccunsel ee to relax and feel comfortable. Several places should 
be made available for the counselee to sit. Th.::rer·ure, he has a choice 
of sitting across the desk or without the desk bet\-1een himself and the 
counselor. 
The ccunselee should be made to feel that the scheduled session is 
cc:mpletely theirs and that they will receive the pastor's undivided 
attention. This should mean that someone else will ans•~er all phone calls 
and the caller >dll be given information as to vlhen he can call back or 
that the pastor will call them later. In a study where people oftenknock 
or simply walk in, a sign should be placed on the door reading, "Please do 
not disturb, in consultation until .. ,,, 
If the counselee has been there before the confidential file should 
be examined for pertinent material and to help the co"\].nselor avoid embar·r-
assment during the session. A brief •vord of prayer is always a gre± help 
54Hiltner, 2£· cit., pp. 133-134. 
55Narramor e, 2£· cit., pp. 31-32 
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as well. All these things will make for a more enjoyable session 
for both the counselee and the counselor. 
The first session. Previous to the first session all the important 
information concerning the counselee and his family can be acquired through 
a questionnaire. Some counselors prefer that this questionnaire b8 filled 
out in his presence so they may be able to grasp feelings and better under-
stand the physical and social information of the counselee. 
happen: 
During the first counseling session the folloHing things should 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(h) 
(5) 
(6) 
The frundation is laid for a gro1-1ing therapeutic relation-
ship as rapport is established. 
Through disciplined listening to and reflecting of the 
parishioner's feelings, catharsis of bottled-up emotions 
begins.· 
The pastor acquires a tentative understanding of the 
person 1 s "internal frame of reference"--how life looks 
from within his personal "world". 
The counselor gains a diagnostic impression concerning 
the nature of the counselee's problems, the 1-1ays in 
which his relationships are failing to meet his needs, 
and his resources and limitations in. coping with his 
situation. 
On the basis of this tentative diagnosis, the minister 
suggests an approach (or approaches) to obtaining help. 
If continued counseling by the minister seems indicated, 
the structuring of a counseling relationship should occur.56 
-
Bet\veen the first and the second session, the counselee may be 
given some personality tests or other tests to try to establish if the 
counselor's first diagnosis is correct, or probable. 
The Nechsmics 2f the Session 
!h~ place. Almost all of the counseling sessions should be held 
in the study or office of the pastor. This takes people a\vay from the 
56Clinebell, £P· cit., P· 59. 
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rushing v10rld and into a place lihere nothing will disturb them. Also 
when the counselee arrives he is ready for the session and less time is 
needed to get to the problem at hand. This is also the safest place to 
hold a session to protect the social image and reputation·of both counselee 
and counselor. 
Any session held with a female in a home should be very brief >dth 
the counselor leaving on his outdoor clothing and sitting by a windm~ 
with the ·blinds open. Every area of our country has individuals \·iho 
allow their imagin:tions to run· mvay with them at the expense of a pastor, 
neighbor, or friend. 
Length of ~ ~ssion. A time limit on sessions is essential in 
most counseling situations. This helps to free the counselee from the 
guilt of using too much of the counselor's tin1e. It e.lso helps many people 
to start focusing on their main problem earlier, for they know that their 
time ·Hill soon be spent. Therefore, a time limit for each session should 
oo agreed upon in the beginning of the first interview. 
Dr. Drakeford states that not much vJill be accomplished after the 
first 45 minutes.)? vihereas Dr. Narramore says that 45 to 60 minutes is 
p erhaps the optimum, but because of tre tight schedules of minister's 
and the number of cases they would like to work in, perhaps 30 to 45 minutes 
is desirable.S8 
It is the author's opin.i.on that in starting counseling the counselor 
should schedule his sessions on the hour or half-hour and make an outer 
limit of the session at )0 minutes ;.1ith the option to close it sooner if 
S7Drakeford, ££· cit., pp. 98-104. 
S8Narramore, 9..£· cit., p. 33. 
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no ground is being made before the 50 minutes are up. This will give 
the counselor at least 10 minutes to vrrite any confidential notes and 
prepare for the next session, of one follows another. 
The frequency of the sess i on s 1-1oull depend on the nature of the 
counseling and would vary from several sessions a week to a session 
every tv10 weeks or less. 
Essential gua~li.J:ies. In the counseling session tvJO elements must 
be pres'ent before real help can be found by the counselee.· The first and 
most important of these is a good relatiof1ship betv1een the counselor and 
the counselee. If this relationship is not a good one no real work ·1·1ill 
be accomplished. Therounselee must feel he can put his full trust in the 
counselor before he will relate. This relationship can be easily strained 
by the counselor· being too directive or too non-directive .59 
The second most i.mportant element in counseling is "the catharsis 
or cleaning process rr that takes place as the counselee feels free to 
relate to the counselor the problems he faces or the events he has been 
through and the feelings he has toward them. Because of the freedom 
that is needed the counselor rarely uses the question and answer system, 
and even more important thecounselor never pulls information from the 
counselee, but rather allm·ls the counselee to share as he feels he may. 60 
Goals. Dr. Clinebell has defjJ1ed our master goal in this 1-1ay: 
Pastoral counseb.ng is the utilization, by a minister, of a 
one-to-one or small group relationship to help people handle 
59nmard K. Young, An Introduction to Pastoral Counseling (Ha;rne 
Oates, Ed.), (Nashville, Terr.essee: Broadrnan Press, 1959), p. 133 •. 
6VIbid. 
their problems of living more 
filling-'their potentialities. 
reduce the inner bloc~s which 
need satisfying ways. 1 
adequately and grm·J tm·lard ful-
This is achieved by helping 
prevent them from relating in 
William Glasser maintains that people have two essential personality 
needs. The first is to love and be loved, and the second is to feel 
one is worthwhile to one r s self and others .. From these t1-10 thoughts 
have be-en made the following list of needs or goals to be attained on 
the part of the counselee in the counseling setting: 
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.1. The counselee must first feel a self worth which wi 11 aid in 
his feeling that others have inherent worth. 
2. Han needs to live i.zith resp:msibility, structure, and limits. 
These tPree are essentials in any love relationship. Yet these should 
be present only to the extent that they will-not diminish the personhood 
of others or make it im~ssible to fulf;ll their needs. 
3. Han also needs to feel in himself an inner freedom, and have 
respect for that inner freedom in the lives of others. 
4. .Anv·tntr nt::eu oJ.· mo.n is a real sense of meaning. B'r this is 
not meant a philosophical sense of meaning, bJt rather a sense of the 
meaningfulness of life that can be felt on the emotional level. 
5. Another need, vlhich the author considers manrs most important 
need, is to have a loving, trustful relationship with God. This need 
is completely in a vertical direction rather than on the horizontal 
level. It cannot be provided by another person but can only be met as 
that person relates himself to God.62 
6~Clinebell, ££· cit., p. 29. (Italicized in source) 
62Ibid., pp. 18-19. 
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Arrangements of session. Due to educational and time limitations 
pastors usually only counsel in short-term cases. In the:e cases, whether 
they invol v e one interview or several, there is an arrangement into 
w.hich most intervie1vs fit ·best and which seems to be the most effective. 
(1) Time limitation~. First the counselor must decide and also 
tactfully make the counselee mvare of the time limitations that will be 
involved. This would include the length of the session and the possibilit'' 
of more sessions if needed. 
(2) The h,earing-out 12ha~~· Second the pastorshould spend between 
two-thirds and three-fourths of the avafuble time allm·ling the counselee 
tv o:::x.!llaJ..n h.L::; v .L~w u.l· tue vroblem in some detail. The counselor must 
be especiall;r alert during this time in order to emphathize vli th the 
counselee and fully grasp all the aspects of the problem. 
(3) Deto.iled ing,'!:).~r_::. The third phase involves detailed inquiry. 
When the problem has been full;,r laid out before the counselor, he will 
find certain areas that may have been overlooked in "l'le telling of the 
problem, or something not fully understood or maybe even submerged because 
of psychological pressures. The pastor then helps the counselee to relate 
these additions as he feels free to do so. Being too inquisitive or too 
directive at this point could'limi t the counselor's effectiveness. Bv 
using much tact and understanding the counselee vlill maeytimes feel very 
free to add all he can. 
(4) Exploration of alternatives. Next, together the counselor 
and the counselee examine all the possible alternatives as solutions to 
~he problem. Each should be examined in light of this case as to its 
advantages and disadvantages. After they have all been fully examined 
the counselee must decide which of the alternatives should be taken. 
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(5) Guidance. The counselor then gives the counselee the help 
and guidance needed to make this selected alternative i-JOrk in solving 
the problem. 
(6) Spiritual support, interpretation, and instruction. A 
moment should ahmys be spent giving spiritual support by reading a 
short passage of scripture and having a word of prayer 1-d th the 
counselee. This is ivhat the Christian counselee vmnts and expects, 
and this might be a help to~-rard the solution of the non-christian's 
largest problem--that of not knovdng Christ as his personal Saviour.63 
Attention. The counselor at all times must give the counselee 
his full attention. There are tHo main reasons ivhy this is so very 
important. First, the counselor vdll never be able to understand all 
the ramifications of a person's problem if he does not concentrate and 
give his full attention. Second, the counselee w~ll feel that the 
·counselor does not understand ~nd does not care if he does not give 
his attention. 
This is Hhy it is so important that the pastor does not try 
counseling while greeting the people Sunday morning, or Hhy youth 
leaders and other Christian leaders should not try to counsel during 
a question and ansvrer period or lvhile Halking in the hall or from one 
building to another. Each session is so important that it must be 
handled in a private place ivhere full attention can be given. 64 
Talking. Talking is important in counseling for the follo•·Ting 
reasons: 
63 Oates, £E· cit., pp. 111-116. 
64Narramore, £E· cit., pp. 40-L~l. 
(1) Talking is thinki!lg. Before a person sa-.rs anything he 
must do a certain amount of thinking. In order for the counselee to 
relate his story he must do a great deal of thinking. 
(2) Talking is siftin_g. Besides thinking the crunselee must 
sift through all the things that have happened and all the fantasy 
thoughts and other events inorder to find the true sto:r"r. This is 
needed • 
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. (3) Ta1k:iJ:!g j.s slarifving. · As the counselee tries to relate 
to someone else the events that have taken place, he clarifies in his 
mind who did vJhat. This sometimes uncovers t.'loughts that are very 
helpful in clearing up the problem. 
(4) T_~1 king is release. Hany emotions and feelings are held 
inside so long that they cause problems in themselves. A release of 
this emotion and tension causes relaxation and ease in handling the 
problem without strain. 
(5) Talking i§. ~her§-~· All ti1t::se rea.tSuns pm; together add up 
to talking is therapy. Someone has said that people v1ho have serious 
problems seldom make good adjustments until they talk. 65 
Talking done b:v the counselor should also be of importance to 
the counselee. vlhat the counselor says and hov1 he says it is the only 
feedback the counselee receives during an interview. This teedback v:ill 
determine how the counselee viill open.:up and share and look for the best 
answer. There are several ways in l·ihi:Ch the counselor adds to the session 
by his conversation. Here are just a fe11 ways. 
65
Ibid., PP· 43-45. 
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(1) The general, non-t._'rweateni!l.& 9.£~~tiOJ1• This t:ype of 
question is often used as a conversation starter and an aid tm·Jard 
getting acquainted--to "break the ice. n 
(2) The information ouestion. This t~'Pe of question may be used 
to gaj_n information, to help guide theconversation, to speed up or slow 
dmm t:r.e conversationJ to get to the main points, and to explore for 
feelings •~i thou t asking directly. 
(3) The £tlelin_g, 2£ dy...!l§:!ry.ic ~stion. These questions are 
perhaps the most helpful for they deal >vith the enptions rather than 
with the intellect. 
(4) The ill of puoposing. This involves questions that are 
nade in statement form to c.gain get at the feeling. They are often also 
used as a supportive statement. 
(5) Reflect. This is often known as Carl Roger's method of 
restating what the counselee has just said. 
(6) Grunt. Many times just a simple sound will encourage the 
counselee to continue and give them a feeling you understand and care. 
Grunts can reflect various err~tions. 
(7) WaitiD& silence. Silence many times speaks very:· loudly and 
gives the counselee a chance to conununicate in other ways arrl also a 
chance to think t.'l1ings through. 
(8) Pra;.rer. 66 Prayer is aneth er form of talking 11hich is 
effective because it brings into the counseling session another 
counselor--God. 
66n· 9 9 leks, ££· £11., pp. 2- 7. 
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The above ~v11un.ents are those the counselor makes to hep begin 
or end a line of thought; other comments are types of responses. Dr. 
Elias Porter.J Jr. has placed the responses into five different atti-
tudes thatare related by the counselor. All five of these attitudes 
can be used effectively by the counselor. 
E--Evaluation. A response which indicates the counselor 
has made a judgment of relative goodness, appropriate-
ness, effectiveness, rightness. He has jn some1-my 
implied what the client mirb_t or £YEh t to do, grossly 
or subtly. 
1--Interuretive. A response which indicates the counselor's 
intent is to teach, to impart meaning to the client, to 
show him. He has in .some \vayL implied rlhat the client 
might or ough.t_ to think, gros sl :.r, or subtly. 
S--Supportive. A response 1-1hich indicates the counselor's 
intent is to reassure, to reduce the client's intensity 
of feeling, to pacify. He has in some <Jay implied that 
the client need not feel as he does. 
P--Probtn.z. A response vlhich indicates the counselor's intent is 
to seek further information, provoke further discussion along 
a certain line, to query. He has in scme -v1ay implied that 
the client ~h.:L.2£...l'.!ELght profitably d~velop or sJi§.cuss a 
QQj.nt .fur!Jl.~· 
U--Understand;t,))g. A response vlhich indicates the counselor's 
intention is to so respond as in effect to ask the client 
whether the counselor understands cor rectlv >vhat the 
client is "saying, 11 ho-v1 the client "feels" ~bout i~,t, how 
it "strikes" the client, how the client "sees" it. r 
Short-term counseling proces~. Dr. Clinebell has given us this 
approach which is most helpful in the first through about the fifth 
counseling interview: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(h) 
(5) 
(6) 
Listen intensively .and reflect feelings (U responses) •..• 
Use questions carefull;,r to focus on .conflict areas rapidly 
(P responses) .••. 
Help the person revieH the total problem •.•• 
Provide useful in formation ••.• 
F'ocus on the major conflict, problem, or area of decision 
with the aim of clarifying viable alternatives .••. 
Help the person decide on the "next step" and then 
take it.... . 
67c~inebell, 2£· cit., pp. 71-72. 
( 7) Provide guidance >-in en i.t seems useful. ••• 
(8) Give the person emotional support aQd ins pi ration •.•• 
(9) 11ove into long-term counseling ..•• 6ts 
Referrals. It is ah1ays a •'lise man >·Jho knmvs his limitations, 
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and this is very important in the field of counseling. The pastor must 
knm·l his limitations as a counselor and not be afraid to refer a counselee 
to scmeone else for help. There are three basic questions often asked 
regarding referrals: "vJhen ::;hould I refer?" "How should I refer?u and 
11\Vhe:..e ohoulu I refer?" 
There are three main limitations that often face pastors. They 
are (1) time, (2) skill and e).-perience, and (3) emotional reserve and 
stability. As the pastor reaches his limits in any of these, the question 
of when to refer is ans1·Jered. 69 
Five basic rules that help the pastor to kno1-1 how to refer are: 
f[;} ... the minister's concern thatthe parishioner be helped 
rather than that he be perceived as the means for help •.•• 
[[;} the referral should be done in such a way that it is not 
perceived as rejection by the parishioner ..•• &/ the process of referral should ahmys inClude the parti-
cipation of the parishioner as >-1811 as the intervention 
of the minister ••.• 
~ the minister should continue involvement in the referral 
alongside the additional person or per sons v1ho are now 
engaged in helping the parishioner ••.• 
_g;} the minister's relationship -vlith the parishioner >-lill 
continue be·vond the point vlhere the therapv received 
from the referral source has been complet ~d .••• 7° 
The problem of 1·Jhere to refer often becomes a very difficult one. 
The counselor should always have a complete list of respectable people to 
68Ibid., pp. 88-92. (Italicized in source) 
69vlilliam B. Oglesby, Jr., Referral in .!:_B;_storal .Qounselin~ 
(Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc, 1968), pp. 3 -57. 
7°Ibid., pp. 60-62. 
whum he can rel.·er sume of his counselees. These are the basic areas 
in which the pastor should have referral contacts available: 
The private professions 
1. Medicine--in many varied fields 
2. Psychiatry 
3. Psychology and counseling 
4. Clergy 
Coi!1muni ty organizations 
1. Informational groups 
American Social Health Association 
Child \·Ielfare League of America, Inc. 
National Association for Mental Health, Inc. 
National Council on Farn:ij,r Relations 
2. Service Groups 
American Association of Marriage Counselor s 
Family Service Association of America 
Florence CrH,ljenton Association of America, Inc. 
National Association for Retarded Children 
Child Guiuance Clinics 
Psychiatric Outpati m t Clinics 
3. Private Organizations 
Alcoholics Anonymous 
Planned Parenthood 
Red Cross 
YMCA & Yi.JCA 
4. Religious Groups 
Catholic Charities 
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Jewish Health and vlelfare Agencies 
Rescue Missions 
The Salv~tion Ar~y71 
A CvLtu>:>~lur is never a failure because he refers a counselee, 
he may be 'iJise; but a counselor may be a failure if he does not refer 
when he knows he should. 
Confidence. In a counseling session the counselor will re given 
thret: t.vpes os information. The first type will be community knowledge. 
Almost everybody kno-v1s about this information and it does not have to be 
kept a secret. The second type of in formation is privileged communi-
cation. This inform-J. tion has been told to the pastor expecting he vJould 
mt tell anyone except other :rrofessional people \·lith whom he is workingj 
without the full consent of the counselee. The last type is confidential 
or "confessional" information. This is highly personal and should never 
be told to anyone at any time. Only the counselee can ever relate this 
information. 72 
Pastors must often face the problem of wha t information can they 
use as illustrative material and v1hat should the~r never give in public. 
The following rues should be folla..Jed in preaching and other public 
speaking: 
First, he should use illustrations that point to positive, 
inspiring, and heroic traits in the counselee and not to dero-
gator;r, sneering, or cynicallv humorous attitudes the pastor 
may have toward the counselee •••. 
Second, the pastor should, inasmuch as in him lieth, get the 
permissior~ of the person or persons involved before he uses 
information or ideas the;,r have given him •.•• 
71Ibid., pp. 89-100. 
72James Lyn Elder, An Introduction to Pastoral Counse lin£', \-layne 
Oates, Ed., (NashviLle: Broadman Press, 1959), pp. 90-92. 
Third, the pastor v10uld do much better to get his illustra-
tions from literature such as novels, plays,poetr,r, biography 
than to use the personal problems of his counselees as 
illustrations ••.• 
Fourth, the pastor should very carefully avoid the temptation 
to trv to turn his preaching into a counseling session .••• 
Finally, the pastor can and should cio something in his 
preaching to encourage people to have confidence in him as a 
counselor. 73 
Note ,iaking_. Keeping records of the interview becomes very 
necessar;t when you have more than a fe1~ people as counselees. It is 
usually best not to take notes in front of the counselee. This gives 
them the feeling that the counselor is not giving his full attention, 
and they also ma;r not feel like relating everything if notes are being 
~2 
taken. The counselee al1<1ays has a fear that the notes ma;r get into the 
wrong persons 1 hands. HC~-Jever,. the counselor may feel like jott:ing dmm 
just a few -v1ords several times throughout the intervie'l<~ to help him 
r emember important points when he makes his notes immediately after the 
intervievJ. It is important that notes be rlritten dm-m as soon after the 
interview as possible '~hen all the feelings and facts are fresh in the 
mind. All notes should be locked away from evervone-~iDcluding the 
church secretary. All highly personal material should not be included 
or else should be written in code.74 
Many pastors have found it valuable to use 3x5 or 5x7 cards to 
record each individual or famil:r in the church 1-1ho has been counseled. 
On this card is placed simple general information and the calls or 
counseling sessions made and v1hen. In addition, most pastors keep file 
on each counselee \vhich contains more vital informationcnd personal 
73Ibid., pp. 88-90. 
?hNarramore, £!2· cit., PP• 34-35. 
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md-~c:.t·:i..ul iJu map :in future counseling sessions. 75 
III • .HA. TERIALS 
Without doubt the most important piece of material to use in 
counseling is the Bible. Every problem that people face today was faced 
by someone else in the past, and wavs of facing these problems are given 
to us in the Bible. Even though all this is true, the Bible can be mis-
used just as any other materials can be. Here are a fev1 v1a:vs in >-Jhich 
it should not, be handled: 
1. Using the Bible to condemn a person v1ho already feels a 
real sense of guilt for v1hat they did. 
2. Using the Bible to the extent that the counselee does not 
sense the counselor's cone ern. 
3. Quoting passages from the Bible that the cou.'1selee himself 
can quote without hesitation. 
4. Quoting the Bible to the extent that the rounselce "shutsn 
the counselor off. 
5. Quoting passages that only have very little or nothing to 
say about the problem, or add nothing helpful. 
The· correct ·Hay of using the Bible is much the opposite of what 
vias stated above. The counselor should use the Bible ITPder atel;.r, 
meaningfully, thoughtfully, compassionately, and usefullv. Han:v 
counselors have found it beneficial to giv~ the counselee one or more 
rassages to read as they return horre vlhen they have time tostud~r it. 
7Snick, 2£• cit., pp. 118-120. 
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Praver 
Prayer is another important instrument of counseling. The pastor 
should always be in an attitude of prayer and should spend much time 
before an intervie>~ askjng for the Lord's help to receive insight into 
the case. Hov1ever, prayer in the counseling session may not always be 
most helpful action. Dr. Clinebell has given us the follov:ing ground 
rules to help reduce the danger of blocking spiritual grovlth by using 
the Bible and Prayer in the v1rong \•Jay in counseling. 
(1) Us!::! :r·!::!ligious symbols and instruments sparingl:v and only 
after one is aHare of the counselee 1 s _needs and "internal frame 
of reference, 11 particularly vli th respect to religion. Other>-Iise 
one is likely to pray or read the Bible_ in an irrelevant or even 
harmful w av. 
(2) After praying or reading scripture, give the person an 
opportunity to discuss his feelings regarding the experience. 
The pastor ma;,r say: "~>.That ~~as going through your mind as I vias 
reading?tt 
(3) Use these instruments in 111ays that do not diminish a 
dependent person's sense of responsibility. Avoid pr2..ying in 
ways that create magical expectations or block the catharsis 
of ne aative feelings by arousing guilt about them. (4J Catch up the person 1 s feelings, including his angry, 
bitter, or resentful feelings, in the prayer, indicating that 
God accepts these human feelings. 
(5) Use religious instruments more extensively in supportive, 
crisis, confrontational, and existential counseling, and less in 
depth and insight counseling ..•• 
(6) Never use prayer as a tttool.tt Unless the minister honestly 
feels prayerful, he will confuse tre counselee by his "act 11 • 
(7) Use .. .::l:L~j_vu" pL u.Gt..Lces to deepen a relationship, never 
as a substitute for relating. 
(8) Never feel that one has to pray. God is continually 
active in all therp.peutic relati9nships, vlhether or not formal 
"religious" practices are used. 7b 
vlhen used at the proper t:L'Tle and in the proper vJa:r prayer .£.§.D be 
effective as "the pastor directs a relativnship beti-Jeen the individual 
and God. n77 
76clinebell, 2£· cit., pp. 261-262. 
77Dicks, 2£· cit., p. 102. 
In- some counseling situations it is helpful to have the 
counselee read chapters in books, or a pamp."llet on the pa.rticu1ar 
prob1em they have. Pamphlets on many subjects can b3 purchased 
through the American Medical Association, Narramore Foundation, and 
many other organizations and counseling centers. 
One of the most helpful instruments in counseling is the use 
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of tests. Tests will not give the counselor a 100% sure statement of 
the problem, but it Hill give some indications, or even more important, 
it will cmfirm correct counselor diagnosis. It is usually best to have 
the counselee take the· tests bet'tJeen the first and second int erviel·Js. 
"!hen handled this v-1ay the counselor is provided a chance tomake his mm 
judgments before examining the tests, Also most of the drop-outs in 
crunseling occur bett-Jeen the first and the second sessions. Since most 
counselees are very interested in test results they 1-1ill return for the 
second interview. 
Tv-10 tests that are highly recommended as personality tests are 
the Taylor-Johnson Temperament Ana:iysi s and the Minnesota Multiphasic 
Per::;onality Inventor;,r, The T-JTA can be given by pastors 1-Jith proper 
qualifications and 1-1ho have a background in psychcibgy or counseling. 
Another test reccmmended for rrarital counseling and some pre-
m'lrital counseling is t.1'1e Sex Kno1-1ledge Inventory. 
CHAPI'ER III 
PRE-HAHI'l'AL COUNSELI1\U 
CHAPTER III 
PRE-MARITAL COUNSELING 
I. THE TECHNIQUES OF PRE-HARITAL COUNSELING 
Definition 
Pre-marital counseling has been defined as: 
that form of counseling v1hich centers around the inter-
personal relationship of a man and a ·1-1oman, helps them 
evaluate their relationship in viei·l of their approaching 
marriage and acquaints them with '1-lays by v!hich they may build 
a happy and successfUl marriage, or, in the light of the 
evaluation of their relationship, results in their deciding 
against the marriage.l 
Pre-marital counseling is quite different from other forms of 
counseling. Tv1o of these differences are: first, that most ccuples 
will not come on their own, but rather at the insistence of the pastor; 
the second, there is a considerable amount more instruction done during 
pre-marital counseling sessions than any other.2 
Many look upon pre-marital counseling as a preventative counseling 
rather than the normal problem-solving type. It is felt that a few 
sessions of counseling before marriage may cut down the need for more 
sessions after the marriage ceremony. It will also hep the couple to 
prevent smaller times of unhappiness or unpleasant situations caused by 
a lack of cont~unication. 
1J. Kenneth Hor:ds, Premarital Counseling (Englewood Cliffs, 
N.J.: Prentice-hal, Inc., 1955), p. 15. 
2Ibid., p. 16. 
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Dr. Morris says that there are four types of people who will 
come for pre-marital counseling. The first are emotionally mature 
persons who are generally in good health, have a good background, and 
are well-adjusted people. The second are the couples that are mis-
matched and have problems of maladjustment in their relationship lvith 
each other. This is usually because of immaturity or an emotionally 
unstable individual. The third type couple are the physically sick or 
handicapped either because of a present or past disease or some unfort-
unate accident. (A ·complete doctor's examination should be required.) 
The fourth group are the neurotic or psychotic who are completely unsuited 
for marriage, at least until reasonable -v1ell.3 
Goals in Pre-marital P.Oll!l§.eling 
Each counselor must develop his.list of goals that he wishes to 
achieve during the counseling sessions previous to marriage. The goals 
must be established so he can better plan how to conduct the interviews 
and also ho-vz many interviews 1vill be necessary to accomplish the goals. 
The follm·ling are lists of goals made by other counselors to cover 
the needs they saw in the couples coming to them: 
Aaron Rut~edg~---
The counselor's goals with the·engaged couple are: 
(1) to test the gro-,.Jth and grv.vth potential of each 
personality, 
(2) to develop skills in andto stimulate spontaneous 
comnunication, and 
(3) to expose areas
4
of stress, and develop problem-
S0lving skills. 
3Ibid., p. 18-19. 
4Aaron L. Rutledge, Premarital Counseling (Cambddge, Massa-
chusetts: Schenkman Publishing Company, Inc., 1966), p. 22. 
Charles 'H. Ste>·Jart---
.[f;} the minister arranges the procedural details regarding 
the 1-1edding ceremony. . . . . 
~the minister uses the"interview to make an appraisal 
of the couple .... 
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[f;J the miniSter provides the cruple lvi th speCific inform-
ation with regard to the physical, economic, psycho-
social, and religious sides of marriage .... £/ the minister opens up areas of interpersonal interaction 
bet\•Jeen the man and
5
lwman which may be fruitfully explored 
before marriage .... 
Dr. Clvde Narramore---
Objectives of pre-marital counseling: 
1. To help the person to better understand himself or herself; 
2. To understand the person's mate; 
). To facilitate communication beglveen the couple; 
4. To help them gro1-1 spiritually. 
Dr. HovJard !L_ Clinebeli.J_ Jr.---
Throughout premarital counseling, the minister should bear the 
~ of the .12roce..§._s_ in mind. 
(a) reducing the anxieties about the mechanics of the wedding; 
(b) giving them some guidelines for the early adjustment stages 
of marriage; 
(c) strengthening their sense of adventure, rapture, and joy; 
(d) undergirding or strengthening their sense of adequacy and 
helping to make it at least slightly more realistic; 
(e) setting an example for them ofopenness of communication 
on such taboo topics as sex andanger; 
(f) introducing them to the "language of relationships" 
(Reuel Howe); 
(g) supplying them with >-Jhatever information they may desire 
relative to achieving a satisfying, growing relationship; 
(h) giving them a "juicy taste" of a someHhat deeper level of 
communication than they have hitherto experienced; 
(i) helping them sense the wonder of the presence of the God 
of love in their love; 
(j) helping them experience the difference betHeen "holy matrimony" 
and just getting married. 
(k) making oneself emotionally available so ~~at they may use the 
relationship for more extended counseling, before and after 
the ceremony.? 
5Charles \villiam SteHart, The Hinister ~ Marriage Counselor 
(New York: Abingdon Press, 1961), pp. S0-52. 
6nr. Clyde Narramore, "Professional Training 
Ministers 11 (Training Class), (Rosemead, California: 
Foundation, JuneS- July 11, 1969). 
7clinebell, Ibid., pp. 201-202. 
in Counseling for 
Narramore Christian 
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Essentials for~ Good Pre-marital Counselor 
There are several characteristics that the counselor must have 
to do the best job of pre-marital counseling. Many of these itEms have 
been discussed at length in the second chapter so they have been only 
listed beloH. 
2. 
J. 
4. 
s. 
6. 
1· 
8. 
9· 
The pre-marital counselor must: 
Be an accessible person. 
Create a counseling atmosphere. 
Be a good listener. 
Be wary of giving advice. 
Judge not. 
Keep confidences. 
Keep in touch. 
Ahmys be looking for deeper problems and hidden reasons. 
Keep constantly in mind the aim of counseling -- ( ••. to8get the person adjusted to himself, to others, arrl to his God.) 
Several different Pre-marital Counseling Plans 
The counselor must decide for himself the number of sessions 
that are needed to accomplish the goals that he has ~ade. Each 
counselor has a different planconcerning the number and content of 
these sessions and hm-1 each should be haTJ.dled. Here is a collection 
of plans from several authors. 
Dr. Charles SteHart advocates at least three intervieHs: 
8Henry H. Bullock (Ed.), The Pastor's Manual for Premarital 
Counseling (Nashville: The Methodist Publishing House, 1958), 
PP· 39-46. 
Intervie-...J One 
The minister sees each partner to discuss their romance, 
their common· interests, their relationships to both families, 
their understanding of sex, and the planning of family .... 
The couple are asked to see a physician. 
Interview 'I\·1o 
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The minister sees the couple together to discuss their budget' 
their planning of a home, and the values by which they live. 
He asks them to bring in a sample budget as a basis of dis-
cussion for this session. 
Interview T~ 
The minister sees the couple together to discuss their 
interests, how they resolve .conflicts, and their adjustments 
to difficulties. The latter part of the intervievl is used 
to discuss the religious side of marriage with the marriage 
ritual as the focus of discussion.9 
The .American Institute of Family Relations has publl shed a booklet 
under the authorship of Dr. Clinton Phillips and Erma Pixley that contains 
the follm·ling plan which has here been placed in outline form. 
First intervievJ: 
-----1. Looking toward marriage 
a. The storv of each client seen individually 
b. Client's' motivation 
c. Discussion of nei-l family patterns 
Second intervie11: (Any 8pecial problems from fin:;t intervievJ 
should be handled. Counselor should have results of 
Sex KnoHledge Intervievl.) 
2. Han aging Family Finances 
a. The importance of money 
b. Differences in economic value systems 
c. Income expectations 
d. \-lays of handling money 
e. Insurance and estate planning 
f. Financial problems in remarriage 
). Premarital sex education 
a. Hale and female sex organs 
b • .Attitude toward sex in marriage 
c. · Differences in male and female sexual psychology 
d. vlonder of the reproductive process 
e. Sexual intercourse 
f. The honeymoon 
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Third interview: (Discuss more of the Sex Knm·J ledge Inventory 
and the Johnson Temperamrn t Analysis /now the 
Taylor-Johnson Temperament Analysi~7· 
4. Temperament counseling 
a. Temperament and personality 
b. Temperament plus attitudes 
c. Use the tests in premarital counseljng 
d. Interpretation of lfaylor..7 Johnson Temperamrn t 
Analysis 
e. Interpretation of the Hinnesota Multiphasic 
Personalitv Invento rv 
f. Use the lf~ylo£2John~on Temperament Analysis 
as a counseling tool 
Fourth int ervie>-J: 
---5-. Masculine and Feminiiw roles 
a. Biological differences beti~een men and ivomen: 
the base ofan:r consideration of masculine and 
feminine roles 
b. Psychological, social and/or cultural role 
differences 
c. Sexual roles 
d. Fluctuating roles or reciprocal role interaction 
in our culture 
e. Economic roles 
f. Mother-father roles 
6. The nature of married love with its varying cycles 
a. Attitudes and feelings 
b. '\-lays of expressing married love 
c. Sexuil relations 
d. Ways of reducing love in contrast to keeping love 
alive and grm-Jing 
e. Structl.tring for a lifetime of marriage 
f, . Varied ideas about the nature of married love 
Meeting the needs of individual couples LAdditio~al ~ of 
consideratio~ 
7. Value judgments and family goals 
a. Discussion of vaue judgments important in 
marriage 
b. Discussion of specific questions related to 
value judgments 
c. Help in defining family goals 
8. Communication and companionship 
a. Importance of comnunication bet·Heen husband and wife 
b. Talk in marriage 
c. Nonverbel communi cation 
d. Skills in handling a discussion 
9. Home management 
a. Basic· considerations 
b. Specific questions related to home management 
c. Possible angers in home management 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
Recreation and social activities 
a. Background considerations 
b. Role of the counselor 
c. Variety of activities available 
d. Participation in groups 
e. Friends 
Counseling P:cemari tals :cegarcdng in-lmvs 
a. Background material 
b. Reasons for difficulties often complex and 
disparate 
c. Wa;vs of relating satisfactorily to in-laws 
Mixed marriages 
a. General considerations relative to mixed marriages 
b. Practical questions 
c. The role of the counselor 
Youthful marriages 
a. Negative aspects of youthful marriages 
b. General considerations 
c. Ge~eral questions relevant to youthful marriages 
d. Areas especially relevant to youthful marriages 
Premarital counseling and remarriages 
a. Some important considerations 
b. Situational problems 
c. Personal problems .10 
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Dr. Hm·1ard G. Hendricks from the Christian Education Department 
of Dallas Theological Seminary has given us this plan: 
Session One. The minister establishes rapport; learns about 
the couple; explains the counseling program; builds excitement for 
the sessions; and administers the first test •..• 
Session ~•Q· The minister makes clear God's viewpoint of marriage 
as the only reliable guide; discusses personality adjustments; deter-
mines tentatively if there is any reason the couple should not be wed; 
and detennines if :individual counseling sessions would be necessary ••.. 
Session Three. To discuss areas of adjustment in marriage, 
including sex .•.• 
Session Four. To discuss the meaning and procedure of the v1edding 
ceremony and clear up any uncertainties in regard to the service ..•. 
Session Five. This session shoUd be held six weeks after the 
wedding to dedicate the new family, to guide its spiritual life and 
to cont:inue contact vlith the couple •.. ,11 · 
Dr. J. Kenneth Horris gives us this plan: 
We have fmnd throu g h experience that a minimum of eight 
interviews is required for each couple. These consist of the 
following: 
1
°Clinton E. Phillips, a11d Erma Pixley, !.::. ~ for Premarriage 
Counseling (Los Anwles: The American Institute of Family Relations, 1963), 
pp. 6-51. Lfhis is an outline of this book_} 
11HoHard G. Hendricks (Ed.), Pre-Marital Counseling Manual (Dallas: 
DaJ~as Theological Seminary, 1966), pp. 11, 15, 23, 35, 49. 
1. The first intervie·l vlith the couple together. 
2. At least three personal intervieviS with each 
person depending upon the problems presented 
by him. 
). A final intervievl with the couple together.12 
The system preferred most by the author is the method used by 
Dr. Clyde Narramore. He suggests that at least six interviev-1s be 
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arranged for about a w~ek apart. This gives plenty of time in betv1een 
sessions for the couple being married to discuss the subjects of the 
previous session and also to perhaps prepare for the next session. The 
couple should be encouraged to discuss these subjects to enhance their 
communication betHeen each other and help in understanding each other. 
Eight areas are studied or considered during the six sessions. The time 
spent on each area depends on the needs and interests of the couple being 
counseled. These are the eight areas: 
1. Personality Factors in 11arriage 
2 • Extra F ami ly N'emb er s 
). Finances in the Home 
4. Children in the Christian Heme 
5. Sex Factors in Harriage 
6. Spir.iillal Factors in Harriage 
7. Ethics in Marriage 
8. Crisis in N'arriage 
''lhile stud;y:ing each area questions are asked to each pe:z:son. Scme 
of these questions perhaps have neyer been considered by the couple to-
gether previously. The ans-v1ers given vlill give the ot..h.er person an idea 
of the feelings their mate-to-be, and will give the couple areas to talk 
about in private. Reaction questions are asked ,,,hich are very short 
fictitious stories about other people's re 'lctions toward problems. The 
couple are to suggest reasons why the person acted as he did in that 
situation. Hany answers are possible, but tre particular answer given 
12Ibid., p. 19. 
may reveal some hidden or not before expressed feeliD.gs. The complete 
outline of this method can be found in the~pendix.l3 
Reasons for Marri~ e 
There are many reasons why people look fon·1ard to marriage. 
Donald H. Maynard has listed a ferl for us: 
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1. !2.:td fall in love .... V.lhen you fi.nd sorreone you truly love, 
you will want to share your life vii th that person and to establish 
a home of your mm. 
2. Sexual attraction ...• God made ma.n and v10man; he made them 
so that they 'wuld attract each other; v1ant to live together, to 
mate, to have children, and to establish a home. Sexual attraction 
alone is not love, but love certainly includes sexual attraction. 
J. Your desire to belong ~2. someol!2· •.• Man was not m'3.de to 
live alone. You need someone to whom you make a difference, and 
who makes a tremendous difference to vou .••. 
4. Your desire for securitv .•.. th~ thrught of sharing the 
uncertainties of the days ahead with one you love an:i \vho bas 
confidence in yru, gives you a feeling of security, and a warm 
glm·i inside ..•. 
5. Societv e:>-.'"f)ects you to marry .... the pressure of society 
continues to exert considerable influence upon you. 
6. ·You 'vant J.__n_de-pendence. For some of you, ''ho perhaps have 
not been too successful in untying the apron strings that b:ind yru 
to your parents, rnarriage may seEm to be the onl;r way by which 
you can achieve your independence. Needless to say, those in this 
situation may tend to rush into marriage uith anyone who will free 
themfrom their parents. 
7. You have ~ sense of obligation to societ1,r. Many of you 
recognize that the background of society and even of civilization 
is the home, and that if society is to pros:r:;er it must be built 
upon a foundation of hpmes inwhich children are brought up in a 
wholesome atmo spher e.l4 . 
Of these seven reasons for marriage we notice that the first is 
love. For any marriage to be a success there must be real love. Un-
fortunately, although tr'.ring to explain love or define it is very 
13nr. Clyde Narramore, "Professional Training in Counseling for 
Ministers" (Training Class), .2!2.· cit. 
14nonald M. Maynard, Lookin17, Tm·1ard Christian Harriage (New 
York: Abingdon Press, 1958), pp. 10-12. 
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difficult, the question most asked by teenagers concerning personal 
relationships is 111flhat is love?" Rather than spending a lot of time 
defining 11love" (and still not satisf:ying the need of these individuals) 
it often helps to in traduce these people to the six tests of love: 
Love is outgoing. Love that lasts does not center in oneself. 
Self-centered love is childish love that cannot hold up in the 
give-and-take of grown-up people •..• Mature lryre looks out to 
others .... The one in love is more concerned about his S\<Jeetheart 
than-about his own selfish interests ..•. 
Real love releases energ;r. Scme feelings inactivate one. At 
times l·Je are so entangled emotionally that 1ve cannot do anything. 
Our work falls off. \ve cannot study. 'He do not want to eat, or 
do an;rthing. If this continues, the chances are that it is not 
real love. Love that lasts is creative. It releases a great deal 
of energy for >·Io rk. \·lhen a boy really loves a girl, he is eager 
to accomplish and achieve .... 
Love ~ to share. Love is best knov.n by the desire to share. 
vlhen you are in love you want to share a great deal with your lover. 
You v1ant to share your thoughts .... You \·Jan t to share your feelings 
and your attitudes about things. Lovers do not lack for anyt,hi.ng 
to talk about .... 
Love is §:. ~e-feeling. You are in love to the extent to >-Jhich 
you think and feel and talk and plan in terms of He instead of I. 
The person \<Jho is only partly in love still thinks in terms of 
himself and his interests and plans ..•. 
You must like ~ \<Jell ~ love. For love to last it must have 
a solid foundation of genuine liking. You must be able to respect 
and admire your loved one if you expect to lov e him or her for 
very long. If you cannot enjoy each other as t1~o whole :p= rsons, 
rlhatever your feelings for each other they cannot last. 
/fim~ lvill tell. '.!.7 vlhm in doubt about love feelings, t~e 
will tell. The love that lasts is the love that does last.l~ 
The Nature of Harriage 
This is a very broad subject and can cover rna ny areas of the 
married life. T>w of the more important of these areas are--vJhat is 
expected in marriage, and the criteria for a happy marriage. 
Society's emphasis today is that marriage is expected to provide 
the couple vii th mutual satisfaction. Without this mutual satisfaction 
l5Evelyn Millis Duvall, Love and the Facts of Life (New York: 
Association Press, 1963), pp. 53-57. 
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the marriage relationship is threatened. These are the areas in which 
couples must promise to work to provide satisfaction on the part of both: 
Ll:Z mutual satisfaction of sexual urges; 
li;} inutual expressions of affection and love in addition 
to the sexual; [5;} sharing in responsibilities of procreation and care of 
children; £l sharing of interest in friends, recreation, worship, 
and creative vJOrk; · 
.K;l mutu al sense of security, belongingness, and status; ••.• ~ stimulating self-development in self-eA~ression. 16 
In previous times satisfaction v18.S attenpted in a few of these areas 
at a time, but today there seems to be a desire to have satisfaction in all 
of these areas at once or else problems arise. 
Perhaps the largest cause of problems today is the conflict betvJeen 
the male and female roles in livingend in the married life. The pre-
marriage cour1selor should to.ke tiine i·1ith the couple to make sure these 
roles are understood and that both persons agree with, as well as under-
stand, the role the other person will have in their marriage. 
Every married couple, as well as each couple about to be married, 
is interested in having a healthy marriage. A study has been made '1/Jhich 
found that a marriage is successful in proportion to the fulfillment of 
the following criteria: 
~ the love sentiment is fixed on the mate; 
7EJ smoothly functioning accommodations mrumize conflict, 
stabilize the relationship, and yet leave it open to 
constant changecnd revision; 
.f];} common activities and experience have given rise to a 
fusion of purpose, o'uality of particiration, common 
memories, and other forms of solidarity; £/ the prevailing dominant roles of spouses are compatible 
and complementary, and the role of each is satisfactory 
to the other as well as to himself; 
16 Rutledge, 2£· cit., p. 25. 
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KJ the marriage gives ooth partners a sense of security and 
belongingness; 
furnishes a wholesome background for rearing children; 
meets the ego demands of both parties adequately; 
economic problems are solved, arrl have a reasonably good 
chance of being solved whencertain contingencies are met; /9./ and, large areas of freedom for self-development and seJ£-
expression are provided for in all fields which do not 
threaten the relationship itself.l7 
For the Christian these facts are important a rrl interesting and 
must be taken into con sidemtion. But the Christian marriage means much 
more to him and the nature of marriage has a different feel. A Christian 
marriage is a marriage that involves 
a Christian man and woman, each dedicated to his understanding 
of God's purpose for him and to helping his spouse and their 
children to achieve the measure of the fullness of the stature 
of Christ. In a marriage that is truly Christian, both the 
husband and the \vife vJillrespect the developing persomlity of 
the other, aid its enhancement, strengthen it vJherever \veak, 
encourage it in its goodness--anticipating old age \'~hen both 
may present themselves to each other, \vi thout spot or blemisg, 
even as Christ presents the Church, His spouse, to Himself.l 
Material for the First Interview 
The importance of the first intervis-1 depends on how the remaining 
sessions are to be handled. In all methods this is a good time to have 
the couple fill out a marriage information blank. Examples of .these can 
be found in theappendix. Another sheet of background information may be 
filled out that will help in the counseling sessions. Instructions may 
be given to the bride concerning thelocal church and its wedding pro-
cedures and policies. Somecounselors feel the time should be spent on 
more necessc.ry topics and this information is given to the bride in 
printed form. 
l7Ibid., pp. 30-31. 
18
"-1 • • t 4 l·orr1s, .2.£· £!__•, P• · 
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At theclose of the session it is imp::>rtant to arrange for the 
remaining sessions. If books are to be re ad scme prefer to give them 
to the couple at this time, while others prefer to give them material 
to read just before or after the session when that subject is discussed. 
The American Institute of Family Relations suggests that the 
first session is the best time to give personality tests such as the 
Taylor-Johnson Temperament Analysis. Most counselees that drop counsel-
ing drop after the first session. Many individuals are interested in 
hearing the results of such a test and will there fore return to see 
what the test sho~ls. 
Usually the activities mentioned above do more than give the 
counselor information, they also help to relax couples neH to the church 
and build rapp::>rt if done in a friendly, yet l:us:iness-like v1av. 
The subject matter to be discussed vii th the couple on the first 
session, most counselors agree, should deal with the background of both 
of them. This may include their school experie nee, parents, home life, 
attitudes, and other such material. Some counselors desire to have the 
couple dis cuss how they met and descril:B their courtship. The ccuns elor 
may wish to conclude the session by discussing the Christian concept of 
.rrarriage vlith them. 
l·Jhen the first and last sessions are the only sessions held with 
both individuals together, as is proposed by Dr. Morris, the first session 
is even more important. During this time the entire foonch tion must be 
laid for the rema:ining sessions. BeloH is some of the material he 
proposes to cover cbJ. ring. that first session (placed here in outline form 
for brevi tv). 
1. Christian marriage defined 
2. ~wo essential components of Christian marriage .•• two Christian 
people 
3. A life-long union 
L. Marriage and matrimony lthe distinction betv1een the.!).!? 
5. Characteristics of a happy marriage 
Sharing 
Communication 
Empathy 
6. Three areas of sharing 
Body 
Mind 
Heart 
7. Habitual behavior fthe way each handled crises in the pasJ::.7 
8. Use of mental health principles 
9. The declaration and mutuality 
Fellowshj_p 
Encouragement 
Understanding 
10. Three pillars of a happy rr~rriage 
Affection 
Appreciation 
Consistency 
11. Spouses should be good listeners 
12. A simple for mula for a happ;r marr:bge 
trnever consciously ... do anything one kn0\·7S is displeasing 
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to the other partner, and ... do everything one kno>vs is pleasing 
to the other partner. nl9 
13. Parental responsibility and planned parenthood 
lL. The safeguard and benefit of society 
15. God's help essential to a Christian marriage.20 
Personal Intervie>v 
Most counselors believe that the counseling sessions are· partl;r 
to help communication between the couple. Therefore, they usually hold 
all sessions tog ether. The only time either of them have individua 1 
sessions is v1he n the re are definite problems on the part of that indi-
vi dual >.;rhich should be taken care of before marriage. Then individ u a 1 
sessions are scheduled to help overccme that problem. 
19Ibid., p. 55. 
20Ibid., pp. L0-59. jihis is an outline from these pages .7 
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Dr. Harris, on the other hand, feels that the JB rsonal inter-
view is preferable. The purpose of the personal interviei-I is "(1) to 
prov ide a permissive atmosphere in which the intervia-1ee may give 
expression to his feelings and discuss objectively his problems as he 
approaches one of the greatest crises in his life; (2) instruction in 
the nature of Christian marriage. n21 
Dr. Harris covers the following areas.' in his personal interviews: 
Haturitv. HoH do you evaluate yourself as an errotionally 
mature person? •••• 
Frustration. Hov1 do you react to frustration? •••• 
Tolerance. Do you appreciate opinions different fran your 
own? 
· UndEE.~:t-apd:i-!}_g. 
significant 
Love • vlha t are 
Do you understand people, especially the 
Persons in vour environment? •.•• 
- 22 the components of love? ••.• 
These are just a sample of the questions asked in each area. 
Group Preparation for Marriage 
Group counseling· of pre-marital couples is becoming more popular 
with time. This gives each counselor time to reach more people, and 
they all have a chance to discuss ~lith each other tre importance of 
this nei-I life they are about to enter. 
Here are some of the dynamics ccmmon to groups, all of which 
have relevance for pre-marital counseling, depending upon the 
make-up, goals, leadership, and procedures in operation. 
(1) Interaction may be spontaneous or directed .•• without 
structure or with ground rules •.•• 
(2) Interstimulation, an outgro1-1th of interaction, occurs 
thrcugh attitudes, conduct, acts, emotions and ideas--
largely in the realm of action and thcughts •..• 
(3) Hutual induction, confined to the area of emotion and 
feeling, is the process whereby one person' beccmes 
"charged" by the presence of another ••.. 
21M · "t 63 61. orr~s, £P· £1_., pp. - 4• 
22Ibid., pp. 73~74. 
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(4) Identification, \·Jhether positive or negative, occurs 
(5) 
on the basis of emotional prototvpes, i.e., similarities 
in personalit,,, background or experience, making possible 
vicarious catharsis and "spectator therapyi 11 
Intensificat;on of feeling, ~ith possible-acting out, 
folloHing the reduction of ego and superego controls in 
the group is sometimes benevolent-constructive and on 
other occasions hostile-destructive. 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
Assimilation aiding iu' the processes of socialization 
and group cohesion, can be contra-indicated in pre-marital 
counseling, in that it might discourage the unique 
development of each individual and of each separate 
cou ple. 
Inte~~tion is operative in groups, as ~ell as being a 
central dvnamic in individual personality .... 
Grou2 cohesion,,around common objectives and interests, 
can easily suoordinate the interests and needs of both 
individual and couple participants .... 
Polarity tends to produce rigiditv and fixity, i-Jhether 
the center aroundi-lhich it organizes is the counselor, 
other group members, or the group-as-a-Hhole •... 
Nodal and antinodal behavior describes respecti vel:r the 
aci:.iug uU"lj per1ods and the inactive or silent periods 
common to all groups ..•. 23 . 
Group counseling sessions may meet as many as sixteen times or more 
in their preparation for marrj_age. The outline is quite similar to that 
used in counseling couples. The folloHing outline has been used for manv 
groups which usuall:r spend t~o weeks on each subject (except the first 
topic that has -onbr one session of its mm and then permeates the other 
sessions): 
1. Engagement, love, and sex 
2. The Parental Home 
J. Our Ne'>·1 Family Begins 
D. 'Hork and Finances 
5. Children 
6. A Familv Faith 
7. Special Preparation, Such as Pre-marital Medical 
Examination 
8. The ir.Jedding and Honeymoon 24 
23Rutledge, .2£· cit., PP· 96-97. 
24Ibid., p. 103. 
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For years .pastors have been giving books to couples that are 
about to be married or 1-1ho have just been married. In many cases the 
books were given or loaned to the couple in lieu of real pre-marital 
counseling. In many cases the book was set aside because of the great 
deal of work that had to be accomplished before the v1edding and since it 
was not read before the 1:Jedding it i·Ias taken along on the hone;T.J.oon. 
Again because of lack of counsel the couple tried to do so much during 
their hone:vmoon that they again did not have time to read it. Perhaps 
a month or tvJO later they again came across the book and read it then. 
By this time they had aJ.r eady faced a lot of the frustrations that may 
have deeply troubled them. These frustrations may have been greatly 
minimized, or not even faced at all, if they had read the book earlier. 
The above shotil::l. not suggest that books should not be used, rather 
that books should be used vli th counseling. The time spent "1-Iith the 
counselor v1ill raise more question s in the couple 1 s minds and they 
will want to do more reading on the matter. Some counselors make assign-
ments on the first session only, others give shorter assignments on the 
. 
rna terial that v1ill be covered in the next session or that has been 
covered in that interviei<~. 
The number of books is greatl;r multiplving that deal with the 
married life--both in t..he early months as well as in the later years. 
The follm-ling is a list of just a fe~1 of these good books: 
Butterfield, Oliver M. Sexual Harmo~r in Marriage. Chicago: 
Emerson Books, Inc., 1955; 
Capper, \v. Melvine. To1-1ard Christian Narria~. Chicago: 
Inl:.er-Varsity Press, 1958. 
Greenbla t, Bernard R. .fl Doctor 1 s Hari tal GuidQ for Patients. 
Chicago: Budlong Press Company, 1967. 
LaHa~ve, Tim. Hoiv to be Fapgv Though Harried. V,Jheaton: 
Tyndale House Publishers, 1968. 
Lewin, S. A. and Gilmore, John. Sex Hithout Fear. Ne-v1 
York: Medical Research Press, 1965. 
Maynard, Donald M. Lookin_g To1·1ard Christian Harriage. NeH 
York: Abingdon Press, 1958. 
Stone, Abraham and Hannah. ..fl Harriage HaJ1ual. New York: 
Simon:~ and Schuster, Inc., 1952 . 
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. Of more recent interest in the area of pre-marital counseling is 
the use of tests. If a valid instrument is used a great deal can be 
discovered t.l-J.rough asimple test that; 1-1ill be of great benefit in counsel-
ing with the couple. There are three basic factors the counselee can 
reveal through tests in pre-marital counseli n g; sexual knowledge, 
compatibilit;r, and personality. 25 
The test that is best knmm as a test of sexual kno1vledge is the 
Sex Knowledge Inventory. Host pre-marital counseling manuals highly 
suggest using this test as part of pre-marital counseling. There are 
two forms: Form X and Form~· Form Y consists of forty-eight questions 
on the vocabulary and the anatomy of sex. Form X consists of eighty 
questions on the persm 1 s kno1-1ledge of the follmving areas: 
1. General knmvledge 
2. Sex-act techniques 
J, The hymen 
4. Possible causes of poor sexual adjustment 
5. Sex dreams 
25Horris, .2.:2· cit., p. 55. 
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6. Birth control 
?. Sterilization and circ~~cision 
8. Menstruation 
9. Conception 
10. Pregnancy 
11. Childbirth 
12. Superstitions 
13. Masturbation 
14. Venereal diseases 
15. Effect of menopause on sex life. 26 
The importance of this test has increased since so many false ideas 
have been created by today' s movie indus try and magazine companies. 
In testing for compatibility of the couple there are three tests that 
have come to the author's attention. They include the Burgess··Cottrcll-
Wallin Schedule on Marriage Adjustment; t.~e Crane Tests for Hu.s band and 
Wi v es; and Schedule E from the Harriage Council of Philadelphia. As an 
example of the topics involved the latter test covers the follm·ling areas: 
lf:1 feelings regarding engagement, 
2. relationship to families, 
3. buuget, 
COLLI'idence and affection, 
seJ..-ual matters, 
children, 
mutual interests and disagreements27 
In the last area of pre-marital testing, to determine personality, 
the task becomes a little more diffi cu.l t. Most reliable personality tests 
require that the tester be trained to administer the tests. Unless the 
pastor is trained in testing he may h3.ve to seek the help of some clinical 
psychologist to give the tests. 
There are t1•JO well-knovm personality tests that are highly 
reccmmended; The Minnesota Hultiphasic Inventory and the Taylor-Johnson 
Temperament Analysis. The first is usually much more detailed than is 
2~~lolo HcHugh, Harriar;e Counselor's Hanu.al {Durham, N.C.: 
Family Life Publicati,£ns, Inc., 1968), pp. 10-67. LTms is an outline 
from the entire book~/ 
27stewart, 2£-cit., pp. 56-57. 
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needed for the purpose of pre-marital counseling. The Ta~vlor-Johnson 
Temperament Analysis is les0 detailed, yet has been proven almost as 
reliable as the HHPJ. Han:' Counseling center s have as their policy 
that they give the Taylcr-Jchnson Temperament Analysis to all counselees, 
then if a very deep problEm is detected, they '1-Jill also give the Ht,IPI. 
The Ta;-,mr-Joii.w,vn Temperament Analysis is a recent revision of the 
Johnson Temperament Analysis. The T-JTA tests to find v1her e the 
person lies on a scale betl~een the follm-ling opposite traits: 
1. Nervous -----------------------.:.---------- Composed 
2. Depressive ------------··------:.:. ___________ Light-hearted 
3. Active-Social ---------------------------- QQlet 4. Expressive-Responsive--------------------- Inhi. bi ted 
S. Sympathetic ------------------------------ Indifferent 
6. Subjective ------------------------------- Objective 
7. Dominant ---------------------------------Submissive 
8. Hostile ---------------------------------- Tolerant 
9. Self-Disciplined ------------------------ Impulsive28 
Perhaps the greatest advantage of this test compared 'Hith other 
personality tests in the area of pre-marital counseling is the criss-
cross factor. In other vlOrds, the husband takes the test for himself, 
the husband takes the test for his wife, the VI ife takes the test for her 
husband, and the v1ife takes the test for herself. This gives the 
counselor not only each person's ovm vie• of himself but also the ·Hay 
the spouses vimv each other. 
Qualifying to give, evaluate and interpret the test is not difficult 
and theru.thor feels it is -well worth the effort. If a pastor could not 
take the training to interpret the test, h.; could give it and for a 
modest fee could send it to someone -who is trained for the evalootion 
and a vJri tten interpretation. 
28Tavlor-John~2£!. Temr:e rament Analvsis Manual (Los Angeles: 
Psychological PubJications, Inc., 1967). 2This list is given throughout 
the source -with much explanation.!.? 
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Hany other pre-rnari tal counseling tests are available but are 
usually not as reliable. In spite of this they can often indicate 
areas vlhere additional counseling is needed. An example of such a 
test is the 11Prc:-Narital Counseling Guide" which is published bv the 
Board of Youth Activities of the Augustana Lutheran Church, 244.5 Park 
Avenue, Ninneapolis, Minnesota. 29 (A copy of this test has been 
included in the appendix.) 
II. ESSENTIAL AREAS OF CONSIDERATION 
Personalitv Needs 
Every person has personality needs that are basic to living a 
successful life. \-Jithout these basic needs he 1·10uld become sick either 
physically or mentally or both and would not be &.ole to function as he 
''lould other1dse be capable. Harriage is entered into because t.he bride 
and groom feel some of these basic needs c.an be met b'' marr:ring that 
person. The counselor should be aHare of these needs and draw them to 
the attention of the counselees. 
In this paper these personality needs have been divided into the 
follmdng areas: 
1. Physiological needs 
2. Safety 
3. Sec uri t:r 
4. Love 
). Esteem 
6. Self-acceptance 
7. Adequacy 
8. Self-actualization30 
29Granger Hestberg, Premarital Counseling (New York: National 
Council of Churches of Christ, 19.58), pp. 10-17. 
3°.Horris; ££..· cit., pp. 128-140. lfhis list is an outline of 
these pages.J 
Phvsiological needs. The physiological needs are the needs 
cormr..onl~r called primary needs or the primary physical needs. They 
consist mainly of hunger, thirst, and sex. These needs are so 
important that all other needs can also be influenced if a person 
is lacking in one of these areas. Tney take precedence over the 
other needs. These needs must be met regularly in order for a person 
to survive physically. Since survival is man's fir-st desire, he will 
seek first to fulfill these needs.31 
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Safetv. The next level of needs is the level of attaining safety. 
After the physiological needs have been met the person strives to feel 
safe. A child seeks for safety in his bane while he is young. It must 
be quite terrifying for a child to hear bittel' quarreling and see 
ph ysical violence betv1 een those from vi hom he is trying to find safety. 
Many neurotic people are fearful. that the:v have lost their safety or 
that they vii 11 certainly· lose their safety soon.32 
Securit". Clo::;ei'' rej_a.ted to need for safetv vet at just a little 
higher level is the need for security. It is evident in all of life that 
man is not quick to accept changffiin the people around him. The old way 
usually has preference over the new unless much time and study has been 
spent considering the nei·l -vmy. 
Often the person who has had a lot of change and comes from a 
background of great flexibili tv Hi thout much of a feeling of security 
will find a mate that is ver;r stable and secure. Thev hunt for the 
person that will help p~ovide them t.he security thev have been deprived of )3 
31Ibid., PP· 128..:129. 
32r "d 
...E1.._;·' PP• 129-130 . 
33Ibid., PP· 130-131. 
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Love. The need to love and to be loved is a ver1r basic factor in 
a person 1 s psychological health. From birth a child needs much love or 
it will not develop normall''• In the home the mutual love between 
husband and wife is the basis of a Chrittiail marriage. Affection is 
the method of showing love. Affection is not so much vlhat you do, but 
rather ho'tl you do it. Affection can be shmm in an embrace or a kiss, 
but it can be shown in a caring discipline or spanking as well. Affection 
cannot be purchased or sold. Therefore, it is not vlhat you buy to sh01-1 
your affection, but the way the gift is given. 
A person who has never been loved or has not been sho1111 affection 
may find it hard to love md sho-v1 affection. He may have to be taught. 
Many marriages have problems because one of its members has not learned 
to shoi-1 love or affection. The other person must patiently teach the 
other how to shov1 love and affection and the marriage w:.i.ll improve. If 
the unaffectionate member is not willing to learn how to demonstrate love, 
his partner may be tempted to seek love from someone else. 
On the other hand, the person who has not received love and affection 
ma;r be so hungry for it t.hat he •·Jill actuall;r desire more affection than 
the person i·Jho has received much needs or desires to give. In either 
case the couple must openly discuss their needs vlith each other and help 
each other suppl;r their needs.34 
Est~. The next level of need is the need of an individual to 
feel proud of himself. This need is present in every individual. i'men 
kept '1-Ji thin reason, the more a person feels proud of himself the more 
successful vii 11 be his life. 
34Ibid., pp. 132-133. 
One of the hardest tasks a parent has is to give their child 
needed punishment vii thout hurting his self-esteem. A child 1-1ho is 
always looked dmw upon as being dumb or lazy will .not disappoint his 
parents and usuall;r he will beccme dumb or lazy. He >·Jill not look 
forward to the future as something he can be successful in but rather 
as a continuing ti'lle of failure. 
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Marriages also can be damaged if one of the person's self-esteem 
is hurt or if he or she does and sa;vs things to damage the self-esteem 
of his spouse. There arerre.ny vlays in which this can be done and man;r 
reasons for doifl.g it. These have not been included here for they '1-lould 
be in the area of marriage counseling. Hm-Jever, the counselor should 
inform the couple to be married that the;.r should not be sting:.r with 
compliments on things accomplished. They should he quick to cornpHment 
and slm·1 to criticize .JS 
Self-acceptanc~. Very closely related to self-esteem is self-
acceptance. Every person needs to realize that although he has weaknesses 
as well as strengths he is worth1-1hile. Attitudes have been put in man;r 
children's minds that they cannot be important unless they have a high IQ 
or are able to be a top athlete. This is unfortunate and people 1vith these 
ideas must be taught to develop their abilities and minimize their 
limitations. There is a place in this Horld for everv type of individual 
no matter the degree of intelligence or physical ability·. 
It must be realized that God made everv one of us for a specific 
purpose and if we find the place he has for us rle can be as successful in 
3;Ibid., pp. 133-135. 
His eyes· as an;r other person and just as important. Just as self-
esteem, self-acceptance can be built or torn dmm by thos e nearest 
to us throughout life .36 
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!tdeguac'~· The next level of need is the need of adequacy. Each 
person needs to feel capable of making decisions and carrying them out. 
There must be the confidence that one can adequately face the demands of 
life which can bnly be gained by having successfully faced other problems 
correctly. 
Each person should enter marriage v1ith this sense of adequacy. 
:Hanv young people desiring marriage are not mature enough to take on the 
great responsibj_lities marriage entails. This ca.us es marital problems 
and the break-up of many young marriages. 
Some older people Hho are not adequately prepared for marriage 
find the reason stems frcrn over-protection in the home. Usually once the 
apron strings are broken and a person can live on his 01m for a while a 
sense of adequacy will develop)7 
Self-actualization. The last need is self-actualization. This is 
. the highest level and consists of the highest psychological goal. As a 
person achieves success at one task he usually will take on a little 
harder task and will continue to stretch tm1ard his limits. 
11For the Christian, self-actualization means to become all that 
God intends one to be in his moral integrity which includes .•. his 
relationships ~d th other people. 11 Self-actualization is very important 
in marriage, but only in a healthy marriage can this need be supplied. 
36Ibid, pp. 136-137. 
37Ib' ' ll 0 
_.2:.2;·' P· ~ • 
The counselor must give each couple all the help he can to make tJ1e 
marriage a happ~r one in 1-1hich each mate can reach his fullest 
capabilities.38 
Marriage requires that both persons involved be mature. There 
are seven areas of evaluation ~hich can be examined to determine the 
level of maturit:r: 
1) .'rh.§. ~enden.~··indeuendence scale. Each individual proceeds 
at var,'ing speeds and to var,ring degrees from a state of intra-
uterine dependence upon the mother to complete independence from 
the parents ...• 
2) ~ gi._~-gcJt, bala~. The gro1-1ing person sees a gradual 
increase in his productive capacit'.r and a consequent· decrease in 
receptive needs, finding it increasingly at least as "blessed 11 
to give as receive .•.. 
3) Troubleson:-s ~&§..· Part of the gro•,Jth process is 
learning to handle the constellations of inferiority feelings, 
egotism and competHiveness so prevalent in thecultu.re .•.• 
h) ~ rc;:.spol}§)..bilitv •..• The ma.turing person accepts 
his sexual nature and moves tCJ1.>~ard the attainment of genital 
sexuality) i1hich involves a vJillingness to accept responsibilitv 
for one's ovm sexual life and possible children. 
5) HosJ.i1fu, the most destructive force '.'et to be unleashed 
in the universe, is based primarily upon unresolved emotional 
problems of earl:l.' childhood and 1ater maturing •.•• 
6) Rose-tinted glasses must l~ removed. Each p3rson tends 
to see situations and people in terms of his 01-m feelings, ~hich 
often are traceable to childhood and early adult reactions 1·1hich 
have not been outgrmm .••• Facing realitv can be painfu1, but it 
is a necessar:rand profitable step tm-1ard emotional maturing. 
7) The grm~ing person 1-lill be ~ flexible ~d adaptable, 
~hereas the stunted individua,J. will go through life repeating 
reactions ~hich ~ere appropriate to hurtful childhood situations, 
but quite inappropriate to adult 1iving ••.• 39 
3.::,Ibid., p. 1h0. 
39Rutledge, QQ• cit., PP• 2-3. 
Difficult Areas of ft.djustmei.l!: 
It has been discovered through many studies that the wedding 
begins a relationship that takes a lot of adjustment on the part of 
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both the husband and the >d.fe. Most of these adjustments can be taken 
care of in the early part of the 1)1arriage. Adjustments in some areas 
may be easy and in other areas very hard. Adjustment is not the same 
for all people. Some people find it hard or even impossible to adjust 
and others adjust very easily. Part of the task of the premarital 
counselor is to inform the counselees of the areas of adjustment that 
they will possibly have to face. Informirig the couple of these areas 
and even talking about them in some detail before marriage idll make 
adjusting easier and give the marriage a much better cha.nce of success. 
Among the many studies done in this area, one shm.;ed this list 
of adjustment areas listed in order from the most difficult to the easiest 
to adjust: 
Sex relations 
Spending family income 
Social activities 
In-law relationships 
Religious acti~~ties 
Mutual friends 1 
In another study 409 couples vrere asked if they had adjusted 
satisfactory (to the mutual satisfaction of both partners) in these 
primary areas. The list shoi·lS from top to bottom the areas of least 
satisfaction: 
Seven areas 
Sex Relations 
Children 
Social activities 
.:f of Hutual Satisfaction 
-. 6~ 
71% 
72% 
40Judson Landis and Hary Landis, Building ~ Successful !'1arriag~ 
(Ne-v: York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1948), p. 2Ii3. 
Religion 
Spending family income 
In-lm·r relatiopships 
Mutual friends41 
76% 
77% 
77% 
82% 
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In this same study Landis and Landis examined the r~lationship 
between adjustment and the feelings of happiness the couple have in their 
marriage. It was highly confirmed that the sooner a couple makes these 
adjustments the happier the couple is even in later marriage.42 
In the next fevr pages each of these areas of marriage adjustment 
have been examined to bring out vrhat should be done about them in pre-
marital counseling. 
Sexual adjustment. As has been previously pointed out sexual adjustment 
causes more problems in married life than any other area. \Vherever there 
is mutual satisfaction concerning sexual relations there is usually a 
happy rnarriage. Part of this is due to the fact that much of the sexual 
experience is closely connected -vli th the person 1 s attitude. If there is 
disagreement in some other area of the marriage it is very possible that 
adjustment in sexual relations -vlill not be satisfactory either. 
Sex relationships more often than some of the other phases of 
marital interaction, seem to be the focal point of tensions, 
because constantly recurring biological urges force couples to 
reckon vli th this part of life. Tvm people who differ on religion 
may simply agree to disagree and live together happily; a couple 
may have -vlidely divergent ideas concerning the use of money, yet 
if they have enough money so that their differences do not cause 
financial hardship, they can tolerate their differences and live 
in peace. But in the area of sex the issue must be faced; for 
the sex urge is comparable to hunger in that it requires periodic 
satisfaction. It also requires cooperation. Differences here 
cannot be ignored as can some other differences. Therefore, although 
sex is not an all-important factor in itself, a mutually gratifying 
sex relationship -vlill serve to facilitate all adjustments, just as 
41Ibid., p. 245. 
42Ibid., p. 246. 
conflicts, seemingly unrelated, to sex, will have repercussions 
in the sex life of the couple. 4 3 
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A question that has been asked many times is 11What is the cause 
of poor sexual adjustment?" There are three main CLassifications as sho-vm 
by research. "These are (1) problems due to biological or organic 
factors, (2) problems due primarily to a lack of biological and psycho-
logical kno-vrledge, and ( 3) problems due to social conditions. n4L~ 
Actually it has been found that as low as 5% of the couples' sexual 
adjustment problems came under the first classification above. Therefore, 
the far greatest majority of adjustments in this area can be corrected 
vdth greater and more accurate sexual knowledge or correction of social 
conditioning - especially the attitudes tm·rard sex uhich many girls -vrere 
taught, vrhether directly or by inferences. 
Dr. Green blat. has said, 11 We all laugh at the idea of trying to play 
a piano v-ri thout talcing lessons, yet many of us think we can use our bodies 
in sex 11 naturally11 --meaning without thought and knmvledge, without study.n45 
:Hany young married couples have gone into marriage with this feeling and 
this is partly due to the fact that their marriage counselor did not take 
time to tell them that 50% of the married vTOmen in Exner's survey described 
as unpleasant their first sex experiences and that 48% of the women in 
Brav 1 s research were unable to achieve sexual harmony during their honey-
moon.46 Sexual harmony--sexual adjustment takes time, patience, and 
accurate knm-rledge. 
43Ibid., p. 266. 
·44rbid., p. 269. 
45Bernard R. Greenblat, A Doctor's Harital Guide for Patients 
(Chicago: Budlong Press Company, 1967), p. 6. 
4~andis, £E.. cit., p. 270. 
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It must also be realized that the lack of experience or nknmv-
h0iv11 is not usually the cause of sexuaJ. unsatisfaction. Often there 
is a sense of fear or guilt which might have many causes that hinders 
satisfaction. These fears or guilt feelings may show up iri any of the 
following forms: 
1. Impotence--simple inability for the man to have an erection. 
2. Premature emission--ejaculation before or during insertion. 
3. nFrigidity11 --lack of responsiveness or ability to enjoy the 
sex act on the part of a ·Homan. 
4. Painful Intercourse: especially due to psychologicaJ. muscle 
spasms. 
5. Vaginal discharge--heavier than the nonnal mucus secretion 
rlhich helps lubricate the parts. 47 
Special counseling may have to be given in these cases, by a physician 
if the causes are physical., or by the pastor, a Christian psychologist 
or psychiatrist if guilt and fear are the major causes. 
Many ministers are concerned about how far they should go in 
counseling on sex--both to pre-marital counselees and marital counselees. 
Dr. Clyde Narramore has said several times that the minister should not 
be knovm as a sex expert. In other words, this subject should not be our 
major emphasis or major.area of counseling. Yet this area must be knoHn 
about and opened for further discussion by the counselees. Dr. Narramore 
suggests that a doctor (v;ho the ccounselor is sure •·lill feel free to 
discuss this subject and ivho will do a good job at this task) be asked 
to hancne this area of pre-marital counseling. If this is not possible 
it may have to be the pas tor 1 s responsibility. 
l 7 . 
t Greenblat, ~· cit., pp. 50-54. 
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Other safe counseling methods that usually do not hinder the 
pastor's reputation are to have the couple read a book or bro on the 
subject and/or take the Sex Knowledge Inventory. The results of the test 
can be shmm them and misconceptions cleared up, then the follm-d.ng vieek 
they can be asked if they have any more questions in this area. Two 
excellent books are Sex 'Hi thout Fear by Le\-d.n and Gilmore, and Hodern 
Sex 'J.'echniques published by Lancer books. 
If the counselor uses either a doctor of the book and/or test 
methods there are still certain areas that he should make sure they fully 
understand. The first is that the sexual roles of the man and the 'HOman 
are different. They are made differently, and they have different feelings. 
Both of them should work toward the goal of completely satisfying both 
their needs and their mate'~ Sex is not for just the man, but for beth 
to enjoy. Men are more easily aroused and more quickly satisfied; but 
vromen, though aroused sloHer, are able to have sexual relations just as 
often and many times for a longer duration. 
The couple must also knovl about contraceptives. The doctor will 
usually tell them about these. Dr. Westberg encourages the use of them 
for all couples from time to time and gives four reasons couples should 
use contraceptives: 
1. For the purpose of P.ersonal adjustment~ •• fThis will give the 
couple a chance to adjust to each other vli thout having a baby on the \vay 
with the discomforts of a pregnancy~ 
2. For the purpos.!:_ of sr::acin.g children •••• 
3. For health and econo~tc reasons •••• 
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4. For those Hhose families have reached maximum size •••• 48 
- -- -- ----- ---
Another area of importance to be discussed is the planning of the 
honeymoon. Too many young couples plan so much to do for their honeymoon 
that they do not have a chance to get fully adjusted to each other and 
the marriage gets off to a bad start. There are two very different rrays 
of avoiding this problem. The first is to plan a honeymoon that is short 
in distance traveled and long on time spent together. The second is to 
follow the plan of Dr. Dicks: 
It is because young people commonly eA~erience so much trouble 
with sex adjustments during the honeymoon that a couple may be 
well advised to taJce on a vreekend trip immediately following the 
·vredding and the honeymoon six months later. Then if counseling 
help is needed, it is available from a trusted pastor, or physician.49 
Another factor in sexual adjustment is a reasonable setting. There 
must be complete privacy, and a confidence that there will be no interr-
uptions, plus pleasant surroundings. This will help tm-rard a faster 
adjustment and ·Hill ahrays give more pleasure in sexual relations. 
Dr. Phillips of the American Institute of Family Relations has 
given a very complete outline of what he feels should be discussed in the 
area of sex in pre-marita.l counseling. The folloHing is his outline: 
{!;] Male and Female Sex Organs 
1. Hale reproductive organs 
a. General description of outer organs 
b. Hovement of sperm cells and semen to seminal 
vesicles 
c. Nature's cleansing process ••• 
d. Ejaculation of semen through urethra 
e. Significance of differences in st1~cture of 
male and female reproductive organs in readi-
ness of sexual response. 
48westberg, E.E.. cit., pp. 32-33 • 
. 49Russell L. Dicks~ Premarital Guidance (Engle1-mod Cliffs, N.J.: 
Prent1ce-Hall, Inc., 1963), p. 51. 
!IlL/ 
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2. Female reproductive organs 
a. General description of outer organs 
b. Release of ovwn 
c. Hovement of egg cell ovum (ova plural) through 
fallopian tube to uterus 
d. Preparation of uterus each month to receive egg 
e. FurlCtion of Bartholin glands 
f. Significance of differences. in structure of male 
and female organs (resulting response of iodfe is 
more in te1~s of total personality than that of 
he r husband.) 
Attitude Toward Sex in Marriage 
1. Sex is natural, normal part of marriage 
2. Husband and uife are mutually responsible for 
successful sexual intercourse. 
3. SeA~tal intercourse is a source of pleasure for both 
husband and v1ife. 
Differences in Male and Female Sexual Psychology 
1. :Hale more direct and more· directly stimulated; 
expresses much of his love, though not all, in sex. 
2. Female less direct in her response. Needs to feel 
that she is loved in vrays other than sexual. Her 
need to say nno" at times must be seen as a symptom 
of her need for security in being loved emotionally 
and 1-1i thout sex. 
Wonder of the Reproductive Process 
1. Size of spenn and egg cells 
2. Result of union 
Sexual Intercourse 
1. Counseling Tools 
a. Pamphlet: "Preparing for 1·iarriage,n b-y- Dr. 
Paul Popenoe •••• 
b. Sex KnoHledge Inventory •••• 
2. Discussion areas, such as 
a. Erogenous zones 
b. Foreplay--emphasis on play 
c. Coitus 
d. Orgasm 
e. Effects of hidden hostilities 
The Honeymoon 
1. Does couple understand the importance of privacy, 
freedom from fatigue, avoidance of undue extravagance? 
2.. Do they understand the possible lack of sexual 
adjustment at beginning of marriage, e.g. 
a. Premature ejaculation 
b. Impotence 
c. Contraction of sphincter muscle around the vagina 
d. Lack of orgasm on part of Homan 
3. Have they be reassured on these points: 
a. Difficulty in sexual adjustm~nt is not unusual 
among nmr1Y'veds 
b. Difficulties can be resolved--keep a relaxed 
attitude 
c. Tenderness, concern for partner, and love most 
important , 
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4. Conception control information according to dec tor's 
instructions, as couple has need.SO 
Finances. The second area of serious adjustments is the area of 
finances. "Approximately one couple in five had never satisfactorily 
agreed on finances although they had been married an average of tvrenty 
years.nSl Many treat the matter of finances very lightly, but if we take 
a :::erious long look at this area He see ho>f important it really is. 
The over-all goals and purposes of life for ivhich a couple is 
living as individuals and as.a couple must be brought into dis-
cussion. People give life in -vrork to achie-ve these goals, and 
spend it out in the vmy they manage their money. Christian 
teachings concerning stevrardship should be put into the context 
of the total earning and spending of money. Budget planning, 
setting of financial goals, savings, investments, insurance, 
taxes, houses, automobiles and other expensive mechanisms that 
have become Hell-nigh necessities, and the expense of rearing 
children--all these items must come in for consideration.52 
\vi th this as a background, belmf have been presented some of the 
specific areas in Hhich agreements must be made or the communication 
lines opened before the marriage. 
(1) Income. Several questions that should be discussed are--
Hmv- much money do they both have set aside? i:Jhat is the present income 
of the man? vlhat are the plans for the future concerning his income? 
\-That are the possibilities of a promotion? Is the Homan going to iWrk? 
If eo, hou long? vlhat Hill her income be? 1-Jill either set of parents 
)OPhillips, op. cit., p. 13~15. /Topics prefaced by Roman numerals 
vrere in solid capitals in the original.:..T 
51Landis, ~· ~i~., p. 313. 
' 52 \-Jayne E. Oates, Premarital Pastoral Care and Counseling, 
(Nashville, Tennessee: Broadman Press, 1~)-;-P- 27. 
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be subsidizing the marriage? By hou much? HoH will this affect their 
life as a nevr family? What are each future mate's feelings toward sub-
sidizing? These are a fevr of the questions that both should agree upon. 53 
One of the biggest problem areas concerning finances centers 
around 1·rhether the vmman is going to vrork or not. It should be remembered 
that in our culture traditionally it has been man's responsibility to make 
the living and earn the money for their needs. In recent years it has 
been increasingly popular that the wtfe may help him. Anne Proctor has 
made the follOidng statement concerning this: 
If a married 1-10man takes outside paid vmrk, or for that matter 
voluntary ·Hork, it should be with her husband's consent. Her 
first duty is to her home, and not to earn money for its upkeep; 
and a mother avray from her children l·rhen they need her most, is a 
deprivation which cannot be made up to them by buying nicer 
clothes or other luxuries. Of course, i.f employers 'trould arrange 
part-time 1-10rk for women uhich began at about nine-thirty and 
finished at about three-thirty, many ·Homen i·ri th children at 
school could do a job, help their financ€:'3 help the countr-.1 if 
need be, and yet not neglect their home and families. 1·lomen 
with children under school age should not be encouraged to go 
out to v10rk, and day-nurseries should be kept to a minimum for 
those vromen i·rho through tragedy or difficult circumstances are 
forced to leave tiny children i·rhile they work. 
The mother of a child under five ought to be at home id th it. 
The mother of school children ought to be there to see them off 
to school, and be hg~e in·time to greet them and her husband 
when they get back.:JLJ. 
(2) rfuo spends the money? Who wlll be the treasurer of the family? 
Will they have a joint or single or t1-ro single accounts for their money? 
vfuo is responsible for buytng and for paying the bills? One of the 
biggest problems in today 1 s families is the number of installment payments. 
V.ery few of these idll quickly put a couple in debt to the point that they 
cannot easily get out. Many items are paid for two and three times 
Green 
5%ugledge, 2£• cit., p. 260. 
5L~Anne Proctor, Backs;round to Harriage 
and Co., 1953), pp. 15-16. ---
(Nevr York: Longmans, 
because of carrying charges and interest. Teach the couple the 
importance of vmtchine out for this,55 Give an example of the cost 
of a major appliance vri th and vri thout interest and carrying charges 
to make it real clear. 
(3) Budgeting. It is essential for most families to have a 
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good up-to-date budget--and then live by it!t It is vrise to have the 
couple make up a budget based on their present salary and bring it to 
one of the counseling sessions. The counselor can go over it vrith them 
to help them w·i th any problems that they might have and to shovJ them 
items they may have forgotten. The foll01·ring is an average pel' cent of 
where a. salary normally goes: 
Housing: (rent, utilities, telephone, taxes, insurance, 
upkeep) 25-35 per cent 
Food: 20-25 percent 
Clothing: (purchase, repair, cleaning, laundry) 10 - 15 
percent 
Savings: (bonds, investments, insurance, retirement) 
5-15 per cent 
General: (education, doctors, dentist, transportation, 
income taxes) 20-25 per cent. 
Contributions: (church~ charity, cultural endeavors) 
5-10 percent-'6 
"Equal sharing in all planning and spending calls for the greatest 
maturity, and by necessity this Vlill not be the plan for the family if 
one of the couple cannot handle money.n57 
(4) ! family finance diarv. Every family should keep a full 
and complete account of all the money that is spent and what it has been 
spent for. This helps in planning future budgets;, .making out tax forms, 
55Rutledge, ££· cit., p. 260. 
56rbid.' p. 261. 
5?Ibid. 
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and improving knowledge of family spending. 
(5) Shopping. Shopping correctly is perhaps one of the greatest 
skills needed by men and women today. Here is a list of ten helps 
toward wise shopping, vJhich \iould be especially helpful information 
for young couples who are'going to have to start 11 on a shoestring11 
budget: 
(l) Guard against 11 habi t ~pend;ip.g_. 11 Question every 
dollar that goes out; keep an open mind; are you spending 
tr.r habit, because other people do, because your family has 
always spent in that vmy, because you haven't stopped to 
think? ••• 
(2) Plan ahead. 
the man and rTOman Hill 
tinent purchases up to 
you plan ahead on such 
seasonal sales. 
During the average couple's lifetime, 
operate a partnership, making per-
$300,000. You 1-1on 1 t buy Hell unless 
things as groceries, seasonal produce,· 
(3) Compare, compare. Shopping means 11 to visit shops 
for purchasing or inspecting goods.rr ••• 
. (4) Learn quality. Be a label reader; learn cheap 
bra11ds and quality bra-nds and knm> vrhat you are buying. 
(5) Don't over-buy. A common fault is to buy quality 
that is not necessary' 'as in clothes that children vlill out-
grm-r, decorative i terns that -vlill not be kept, or silver that 
will not be used •••• 
(6) f3u;x: ~--buy cheaper. \fuy not use the bargain rate 
for bvo or three i terns on things that you use regularly? ••• 
(7) Keep a cash reserve. You find an item that you 
really nee~d-it is on sale at half price; bargain money 
is the ansHer •••• 
(8) Do it yourself. One of the greatest fads of the 
day is to do things that in the past vlere paid for by most 
people. 
(9) Bei-mre of false economy. It is foolish and un-
profitable to go to extremes in savine money that rlill lead 
to vrorn-out appliances, or by scrimping so desperately that 
one has to let off stea~ by spending foolishly •••• 
· (10) ~ your sense of values. Don't cfJ_rry dollar 
stretching to a grim and unpleasant extreme.5t5 
( 6) Savin~s. 11 Saving can be accor:plished by most people on.ly 
if made a matter ofroutine or habit.n59 A person should ahmys be 
58Ibid., pp. 263-264. 
59 Ibid., p. 264. 
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very careful ·where such money is kept. There are advantages to all the 
different places: banks,· savings and loans, mutual fund} and stocks and 
bonds. The couple must decide for themselves vThat their needs are and 
then distribute their savings in the 1dscst places. llarn them to be 
sure to knovl well the people to whom they trust their money. Here are 
a few tips from the authoritie~ on stocks a..'1d bonds: 
(1) \Vhen buying stocks don't use money you might be needing 
for something else. Have adequate life insurance and a cash fund 
for emergencies. Don't count on stocks to tide you over sickness 
or loss of job. 
(2) Don't t17 to trade in and out of the market. No one can 
forecast month to month fluctuations. Stay idth your investments 
as long as they hold promise, buying for the long pull. 
( 3) . Don 1 t jump in all at once. Invest a fixed number of 
dollars at regular intervals. This means that you vdll buy some. 
purchases at high, lmv, and intermediate leve:J.c, thus acquiring 
at an average cost. 
(L) Diversify. Spread your money along at least five or six 
good quality industries as you go along. By buying shares in an 
investment comp.:rny you get diversification automatically. 60 
(7). Insurance. There are many kinds of insurance for all kinds 
of needs and to help in all kinds of situations. The couple should be advised 
not to jump into insurance 1vitho:1t kno"i'Ting the full facts. Hm\'ever, 
insurance is a very important ·.~nvestment. to make. Some of the types of 
insurance are: 
Personal insurance (life, health, income, medical) 
Educational insurance (for children's education) 
Property insurance (fire, storm and theft coverage for home 
and furnishings) 
Automobile insurance (liability is a "must" in many states) 
The follovdng is an outlinesuggested by the American Institute of 
Femily Relations on the entire subject of finances: 
60ibid., p. 266. 
/III./ 
Differences in Economic Value Systems 
l. Are there differences beti-reen the partners as to 
Hhat values are important in spending money? 
2. Does either of the couple favor 11 conspicuous 
consumption11 ? 
~· Are "first family" traditions involved? 
4· What are the couple's respective attitudes toward 
bu;ying on crecli t and paying cash? 
:.:5. Are the financial goals of the couple the same? 
Income F,xpectations 
1. If income exceeds outgo the first year. or so of 
marriage, is the couple prepared to save for later 
years? 
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2. Are they prepared for possible financial difficulties 
during child-rearing years? 
3. In later years, when income again should exceed outgo, 
does couple understand need to plan for comfortable 
retirement? 
4. \vill 1.-rife -vrork't If so, Iicn·J long? For Hhat reason: 
to pay debts? For ego outlet? To increase income? 
\-.Jays of Handling Money 
l. Does couple understand that Egreement in lrays of 
handling money is more important than method? 
2 (It is important for Hife to feel economically secure.) 
2. Have they considered alternative methods? 
a. Joint ba~~ account 
b. Separate bank accounts 
c. Alloi-mnce for both husband and 1-rife 
3. Have they prepared a tentative bugget wlth a flexiblee 
attitude toward family spending? 
a. Expenditures related to needs, tastes, values 
of the couple 
b. Plans changed as conditions change 
c. Use of four major steps in budget take-home 
pay after deductions 
fixed obligations 
emergency fund 
day-to-day expenditures. 
4. Extravagances vrould depend on the financial situation 
of couple as 1;1ell as on their needs and tastes. 
Does couple agree on the nature of extravagances, e.g., 
a. Too much installment buying ••• 
b. Radio, TV, stereophonic machines, other home gadgets 
c. "Eating out" unless considered a form of recreation 
d. Ne\v cars 
e. \-!omen 1 s clothes 
f. New houses 
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Insurance and Estate Planning ••• 
1. Does the couple understand adjusting the cost of 
insurance in relation to: 
a. Income d. Present earnings 
b. Age e. Number and nature of dependents 
c. Debts f. Possible future earnings 
g. Earning- ability of wife 
2. Have they investigated kinds of insurance? 
a. Indu$trial · d.- Straight life policies 
b. Group e. Limited payments policies 
c. Term f. Endowment 
3. Have ih ey compared costs in various companies? 
h. Have they investigated estate planning? 
Financial Problems in Remarriage 
1. Alimony and child support--how does each feel about 
these matters? 
2. Is important that i-Tills be made that clearly indicate 
disposition of property?61 
Recreation and social activities. A third important area of adjust-
ment is recreation and social activities. 
Often after marriage there is some tendency on the part of 
husband and wife for each to go his or her o-r.m Hay in reaching 
social and recreational outlets for divergence and companionship. 
Some of this is natural and must be recognized and accepted in 
marriage. Spouses who have normal social activities with their 
mm sex 1-rill return to the husband-vJife relationship vri th more 
alacrity than those 1vho are rt compelled11 to seek these outlets 
only, in company with the other spouse. On the other hand, it 
is also true that the more activitig~ spouses enjoy together, 
the happier vrill be their marriage. 
Here are some helpful hints in counseling with the pre-marital 
couple concerning this area. These are suggestions from the American 
Institute of Family Relations. 
~ Background Considerations 
1. Boredom and monotony are "arch enemiesn,,,of happy 
marriage. 
2. Variety in talk and in experiences, both \·rithin and 
outside the home, relieves monotony. 
3. Recreation and social activities in the home are 
valuable in many ways, e.g., 
61Phillips, op. cit., pp. 10-12. [fopics prefaced by Roman 
nu.merals \·Tere in solid cap:t tals in original_:} 
62Horris, ~· cit., pp. 1li6-llt7. · 
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a. Provide couples vQth something to think and 
talk about together 
b. Bring stilnulation and neH e:;-cperiences into 
marriage 
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c. Are conducive to mental health by giving relief 
from responsibility and from the routine or 
monotony of daily living 
d. Release tensions and aggressions 
e. Aid health, Hhich, in turn, makes one a better 
marriage partner 
h. Differences in masculine and feminine, as well as 
individual, interests need to be considered in 
planning recreational program. Each of the couple 
needs to 11 given a little in trying to understand the 
interests of the other. 
Role of the Counselor 
1. To emphasize the importance of recreational and 
socialactivities in family living. 
2. To provide clients 'Hi th a i'dde range of activities 
from ivhich to choose 
3. To tvork out 'l:r.i.th couple a concrete plan of action, 
related to their interests, talen~, abilities 
h. In the follovr-up of clients to include a checkup of 
recreational and social contacts 
5. To see that recreation is provided fox• in the budget 
6. To help the p~cspectivc 1dfe understand her role as 
social secretary 
/III./ Variety of Activities Available 
1. Sports 
-. 2. Dancing [1\u thor -vrould omi _!7 
3. Music 
5. Art 
6. Service 
7. Hobbies 
h. Theater 8. Miscellaneous 
Participation in Groups 
1. Clubs 4. Groups of friends 
2. Lodges 5. Charitable organizations 
3. Church 6. Social clubs 
7. Discussion groups 
Friends 
1. Meaning and importance of friendships 
2. 11 0ur11 friends more important than "my" friends and 
nyourn friends 
3. The need of each to devel0p friends of his ovm sex 
and to have time alone or mmy from6~he family and marriage, depending upon the couple. ~ 
63Phillips, cit. , pp. 38- 39. 
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In-lai-r relationship,s_ in marriage. Another area of adjustment 
that causes problems for some couples pertains to in-lm-Ts. Dr. Harris 
tells us: 
In-la1-rs can destroy the foundations for a good marriage 
carefulll laid in premarital counseling .••. Lif this seems 
imminent/ I feel that the significant in-lmr or in-laHs on each 
side should be asked to come in for counseling before the 
marriage. This is not ahmys possible because they may not 
live in the same tmm as the engaged couple. In some cases I 
have insisted on an intervie-vr with the in:-laHs; and in other 
cases I >fish that I had done so, because soon after marriage 
in-laH trouble began.64 
Each couple should be brought to think upon these matters. They 
should realize that their first responsibility is their ne1.r home, then 
come the. in-lavrs involved. "Our home must come first" should be their 
motto. Jesus instructs us in the same manner by saying, nFor this reason 
a man shall leave his father and his mother and be joined to his wife, 
and the two shall become one." (Mark 10:7-Sa. RSV) 
The follmdng extcnsi ve ·outline is a suggested form used by the 
American Institute of Family Relations: 
Background Na terial 
1. Current research .•• (in-lm; problems rank as a problem 
area, high on the list.) 
2. American ideal for in-lm-T relationship: good will on 
both sides 
Reasons for Difficulties Often Complex and Disparate 
1. Are difficulties due to personalitydifficulties, such 
as: 
a. Feeling of guilt, dependency, -inferiority, 
general in~aturity 
b. Aggressiveness of "bossiness" 
c. Unconscious factors 
2. Are they due to different family mores, e.g., 
a. Smoking, drinking d. Going to church 
b. Giving gifts e. Celebrations 
c. Dancing, other recreation 
6
'' . . t 149 "11orr1.s, op. ~  , p. • 
/III./ 
3. Are they due to lack of understanding of changing 
roles? 
a. Son---husband--son-in-laH 
b. Daughter--wife--daughter-in-lm-J 
c. Mother--mother-in-lm-T 
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(Here there is real need for the wife to create 
new patterns of livir,.g and ne1-1 relationship >dth 
husband as children leave home.) 
d. Father~-father-in-law 
(Nei'l relationship vri th vlife as children leave home.) 
4. Can understanding on the part of clients reduce feeling 
of hostility tovrard parents, Hhile at the same time 
they accept their more mature roles? 
Ways of Relating Satisfactorily to In-LaHs 
1. Keep husband-vlife relationship one of mutual trust 
and confidence, \·lith a healthy sense of humor. 
2. Recognize.in-laHs as persons of worth and dignity 
Hho need affection, security, recognition and relief 
from boredom just as other people do. 
3. Try to contribute to some of pareniE basic needs Hithout 
losing identity as individuals and as a neHly established 
family. 
4. Before marriage, become acquainted id th in-laws. Couples 
should talk over together different family members and 
come to some agreement as to hoH both and each \·lill relate 
to them. 
5. Have families of pre-marital clients become acquainted 
before marriage. HoH Hill they really feel about each 
other? Hm·1 close can or should or must they be? 
6. Does each of the couple recognize the importance of fully 
taking the responsibility of interpreting his ovm frunily 
to his spouse, and his spouse to his mm frunily? The 
importance of standing w~th the spouse in periods of in-
lavl difficulty and stress? Huch of the in-law difficulties 
in marriagecan be resolved by this approach taken early 
in marriage. 
7. Suggested activities for good in-law relationships 
a. Pay an honest compliment when you can. Everyone has 
something commendable about him at one time or 
another. 
b. Don't take financial help from your in-lm-rs except 
in emergencies. It places you under obligation. 
c. Listen to your in-laHs 1 opinions courteoustly {Si£.7. 
Respect them. Sometimes they may be right. 
d. Ask advice occasionally on points in vrhich their 
advice might be helpful. Take action, not necessarily 
as they advise, but as you think bet under the 
circumstances. 
e. In time of trouble, help your in-lav;s in any way 
you can. 
f. 
g. 
h. 
i. 
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Be as 1-<rilJ.ing to entertain your in-lmm as you 
are to entertain your Oi'm family, but it is not 
necessa~J to include them in all your social 
affairs unless you ·wish. 
Try to think of ·Hays to give pleasure to your 
in-laivS without compromising your position as an 
adult member of society. 
Visit your in-lmvs, but not too often or for too 
long a time. See· that your visit is not a burden, 
financially, physically, or emotionally. 
Be honestly grat~ful for kindness ~xtended to you 
by your in-lm-.rs. b) 
Spiritual factors in marriage. The spiritual factors in marriage 
are treated very lightly by most counselors, yet Norris found it to be the 
third hardest area of adjustment among those who had pre-marital couneeling.66 
Landis made the follm·Iing report: 
Research studies shoH that in general the presence of a religious 
faith is associated 1vi th more favorable chances for marital success .•.. 
Burgess and Cottrell found rnore favorable adjustment in marriage among 
those 1-rho attended Sunday School beyond the age of ten years and 
among those 1.;ho i':ere regular in their religio·u.s observancas. Our 
study of 409 couples shoi·red regular church attendance to be associ-
ated with happiness in marriage .••• 
Studies covering approximately 2),000 marriages shOi·Ted that there 
were three times as many marital failures among those with ng 
religious affiliation as among those i·li thin given religions. 7 
There are many areas of religion that could be involved in spiritual 
adjustment and each case will be quite different. The counselor l·Till need 
to do special research for each case. Here are some suggestions about what 
church to attend and join that the couple should seriously examine and 
make an agreement before marriage: 
(1) that they be in the same church; 
(2) that if the man is interested and active in his church, 
the -vmman should join his church; 
65Phillips, op. cit.~ pp. 40-42. fTopics prefaced by Roman 
numerals in solid capitals~; · 
66""1 • r orrls, 
67Landis, 
££· cit., p. 153. 
££·cit., pp. 301.!-30). 
(3) 
(4) 
but, if not, and if the ·Homan is interested and active 
in herchurch, the man should become a member of her 
church; 
and if neither can accept the other's church, that they 
seek a th~Bd church in which both may rrorship and '1-mrk 
together. . 
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Tvro publications that may give some assistance in this area of 
different religious backgrounds are James Pike's book If You Harry Out-
side Your Faith (NeH York: Harper, 1954) and the Public Affairs Pamphlet 
No. 204, 11 If I Harry Outside my Religlon. 11 The last deals especially 
~dth a Catholic-Protestant marriage. 
Further 'help concerning hO"t-7 to hand this area in pre-marital 
counseling may be found in the outline of spiritual· factors prepared by 
Dr. Clyde Narramore and found in the appendix VI of this paper. 
Children in marriage. Most young couples about to be married are 
looking for-vmrd to having children someday. Some couples vmnt children 
as soon as they can after marriage and others -vmuld rather learn to get 
adjusted to each other before starting their family. This is very 
commendable. Others Hait until they are established a little financially 
or until the education process has been completed. The important thing 
is that some plans be made for children. 
Previous to marriage it is \USe for the couple to sit doi-m and 
discuss the number of children each would like and v-rhat would be the 
desirable age span betHeen children if they v-muld like more than one. 
Agreement on these matters before marriage might save disagreement during 
marriage. 
68 . Horns, .£E_. cit. , p. 155. 
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It may be that neither >·Jant ch:iklren at all. This is hard for 
many people to understand but if this is the couple's desire it is 
normal and fine not to have any children. 
Also the possibility that one or the other might be sterile so 
they could not have children and uhat would be done in that case should 
also be discussed. 
An outline of the area of children in marriage written by Dr. 
Narramore can be found in the appendix VI, part IV. 
Corr@Ulrication in marriage. Of central importance in pre-marital 
and in all of marriage is the ability to conu'Tlunicate. Every r::.arriage will 
face proble1ns from time to time. But the marriage in uhich needs and 
problems can be communicated and then discussed, evaluated and agreed 
upon--that is the marriage that has a far greater chance of success. 
There are .no secrets of communication. The couple needs to learn to 
simply be truthful to each other and be "tdlling to listen as -rrell as 
speak when a need or problem is brought up • 
Dr. Narramore gives the follo1dng suggestions in hm·T to improve 
marriage communication: 
~fuen talking to your husband (or ~rife) use non-directive 
approaches. Rather than arguing, ask him to tell you 
more about the Hay he feels •••. 
Read books or articles together. This alloHs communi-
cation Hhich does not carry high emotional content. 
Concentrate on points Hhich permit agreement; post-
pone others. 
Avoid unpleasant dscussion at wrong times such as early 
morning, bedtime, before dinner, l·Jhen either one of you 
is tired, or during times of stress. 
An overly talkative spouse must deliberately try to 
cultivate control •••• 
A regularly scheduled short period of family discussion 
(family council) is beneficial. 
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Respect each other's right to express his o-vm opinion--
even if it is 1-rrong! 
Learn to listen attentively to Hhat your spouse has 
to say •••• 
Recognize male and female differences in outlook and 
values •••• 
By learning to understand motives behind ideas you can 
more easily accept each other's attitudes.69 
Keeping these suggestions in mind the couple should also realize 
that there are barriers to communication. Here are five of the most 
prominent barriers: 
1. Language--Quality and quantity 
2. Images--As black vs white people 
3. Anxieties--Stage fright 
4. Defensiveness--Black Po"Her 
5. Contrary purposes--Ulterior motives70 
The folloHing outline from the American Institute. of Family Relations 
also gives some suggestions for communication in marriage. 
i 
Importance of Communication Bei:.ween Husband and itlife 
1. Different areas of marriage affected, e.g., 
companionship, problem solving, expressions of love 
2. Purposes talk serves 
a. Expresses love, respect, sympathy (if accompanied 
by appropriate action) 
b. Relieves emotional tension 
c. Helps to avoid as vJell as to settle quarrels 
d. Clarifies couple's thinking 
e. Increases sexual attraction for each other 
f. Expands knm·;ledge and increases social skills 
Talk in Harriage 
1. Range of possible subjects 
a. Projects (his, hers, theirs) 
b. Activities (his, hers, theirs) 
c. Ne1.;spaper contents 
d. Sports 
e. Nusic 
f. Children 
g. Neighborhood ne1v-s 
h. Husband's vmrk 
69Narramore' oo. cit., p. 201. 
-- --
70James Aydelott, 11 Seminar on Comrnunicationn, Seminars on Pre-
marital ~ounseling, Arranged bl the Christian Family InsUtute~Eugene, 
Oregon, October 2j-26, 1968. Linformation t~~en from a lectur~; 
/III./ 
i. Family jokes 
j. Books 
k. Church activities 
1. Neiv house 
m. Vacations 
n. Household needs 
o. Lovemaking, etc., etc., 
2. Casual talk ••• 
a. Importance of trivial 11 Ho-vr are you? 11 , 11 Had a 
good day?", etc. in keeping lines of conununi-
cation open 
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b. Importance of 11 glad noises"--people like to talk 
3. Cownunication during different stages of marriage 
a. The first year emphasis 
lovemaking · 
exploration of inner feelings 
establishment of living patterns 
b. The coming of children 
time for talk reduced 
anxiety and fatigue 
. need for nevl patterns of living 
need for new relationship patterns in the 
family-·-talk 
usually child-centered 
c. Later years of marriage 
need for common interests--social, recreational, 
community service 
d. Good setting for talk 
time 
place 
quietness 
e. Importance of listening 
Nonverbal Conununication 
Tone of voice, silence, shrug of shoulder, folded arms 
tears--all of these are forms of communication. Partners 
need to learn to interpret their various meanings. 
Skills in Handling a Discussion 
1. Focus on problem, not on personalities 
2. Get a clear statement of problem 
3. Listen open-mindedly to comments of spouse, without 
interruption 
4. Try to get facts related to the discussion. Perhaps 
"time out 11 will be needed to get additional facts. 
5. Encourage expression of feelings by nods of approval, 
or understanding, or by sincere expression of interest. 
TF.f to understand hovr spouse feels about the subject 
under discussion. 
6. Ask questions sometimes instead of delivering flat 
statements of fact or of opinion. 
7. Look for points of agreement, instead of emphasizing 
differences. 
10.5 
8. Accompany possible criticism by some vmrd of appre-
ciation for spouse's point of view. 
9. Consider alternatives in the solution of problems. 
10. Try to get spouse to agree to try one alternative 
to see if it 1-rill i·TOrk. If not, try another. 71 
71Phillips, op. cit., pp. 32-24. /Topics__prefaced by Roman 
numerals were in solid capitals in the original~/ 
CHAPTER IV 
MARITAL COUNSELING 
vrhich: 
CHAPTER IV 
MARITAL COUNSELING 
I. DEFINITION 
Marital counseling is another specialized form of counseling 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
prepares a couple or individual for marriage, 
seeks to help couples resolve such marital problems 
as they may be unable to resolve without the assist-
ance of a counselor, and 
includes counseling of a general nature regarding any 
problem! disturbing to the peace and welfare of the 
family. 
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Skidmore, Garrett, and Skidmore have defined marriage counseling 
in this vmy: 
Marriage counseling, then, is the process of helping 
persons, mainly through interviel~ng, to help themselves 
in regard to problems and plans involving courtship, 
marriage, or family living. Its main objective, according 
to Burgess, is to promote human happiness and personality 
development.2 
Looking closely into the three areas within marital counseling 
it should be noted that though their objectives are the same the tech-
nique of counseling is different for each area. For this reason the 
author chose to use the entire previous chapter to cover the first area--
that of pre-marital counseling. In this chapter the author has covered 
briefly the second area--the solution of marital problems behmen the 
couple after marriage. The third area, that of family counseling, has 
not been covered in this paper. 
1J. Kenneth Morris Marriage Counselin~ (Englewood, N.J.: 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1965), p. 10. 
2Ibid. 
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II. APPROACH 
Minister as Marital Counselor 
If the pastor has done a good job in pre-marital counseling and 
trouble arises in the marriage, usually that pastor is the first person 
to be contacted. He will then have an opportunity to help them or if 
necessary to refer them to someone else~ecializing in their problem. 
This foundation laid before marriage has saved many marriages_. 
Even for those vrho have not had pre-marital counseling or vTho no 
longer live near the one who counseled with them then the minister is 
often the one people come to for help in ~heir marriage. Because of 
this every minister should be qualified to hanQle these problems. One 
of the most important qualifications is that his attitude and personality 
be :.such that people will feel free to come to him and express openly their 
problems. There are other important personal qualifications of the 
minister-counselors. He should 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(i3) (14) (15) 
(16) 
Love people for vlhat they are, not for what they do 
Understand his mm emotional drives and problems 
Be patient with human frailty 
Be a good listener 
Display warmth and friendliness 
Manifest his desire to be of help 
Cultivate the mind of Christ that he may see through the 
failures of people to their real potentialities when 
touched by the Spirit of God 
Have Christian marriage as his frame of reference 
Have a broad background of training in the allied 
disciplines of psychology, sociology, and anthropology 
Have a sense of humor 
Be able to take a professional stance in his counseling 
Be objective, able to carry his 11 problem11 people in 
prayer, but not be emotionally involved and upset by them 
Be relatively free from annoying traits and habits 
Limit himself to his mm area of competence 
Possess humility 
Realize that there is asolution to every problem in 
the mind of God and seek together with counselee to 
find that solution 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
· Have self-understanding 
Recognize the need for the individual to direct his 01m 
life and to participate in plans concerning his life 
Understand that people do not like to be stereotyped; 
that each individual has a right to be different from 
every other individual 
Be able to accept hostility and aggression, as well as 
love and affection, as normal reactions of human beings 
toward one another 
Be able to feel with individuals, without feeling like 
them 
Understand that all behavior is purposive for the 
individual concerned 
Be able to keep confidences~ 
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The minister has advantages and disadvantages in counseling vdth 
a married couple that is having problems. Some of these revolve around 
how people vie\·T the minister. Many people could come to him because they 
see the pastor in these roles: 
/1./ 
!El 
/3./ 
/JD 
[£] 
The minister is a friend-at-large for the church and 
God •••• 
The minister is sincerely interested in marriage and 
the home •••• 
The minister is in a trusted role as far as divorce 
issues are concerned •••• 
The minister is considered an authority on right and 
wrong.... 4 
The minister offers some kind of salvation •••• 
Below is a list of some other advantages a minister has as-a 
counselor. 
1. The minister can prepare couples for marriage •••• 
2. As pastor to his parishioners, the miniter should be 
close to their problems •••• 
3. The minister has access to his families' homes and the 
parishioners have access to him •••• 
!~. People look to the minister as a model of a 11 good man, u 
a Christian, aDd to his home as an example of Christian 
family living.' 
~orris, Marriage Counseling, op. cit., pp. 20-21. 
Ln: Lofton Hudson, Hari tal Counseling (Englevrood Cliffs, N.J.: 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1963), pp-:-16-19. lin bold faced italics in the 
original,.:} 
5stewart, op. ~., pp. 17-18. 
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But along vii th the advantages every pastor must realize that 
he has certain disadvantages such as the follmnng: 
A primary problem in the~astor's marriage counseling 
is his mm training .••• L often it is limi ted7 
A second problem that the,...Pe.stor faces is that of his 
o-vm moral reputation .•• ·Lothers may misunderstand his 
motives? 
The third major problem involves that of ethics or values. 
{vlhat is right or virong may be hard to deterrr.ine in some 
cases .7 
••. people tend to turn to him and dump their ·problems in 
his lap, gith a kind of here-it-is-do-something-about-it 
attitude. 
In addition, Ste-vrart has collected this list of disadvantages: 
1. First is lack of training ••• LSee above? 
2. The minister's tendency t-Ti thout training is to judge or 
reassure .•.• 
3. The parishioner may be afraid to shock the minister qy the 
recital of his misdeeds •••• 
h. The minister i·IOrks 1-zi. th couples and families other than as 
counselor •••• 7 [This may cause mixed feelings or embarrassment~? 
The minister's role in marriage counseling is to give the couple 
guidance or at least set up limits, structure, and balance in their sharing 
or ventilating of their problems. Dean Johnson -vrarns against merely being 
a listening post: 
If by being passive, the counselor allows the client to.talk 
without direction, and thus fails to guide the intervieu, the 
client may anticipate that by pouring out his difficulties he 
will be able to shift the burden of thgm onto the counselor, vrho 
will then arrive at solutions for him. 
Giving guidance does not mean that the counselor will give the 
counselees the ansi-Ters to all their problems or that he 1-Till make the 
decisions for them. Rather, it means to ·direct them to the point 1-rhere 
~udson, ~· cit., pp. 19-24. [in bold face italics in the original~? 
7
stewart, ££· cit., pp. 18-20. 
8
nean Johnson, Marriage Counseling: Theort and Practice 
(EngleHood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc7,; 19 l},p: 62. 
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they can make up their minds as to the right decision, and then give 
them guidance as they folloH through with their decision.9 
Goals ~ Marriage Counseling 
Goals are extremely important in anything the pastor does and 
this is also true in marital counseling. 
The pastor needs to be· clear in his ovm attitudes tm·rard the 
goals of marriage counseling. If his aim is to keep a couple 
together and prevent a divorce, this rdll greatly influence his 
approach and technique. If his aim is to help people w·ork out 
their fundamental attitudes tow·ard life in general and tm.;ard 
marriage in particular, he will proceed in a quite different 
way •••• Marriage counseling i·rhich keeps a couple together but 
which does not help them work out the attitudes which create 
conflict betHeen them can ha.rdly be viEn-red as successful. 10 
Here are some specific goals that the counselor may vdsh to have 
in mind when deal.ing 1-Ji th married couples: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
Reopen their lines of communication. 
Interrupt the vicious cycle of mutual retaliation. 
Face the need to work together in strengthening the 
relationship. 
Become aware of the nature of their interaction, parti-
. cularly the vrays in which it produces pain in both 
parties, and the roots of their interaction in their 
role images. 
Learn hoH to learn from their conflict. 
Have experiences of thinking together about sources of 
pain and pleasure in their marriage, follo-vred by planning 
and working together torrard mutually set goals. 
Face the futility of their campaigns of mutual refonn-
ation, and begin to "release" each other, and accept the 
unchangeable aspects of their relationship. 
Begin to do something about their orm areas of irres-
ponsibility in the marriage. 
Begin to discover and experiment with new ways of relating 
which produce more mutual satisfaction of personality and 
sexual needs. Experience thesatisfaction cycles of more 
mature relating. 
Find a focus of concern outside the family and a more 
satisfying relationship wi. th the 11 extended family •11 11 
9clinebell, 2£· cit., pp. 114-115. 
1C)lise, £E· cit., p. 191. 
llclinebell, ££· cit., pp. 101-102. 
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Factors Involved in Narital Counseling 
There are many basic factors in all forms of counseling that 
must be understood by the counselor. Some of these factors have been 
mentioned in looking at the mir~stcr as the key person in the bcginnir~ 
of the chapter. Many more of these were mentioned and discussed in the 
second chapter of this paper. Belm.; are some other important factors 
vrhich may have a decisive effect on marriage counseling (which have 
been placed in outline form~ the author): 
The counselor must above all else believe in the vrorth 
of the individual and in the ability of the individual 
both to make decisions regarding his life plan and to 
carry them out •••• 
The nunister-counselor may find it difficult to dis-
associate himself from the moral problems that arouse 
resentment and condemnation in a counselee <Those 
spouse has been unfaithful. , •• 
One of the counselor's main jobs is to open closed 
minds so that creative thinking may be brought to bear 
upon the problems •••• 
No qualification of the counselor excels understanding •••• 
Client-centered therapy is perhaps the best for the 
minister-counselor--at least for those beginning 
counseling •••• 
People lTho come for marriage counseling seem to fall 
into the folloHing classifications: fEl Couples Hi th relatively minor problems •••• 
~ ~o les who seem basically inoompatible •••• 
Sexual incompatibility •••• 
Neurotic spouse(s).... • 
Psychotic spouse •.•• 
Alcoholic spouse •••• 
Couples in vrhich one or both spouses have been 
unfaithful. 
Couples in conflict over cP.ild training •••• 
Couples in which one or both spouses desire 
remarriage •••• 
Every minister should be familiar <nth the community resources 
for helping people in trouble .••• [F;J Services vlhich aim to relieve tensions in the 
individual, and in the relationships beh1een 
individuals, created by the pressure of a hostile 
environment .••• 
~ Services which help the individual to attain his 
maximum level of physical health and efficiency •••. 
/VIII./ 
LQ;7 Services designed to resolve the unconscious 
conflicts -vrhich undermine the integration of the 
personality •••• [Jf;J Services -vrhich help the individual, at the con-
scious level, to achieve a better understanding 
of himself and his destiny •••• 
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Anyone -vrho has intervievmd even a few couples with marital 
problems realizes that marriage counseling is inter-
disciplinary •••• 
A. The influence of culture •••• 
B. Legal information •••• 
C. Medical information •••• 
D. Psychological and psychiatric knov;ledge •••• 
E. Economic practices •••• 
A person vrho cannot keep in confidence Hhat is told to 
him has no business counseling anyone •••• 
Physical arrangements for counseling 
;A:? Privacy is most important ••• 
~ The furniture in the counseling room is also 
important .••• 
Good counseling can be done anyvrhere in an 
emergency •••• 
The counselor should alloi-T no interruptions •••• 
The counselor should be prepared to take notes or 
to i-lri te up the case when the counselee has left •••• 12 
Mistakes to Avoid 
In counseling, as in almost any task that can be done, there are 
possibilities of making big mistakes. The follmdng list o::msists of 
mistakes often made by counselors. If the pastor is mrare of these he 
will find they are easier to avoid. 
Underestimating the wrongdoing potential in the best 
of us •••• 
Ritualism and ethical conduct •••• LDon't be blinded by 
a "halo. 117 
Taking the accusing spouse at face value •••• 
Being alert to projection •••• 
The importance of semantics .••• 
Neutuality essential •••• 
S ecial vrarnings for the minister-counselor •••• 
Playing God •••• 
Sitting in judgment •••• 
Allouing counselee to become overdependent •••. 
Succumbing to flattery.... 13 Encouraging involvement 'Hith the counselee •••• 
1;orris, Harriage Counseling, 5?£· cit., pp. 25-47. 
1
.).rorris, t1arriage Counseling, .s>P· cit., pp. 197-214. /The topics 
prefaced by a numeral Here ~n sol~d capTia.!Sln the origtnal.J. 
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Each of these common errors have been the ruin of many good 
counselors. Nany times the counselor becomes involved in one of these 
mistakes before he realizes it. If he recognizes it fast enough he 
may be able to correct it. Hm·;rcver, if it has gone on for some time 
it may be best for the counselor to refer the counselee to another 
counselor. 
III. METHODS 
Understanding the Client's Problem 
Before any real work can be done vdth a problem in a marriage 
the problem must be fully understood by the counselor and the counselee. 
Dr. Johnson has given us the folloi·dng techniques tovrard understanding 
the problem rThich are listed in the form of goals: 
1. To understand the client's cu~~ent situation. 
2. To understand the manner in which the client has 
previously endeavored to handle his problems. 
3. To understand the client's vie1-1 of the problem. 
4. To understand the client's motivation for seeking 
help. 
5. To understand the client's emotional reactions. 
6. To endeavor to under~tand the client's current 
situation in the light of this total context. 
7. To arrive at a tentative estimate of the client's 
strengths. 
8. To make an evaluation of the total problem. 
9. To clarify the problem ·Hi th the counselee .14 
A tentative decision regarding the problem should be made privately 
~ the counselor as soon as possible in the counseling process. Many 
times it can be completed in the first intervie\·T. Difficulty might arise 
if the client projects at first one problem or a symptom of a problem, 
but not the real problem that is causing the difficulty in themarriage. 
14 Johnson,~· cit., pp. 83-87. 
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In such a situation the counselor 1-10uld re-evaluate the problem as any 
additional information made it necessary to do so. 
In many ways the dynamics of marriage counseling are much the 
same as in any other type of counseling. Although in this type of counsel-
ing the techniques apply to marriage, yet each case is different and must 
be handled in its oun uay. Dr. Clyde Narramore has written this list of 
dynamics of counseling as they apply to marriage counseling. 
Encourage a comprehensive revie-vr of the major complaints 
against each other. In this -vmy grievances are brought 
out in the open rrhere they can be vievred objectively •••• 
Encourage them to express themselves in such areas as the 
follmti.ng: 
a. Do they accuse each other unjustly? 
b. Do they provoke each other? 
c. Do they act out their irritations--become sulky, 
sullen or bitter? 
d. Do they become anxious? 
e. Hovr long does it take either to "make up11 ? Who 
does it first? 
f. How have they reconciled differences in the past? 
Analyze each 11 si tuation" vrhich is used as an excuse for 
anger. Point out that each partner may constantly provoke 
the other instead of finding a solution. Many couples 
continually bring out the red flag of disagreement iihen 
they should be flying a truce flag. It ahmys takes tuo 
to make a quarrel. 
Mentally note and encourage each as he or she ceases 
blaming the other and begins asking himself vrhy he became 
so upset. 
Suggest release of tensions in constructive rather than 
destructive vtays. Speak of the lword "tension" rather than 
"hostili tyn •••• 
Note Hhen difficulties may be due to lack of knouledge or 
experience. Many people have little or no background in 
practical matters regarding budgeting, household management, 
sexual behavior, masculine and feminine roles, problems of 
dealing vTi th the care and tredtment of children or of aged 
parents •••• 
The counselor avoids excessive didacticism, and remains 
keenly alert to the need of being impartial and objective 
with both marriage partners. 
Assess the counselee's personal, social, intellectual, 
physical and spiritual strengths and i'Teaknesses. Make 
allouances for these and formulate your plan of 
counseling. 
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Various tests and inventories y-leld significant inform-
ation vihich is especially helpful in marriage counseling. 
Although some of the most valuable tests are highly 
cliPical in nature and are administered only be cred-
entialed personnel, some tests and inventories may be 
given by counselors vrho are not psychologists or 
psychometrists •••• 
Help the counselee to understand his spouse by explaining 
his role in unilateral counseling and -vrhat he can expect 
in return. 
Increase the counselee's objectively in all areas. Help 
him analyze his mm attitudes with family members and 
neighbors. 
Encourage the counselee to change his spouse's attitudes 
through his mm efforts--by doing things himself. 
A husband and wife "'·Till often try to gain favor i·Ti th the 
counselor at the other's expense. The counselor must be 
alert to this and hot shoi-T partiality. The counselor 1 s 
respect for the other spouse "'·Till help the counselee to 
respect the spouse also. 
\-lith very hostile mates, the counselor should enjoin them 
not to discuss the counseling sessions with anyone except 
the counselor. 
Realizing that deep spirituality is most important in 
marriage, the counselor will find many opportunities to 
help the i·rife and husband develop into mature Christians •••• 15 
The First IntervieH. 
All experienced counselors agree that the most important counseling 
session is the first session. During this interview the entire foundation 
is laid for the remaining sessions. In addition, the counselee carefully 
evaluates the counselor to see if he will continue the sessions, ivhile 
the counselor tries to gain a complete feel of the case and to see the 
real nature of the problem. 
Hany tlmes previous to the first intervieH either the husband or 
wife will call or contact the pastor to determine if they would like help 
lSNarramore, ££· cit., pp. 196-197. 
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from him. At this time he should ask them if they 't-muld like to come to 
his study where it is quiet and tell him more about their problem. \-lith 
this invitation they will usually come in, especially if an appointment 
is made. 
How the first intervieH should be handled is not agreed upon by 
all counselors. Dr. Hudson suggests that the counselor first have the 
couple come in together and discuss some of the facts concerning the case. 
Then later on in the interviei"T he should see each member individually. 
He feels the counselor should be in full charge of the session at all 
times and ask many questions to get dovrn to business and to help him 
get a full and complete view of the case. Some of the questions he 
suggests may be asked are: 
What do you fight about? 
'Vlhen did this marriage start dounhill? 
vlhat vras the dating and courtship period like? 
"'rrnat was the marriage like before that? 
What is good in the marriage? 
How do you see your sexual adjustment? 
Vlhat do you think makes him (or her) like this? 
How do you differ? 
Have you often talked of divorce? 
vlhy did you marry hL~?l6 
It is the author's opinion that although some counselo:rs may be 
. 
able to use this method effectively, for the majority it -vwuld not give 
the counselee a chance to ventilate on his Oim so that he rould relax and 
look at his problem -vTith open eyes. It also iWuld not give ·the counselee 
a chance to check out _the counselor to see if he can trust him and if he 
really cares. It has the distinct possibility of seeming too professional 
in nature and not understanding enough. 
1~udson, ££· cit., p. 54. 
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The author agrees more vri th Dr. Horris 1-rho suggests that the 
first intervieH be started -vd th individual intervievrs -v;hich allow the 
husband and the vdfe to fully release their built-up pressures. Some 
of these have been stored up for \·Ieel~ months, and in some cases even 
years. Often, the person can not even thi~~ clearly unless he is 
alloHed to ventilate. Both individuals should be given plenty of time 
for this during the first intervie1-r. Morris suggests at least 45 minutes 
to an hour. Then if they feel up to it have a short time together.17 
Close to the end of the interview plans should be made for coming 
s•essions. The counselor should have some idea of 1·1ha t lrill be needed 
(i.e., number of sessions, tests, etc.) by the end of the first inter-
view. This should be spelled out carefully to the counselees, and they 
should be encouraged to uork on their part i_n the marriage until the 
next session. Some suggestions may be given to them. If they are 
interested in saving their marriage they i·Till -vmrk some on these things .18 
Dr. Morris suggests that the pastor should not try to structure the 
first session, for the couple >-l'ill guide him right to the problem if 
they trust him. 
The Second and Successive Intervieus 
Each of the follomng intervie1vS should start right where the 
counselees are: sometimes they 1till begin about vThere they left off 
last time, but many times they Hill bring up things, good and bad, that 
have happened since the last session. From there they can proceed 
17Horris, l1arriag_e Counseling, .£!?.· cit., pp. 52-58. 
18Ibid., pp. 59-60. 
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toward the main underlying problem. Each iveek for many Heeks may begin 
rdth lists of problems or thing that each spouse did against his partner. 
But with time the real problem uill be revealed to both the counselees 
and the counselor. '!'hen they must work touard correcting that problem.19 
After several sessions it may be beneficial for the counselor to 
visit the home and get some idea of the surroundings, physical arrange-
ments and conditions of the home the counselees live in. Simple observation 
of a home may tell the counselor more than several inte;vieivs. 20 
The Final Session 
The final session is for some joyful, for others frightening, 
and for yet others very unpleasant. The couple should ahrays realize 
that the last session vrlll be the final session unless problems arise 
sometime later. By this time some couples have become dependent on the 
counselor and therefore they look to the last session with fear of uhat 
might happen vd thout the sessions and may be even voice their displeasure 
at not being able to meet vdth the counselor again. The counselor must 
be finn with the counselees about terminating counseling when they can 
proceed on their own. 
With other counselees the last session is a time of joy. For 
they have found ne1-1 joy in living vd th each other. They knou that things 
have changed and they can now make it on their ovm. 
During the last session it is usually unnecessary to bring up 
anything that happened in the past. They are nou ready and vdlling to 
19Ibid., p. 61. 
20Ibid., pp. 58-59. 
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live a neif life together. They should have been encouraged in earlier 
sessions to nlet bygones be bygones." 
Some counselors Hark up a paper called the 11 Declaration of 
Intention. 11 This leads them in renewing their loyal ties to each other 
and reaffirming their oaths of marriage, promising to keep them with 
the help of God. Many counselees appreciate this followed by a time 
21 
of prayer. 
The Follou-up IntervieH 
Many counselors have found it best to have a follovr-up interviei·T 
about three months after the f:i .. nal session. This helps in evaluating 
the progress since the final session. It is not enough just to ask them 
to come in sometime in about three months. No one vdll shovT up. The 
counselor should set the appointment at the time of the final session 
and then mr:..y send out a reminder just before the date of the folloH-up 
session. 
The real purposes of this interview are to check on the 
reality testing in regard to the points of conflict which were 
disturbing the marriage at the time the couple first came .for 
com1seling, to reinforce improvements in the relationship, and 
to give encouragement in 1vhatever areas are indicated. 22 
In some cases small problems may have arisen that need the attention 
of both of them in a counseling session. Sometimes both may need a time 
or two of individual counseling. But many will need no addi ti anal help 
beyond the follovr-up intervie~-r. 
2~bid., pp. 63-72. 
22Ibid., p. 74. 
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IV. ESSENTIAL AREAS OF CONSIDERATION 
Personal Need and Adjustment Areas 
Chapter three discussed the personal needs of every individual 
and the diff:.cult areas of adjustment in the married life. Both of 
these areas are very important in marriage counseling as well as pre-
marital counseling. The author has not discussed these needs or areas 
individually in this chapter since they v1erediscussed at some length in 
the previous chapter. HoHever, it is important to note the rray in vlhich 
these needs and areas apply to marriage counseling. 
The importance of the personal needs of every person cannot be 
over-emphasized. As human beings these needs must be fulfilled to some 
extent in order for the person to live and be happy. The amount of 
attention i-Jhich is necessary so tpat each need is met is an individual 
matter, which is d8termined primarily ~r past environment. For example, 
one person may need more love than another in order to feel loved. Others 
need more feed-back from people in order to have self-esteem. 
In all of life, and especially married life, if one of these needs 
is not met to the satisfaction of the individual, he i·lill seek to fulfill 
it or go vlhere he knows this need vlill be provided for. There are many 
times when the importance of this need is not consciously realized, and 
the person's atten~ts to fill the need may also be unconscious. As a 
result problems in marriage may arise. 
For example, if a person does not feel loved, thought he might be, 
he may consciously or unconsciously seek more love. If his· vlife uill not 
give him the affection he desires, he may look some place else. He may 
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be doing this vli thout fully realizing it. As this causes marriage 
problems to arise the couple often does not knmv the reason, except 
that the husband has been unfaithful. Such marriage problems are very 
prevalent and are often also very difficult to help. The srune can be 
true of any of the areas of personal need. 
It is also true that the difficult areas of adjustment in marriage 
are many times the major areas of conflict brought out in marriage 
counseling. Therefore it is of utmost linportance that the counselor 
understand all of these areas of adjustment, and areas of need in 
counseling so he 1till be able to help the couples vTi th these needs. 
Communication 
The most helpful tools a person has for helping correct problems 
are his means of communication. One difficulty that often arises 1vi th 
those married a long time though is that the lines of cOimnunication have 
been broken dmm for some time and until they are repaired their problems 
will not be easily handled. 
Communication and marriage counseling can be examined from ti-m 
different directions. First, it is often true that if communication 
lines betv1een the couple r10uld have been functioning properly vihen the 
problem first shoHed itself, the problem may not have developed into the 
serious nature that may be about to cause marriage break-up. Using as 
an example the situation described in the last section of the husband 
who lacks love, if he could have verbally communicated this need to his 
wife, or if his -vlife could have picked up \-That he vras trying to communi-
cate by his actions and supplied his need for affection he probably l;Tould 
have searched no farther. Maybe just an increase in the quality of 
affection 1wuld have met his need. 
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As problems increase in the lives of the couple the lines of 
communication usually break do11n even more. The second use of co~~uni-
cation is to again build up these lines so feeling, thought, expression, 
and desires may be understood by each other. By their working on their 
communication at horne and wherever they are, and qy trying to please 
the other person the couple has a much better chance of making a success 
of their marriage. 
Other information on the importance of co~munication and the 
barriers to effective communication have been discussed in chapter 
three. 
Ho:e_eless Cases 
It is very difficult for a minister to say that any marriage is 
hopeless. Sometimes many hours are spent 1rl th a couple w·ho -v;ould be 
considered among the hopeless cases nhen that time could be better spent 
with a couple that needs help for '·rhich there is a more hopeful outlook. 
Counseling that has a hopeful outlook works toHard: 
(1) saving the marriage if possible; 
(2) saving the individuals if the marriage cannot be saved; 
(3) saving one individual if both cannot be helped.23 
On the other hand a hopeless marriage is one in which: 
••• the marriage does not seem to be a i-Torkable one, that one 
or both of the mates do not -vdsh to (or cannot) maintain the 
marriage relationship, and, sometimes, that neit~er is -vdlling 
to look realistically at 1-rhat the situation is. 24 
Usually these cases involve not only a lack of desire to save the 
marriage on the part of one or both individuals, but also one of the part-
ners may have a character disorder, be a sexual deviate, a chronic 
23 Hudson, ££· cit., p. 110. 
24Ibid. 
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alcoholic, or be emotionally sick. In some cases saving the marriage 
is hopeless because the tvro individuals have conflicting needs and 
can never satisfy their partners or be satisfied qy their mates. 25 
This does not mean that if God should intervene and change the heart 
or heal the mind of one or both of the mates that the marriage vTOUld 
not Hork. It simply means that i·Tith the present attitude and with the 
present physicsl or mental condition of one or both of the mates the 
chance of helping them vTi th marital counseli111i is very slim. 
25Ibid., pp. 110-120. 
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CHAP'l'ER V 
SUNNARY AND CONCLUSION 
I. SUNMARY 
In this study the au thor has evaluated the pastor 1 s role as a 
counselor. Since this area tru~es much of the pastor's time,adequate 
knoHledge in the field is essential. It is also of utmost importance 
to those he counsels that the practical aspects of counseling be such 
that this task can be done effectively and with the proper attitude 
and environment. With this in mind Chapter II examined pastoral 
counseling from three different aspects: the pastor as counselor, 
the counselee, and the counselj.ng session. 
In the section, The Pastor ~ Counselor, the author brought out 
the importance of the pastor's health, attitudes, and time. The responsi-
bility the pastor has in counseling and the vmys in "t-Thich he can learn 
how to be a better counselor were also discussed, as vTell as the aims 
or goals he should strive toward. The role of the pastor influences 
his abilities in this task and gives the pastor certain advantages and 
disadvantages. In addition, every pastor must have empathy for the 
people he counsels. 
The counselee -vms the topic for the next section \-Thich ansuered 
such questions as "Hho needs a counselor? 11 and 11\fnat are the counselee's 
needs? 11 Material \-Tas presented to explain -vrhy the counselee turns to the 
pastor for help and w-hat their relationship should be. 
The section which dealt w~th The Counseling Session stressed that 
this is a very important time and should be properly planned. The right 
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contact must be made uith the person uho needs counseling, and there 
are certain principles to be folloHed before counseling as well as 
physical preparations which must be arranged in advance. 
In the section on the mechanics of the counseling session, such 
things as the place and the length of a session ·t-rere considered. Also 
vdthin each counseling session there are several essential qualities and 
goals >·lhich should be met. As far as the arrangements of the session 
are concerned, such things as time limitations, the hearing-out phase, 
detailed inquiry, exploration of alternatives, guidance, and spiritual 
support, interpretation and instruction w·.ere found to be very important. 
During the counseling session not only the talking but also the 
attention of the counselor is important. After the session the counselor 
must keep everything that has been said in complete confidence although 
private notes should be taken. Essential materials to be used in 
counseling are tests, books, and for Christians especially prayer and 
the Bible. 
In chapter three many of these principles were applied to Pre-
Marital Counseling. The reasons for the nature of marriage were examined. 
Of most importance were the several methods of counseling those to be 
married which have been suggested by various authorities. The author 
presented detailed plans of several counselors' ways of counseling the 
couple together that have been very effective. Other counselors believe 
in counseling each mate separately. Still others prefer the group 
approach so they can work with more people. 
Perhaps of fundamental importance in counseling is that the 
counselor understand the basic personal needs of every individual and 
how these needs should be handled in pre-marital counseling, as well as 
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as the difficult areas of adjustment in marriage. EveF~ person has 
these personal needs: physiological, safety, security, love, esteem, self-
acceptance, adequacy, and self-actualization. It Has clearly presented 
through research studies that the major areas of marriage that give the 
greatest difficulty in adjustment are: sex, finances, social and 
recreational activities, in-lavt relationships, mutual friends, and 
religion. These should be hanQled very thoroughly in counseling. 
The fourth chapter of this paper examined The Pastor _a_s ~M __ ar_i_t_a_l 
Counselor. Several topics Hhich 1rtere included 1vere the goals, factors 
involved in marriage counseling, and mistakes to avoid. Although many 
of the methods of marital counseling are veF~ similar to other methods 
of counseling, in this chapter application of these counseling methods 
vms made as they would be used in marriage counseling. 
II. CONCLUSION 
From this study the author has gained a greater insight into 
the importance of pastoral counseling, and even more important, the 
need of having pastors trained to do a more effective job of counseling. 
This training 1-r.ill not only help the pastor in his counseling but \-rill 
help in every other area of the pastor's ·Hork. 
The importance of pre-marital colmseling was also very deeply 
impressed upon the author's mind through this study. The average couple 
could be spared many marital difficulties if pre-marital counseling is 
adequately given. 
Nari tal counseling is very important to help the home to be i·That 
God wanted and meant it to be. The pastor is the first person that is us-
ually contacted and therefore he is provided a i'iOnderful opportunity to 
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help them with their marital problems and many times also their spiritual 
problems. 
Counseling can be especially important because this understanding, 
caring contact is often one i.·my that God can use to convict people of 
their spiritual need, and a way He can use the counselor to lead them 
to a saving knmv-ledge of jesus Christ. 
APPENDIX 
APPENDIX I 
SELF-EX:\~!I~:\TION DY THE PASTOR 
Check the proper column 
1. Am I insecure and uncom-
fortable in the presence of 
other people? 
2. Do I lwvc fears of failure or 
of inadequacy? 
3. Do I feel imposed upon? 
4. Do I feel thJt my abilities 
arc not properly appre-
ciated? 
5. Do I become depressed 
about my work? 
6. Do I brag? 
7. Do I feel anxious to make 
a good impression on peo-
ple? 
8. Do I repeat errors and sins 
which mak~ me feel 
guilty? 
9. Do I truly believe what I 
say and prcJch? 
10. Do I feel resentment ag:1inst 
my ecclesiastical supc-
tiors? 
Rarely Occasionally Habituaily 
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Check the prup..:r column 
11. Do I fed ic.alous of other 
minister~.' 
12. Do I feel inferior? 
13. Do I feel intellectually and 
morally superior to m;1ny 
. of my colleagues? 
H. Do I feel left out of ma:1y 
things 1 w(luld like to 
enjoy? 
15. Docs my home han: a klp-
py atmo<,pkrc~ 
16. Docs my wife kcl im!)Oscd 
upon? 
17. Am I critical of her? 
18. Is she critical of me? 
19. Arc we able to talk things 
out equably? 
20. Do tensions and voices be-
come sharp when v.c dis-
agree? 
21. Do we rcsohc our difficul-
ties fairly? 
22. Docs she usu:.11ly gi\'C in? 
23. Do I usually g1ve in? 
24. Do I hide <lllything from 
my wife? 
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Rarely Occasion:.Jlly !1abitmlly 
Check the proper column 
25. Docs she hide anrthing 
from me? 
26. Do I use my office to evade 
the responsibilities of the 
home? 
27. Do we. share the responsi-
bility for the guidance 
and discipline 0f the cllil-
dren? 
28. Docs she tend to take over 
the decisions? 
29. Do I tend to take over the 
decisions? 
30. Do I answer the children's 
questions patiently and 
carefully? 
31. Do I take an interest in the 
cbildren' s projects? 
32. Have I info~med myself 
about the characteristics 
and needs of my children 
at each age period by 
reading the best author-
ities on the subject? 
33. Am I giving my wife good 
companionship? 
34. Am I dcYoting regular 
hours for comp:mionship 
with my children? 
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Rarely Occasionaiiy Habituaiiy 
( 
\. 
Check the prupcr column 
35. Do I drc;~ neJtly and ap-
. pear wei! g10< ·mcd? 
36. Do I feel jll !lk m my \'.ifc's 
appearance? 
37. After a brief scpa;;::tion am 
I eager to gd home? 
38. Do I spend within our in· 
come and h;,,ldle lllC•iley 
wisely? 
39. Am I afraid of 1,,.,:i; domi-
nated by ' ",._;:;? 
40. Do I enjoy a joh wi~ll sex· 
ual implic:aticliiS more 
than tltc humor justifies? 
41. Am I repdlcd by porno-
graphic refern;c:e> more 
than the inuJcnt jnsti-
fies? 
42. Do I feel irhccure \\!ten 
facing a sdt c:xamimtinn 
Jikc this, and Jcsirc to 
avoid it? 
Rardy Occasionaiiy Habitually 
THE P.\SiuR's CI-IFCK LIST 0:'-: PREPARATION 
Am I prepared to f<'!ltt~cl couples in the follo\\ing areas? 
Check the propl; '· o!umr: 
How do we ktt"'' .,, t' :, "· c each 
other enough f, ·• ;,tJrriagc:' 
Puorly Fairly \Vcll Adequately 
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\ 
Ched: the proper cclumn 
\Vhat characteristics should we 
have in common? 
How long should we be en· 
gaged? 
Intercultural marriages 
TI1e difference religion makes 
Protestant - Roman Catholi"c 
marriages 
Protestant-Jewish marriages 
Differences in philosophy of 
life 
Attitudes toward husband's 
work 
-Employment of the wife out- _ 
side the home 
Getting along \Vith in-laws 
A plan for spending and saving 
Common interests 
Adequate sex knowledge 
Spacing of children 
Physical examinations 
How to settle disagreements 
The simplicity and deep mean-
ing of our wedding ritual 
The measures which make the 
wedding re\·ercnt and yet 
smooth and plt:Jsing 
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Poorly Fairly \Vell Adequately 
___ l 
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APPENDIX 
Penond Data Shezt 
Date--------
Name 
Street 
City ----------- Zone --- St8~C -------
Resiccnce Phone -------- Office Phone -------
Referred By --------
.Martial StnllH: Married ----- How bng? 
Single ·. 
Divorced - Numlx:r of times divo:·ced? ---
Widowed ----
Age ----- Occupation -----------------
Mate's Name Age---
Mate's Occupation Office Phone ---
Length of Coua;hip (from stcatly dating to marriage): 
Children: Name 
1. ---------------2. 
3. --------------
4. ------------
5. ---------------------
6.-------------
Sex Age 
Your Educational Background 
Grade School I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
High Schcol I 2 3 4 
~1:!re'5 Educ;otional Background 
Grade School I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Hi~h School I 2 3 4 
College l 2 3 4 Degree -
Other: 
College .l 2 3 4 O:.!grce -
Other: 
Churd1 .Mcml,ership: ~bte's ----
Reiigious Preference If Not a Mer~:l>er of a Clwrch -----
Previous Counseling: By \Vhorn? --------------
\Vhen? ----- Numlx:r of Sessions--~ J1 
lR. Lofton Hudson, j:;arita.l Coun~-~l~nz., (Engle•·:ood Cliffs, 
N.J.: Prentice-Hall Inc.~,l96J), P• l2b. 
APPIWDIX III 
Date. _________ 19 ___ .__ 
L'Nl\'ERSITY COC:\SELI:\G CENTF.n 
Unin~rsity of Oregon 
Individual Ticcoul Fonn 
fl,· aliS\\'1'1 ing the qm".;tions in this blank ~·ou WiJl cnalJJe )'UUf 
coumclor tll lc"rn mud1 that m;ly help iil a;;si~ting you. If \'OC;1Iil1!lal 
counselitlg is d('sircd, you will have: a prclimit1:lf)' confercl!('C during 
which k_,b ''ill be selected •lccording to your individual Dl~t·ds, ~lt'tcr 
the tc::.t ~(·pres ,u-, · <"01: 1 pi lt-d. vou a rod vour cotll!:-:vlor will tllgcthn trv 
to 6t all tlw Lids into a <:OI1~i~tent p•;ltcrn. It is the intent irt all th~ 
counseling to assi-;t you in achieving more intelligent and better in-
formed self-direction, r.tther than to relieve you of the neces~ity of 
making your 0'>'• 11 ck<.:isions. 
N.-un:. __________________________________ .Srx _____ --,--
Last Fir:-.t ).fiddle 
Present .-\ddrL·~:; ------------------- Pht•nl'. ____ _ 
Home .·\ddrcs~ _________ .. ---------
Age ___ _ lhte of BirtL .... ________ Place of Hirtll _ . ···- ______ _ 
Religiom h .. t..-rvt;cc.-... ----·- __ _ 
FA:.\!ILY: Marital Statu.s: 
Singla.____\larried__<;~p.tratt>d ___ Di\'or'-'---,d ____ \\'ido\ved __ _ 
!01 
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( 
lll<h .. :ale all members of your family, including parents, husband or 
v.:Uc~ brotl1crs, sisters, aud childreP... ,.. 
Relationship Age Occupation 
Marital 
Status 
Years of 
Education 
EDUCATION: 
Name of High or Preparatory SchooL City 
Date of Graduation_____ 
Colleges or special schools attended (including present attendance) 
and special tr~lin_ing in art, music, stenography, etc. 
Name of Sclw~l or College Dates 
Subiects Taken Prep Decile __ _ 
in Iligli School 
f:nglish 
:Mathematics 
Soc·ial Studies 
_Lant,ruages 
Others 
Course or 
Major 
Average 
Grade 
-------
Degree 
Sub;ccts Taken C.P.A .. __ _ 
in College 
Indicate the subjects you liked best above with X and least-liked sub-
jects with 0. Also mark those in which you made the highest grades 
with H ;md lowest with L. 
Have you heen handicapped in school hecause you were a slow __ 
or poor __ reader? Do you consider that your study habits arc 
(efficient, average, or inefficient) for college achi<.:vement? (Underline 
the best phr:t.Se.) 
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Indicate extracurricular activities and offices you have held: 
Years of Of Much or 
In High School lt1 College Participation Little Value? 
If you expect to attend some other school in the future, name the 
sclJOol, when you \vill enter, and what course you plan to take: __ _ 
1f you are now in school, how many hours of study do you put in 
during the week (on the average)? Are you engaged in any 
outside work? ----- If so, what is the work and how much of 
your time does it take? ______ · -------------
While in college, will you be entirely stipportcd by your family? __ 
Or will partbl or total self-support be necessary? "What other 
aid do you }uw? -----------'-
How docs yuur family feel about college work? Opposed? ___ _ 
Indifferent? ____ .__ \Vants you to go? Comments: 
\YORK EXPI-J:!l~CI·, 
List in chrOiudn~ic<ll order all your work or employment experiences 
to date, ind1Hlin:~ part time or summer jobs and service experience 
(if any). 
From To 
(Month & Year) 
Nature of Work 
Performed: 
Salary 
(per month) 
In what ''·•'.', han· tlwse work experiences hccn of most \·aluc_to you? 
. PRESEXT . \c::-n. rrn:s: 
What rccrea~. mal and social activities oo you engage in? ----· 
To what clubs, organizations, or groups do you belong? 
1.39 
( 
\\'h.1t are your spcci::1l interests or hobbies?------------
How well do you like to re::1cl? ___ What types of books or 
articles interest you most? ---------------
\\'hat magazines do you read most frequently? 
OccuPATIO:-<AL Puss: 
List th~ careers which you have considered seriously and those which 
appeal to you most now: 
Occupation Reasons for Interest in tl!e Occupation 
\Vhat is your present vocational cl10ice? ----------- When did 
you decide? Whnt seem to be the most important 
reasons for this choice? -------------------
Does your health or physical condition limit yon in pbnning for a 
vocation? ---·---- ---------
Are your reasons for coming to the Counseling Center: choice of voca-
tioll _____ .; diffivnlt:· \\"itl1 't11dir~ ______ ; diffil-ulty with read-
ing ------; need for personal counselinr ? 
Describe more in tlt'tail, if :·oq '' j, h tia: u;1tun· of the problem. If 
then· are other matters you would like to taik over with a counselor, 
yol! rn;lv mention thc!n here too: -· ------·-' ---------- ----
---l 
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l Leona E. Tyler, The Work of the Counselor, (New York: 
Appleton-Century-Croft;:-rn;:; 1961): pp~~7-JOO. 
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APPENDIX V 
MAIUU.ACE Il\TORMATION BLANKe 
HOLY MATRIMONY 
Date of Application -------- 19-
Croom"s Full Name -····------------------
.. Residence ------------------------
~patiOD----------------------------
Color 
· Bachelor or Widower----------- or Race---
Number of this Marriage -------------------
In what 
:Baptized ---------- denomination--------
In what 
Communicant 
-------- denomination--------
Age -· - Date of Birth -----------------
Month Day Year 
Place of Birth-City ----------- State -----
Father"s Name---------------------
lfother"s Maiden Name 
• May be ordered from :'.forehouse-Barlow Co., 14 E. 41st Street, /\. 
York 17, N.Y. Reproduced by permission. 
Parents" Residence --------------------
Bride·, Full Name ·--------
Residence---------------~--------
Occupation 
Color 
Malden or Widow ----------.:.---- or Race ---
Number of this Marriage ------------------
1£ Widow. Give Maiden Name ----------------
In what 
Baptized -----------denomination---------
In what 
Confirmed---------- deunmin.rtion ---------
Ir. whAt 
Communicant ---
Age-- Th1t•· ,,f """ 
. - ·- --------------------
.Mouth Day 
Place of Birth-City __ ~tat~ ------
Fathcr·s Naml!' ···--· .. _ .. 
Mother·s Maiden Name -------------------
Parents• Residence---------------------
Ucense No. ------- Where Issued -----------
Date of Ceremony --------- Hour---------
Place of Ceremony: Church Chapel --- Residence ---
Holy Communion Organist ----- Cholx -----
Rehearsal Flowers ------ Fees ------
Names of Witnesses-!. ------------------
2. -------------------
Perm.:ment Address After ~farriage ---------------
Officiant------------------- 1 
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1 J. Kenneth Horris, Premarital Counseling, (Englewood 
Cliffs, N.J., 1960), PP• 214-215. 
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APPENDIX VI 
I PERSONALITY FACTORS IN H.AHRIAGE 
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PASTOR: Since good personality adjustment affects all other areas of 
marriage, considerable time in pre-marriage counseling should be 
devoted to a consideration of personality factors. 
Adult personality traits, are, to a large degree, the result 
of childhood experiences. Therefore it is important that you help 
a couple consider their childhood experiences. In this way each 
will not only understand himself better, but also his future mate. 
Your major responsibility is to provide a setting i~ which 
th~y feel free to explore their attitudes with each other. Follow-
ing are some areas which you should introduce for discussion. 
SCHOOL EXPERIENCES (Let'~ talk about your school experiences) 
1. How many elementary schools did you attend? 
2. How many high schools did y6u attend? 
5. What were two of the E-~EPiest experiences you bad in school? 
4. What were two of the most .unha:e_u experiences you had in .school? 
PARENTS 
ROME 
1. Where was each of your parents raised? 
2. W.ha t educe tion does each have? 
5. What work experiences has each had? 
4. Describe their personelitie~. 
1. Describe two of the happiest recollections of childhood. 
2. Describe two of th~ most unheppl recollections of.cbildhood. 
ADJUSTMENT OF PARENTS 
1. Describe any separations or divorces your parents have had. 
2. How have these separations or divorces affected you? 
5. What personality conflicts have your parents had? 
YOUR CURRENT ATTITUDES 
1. Describe the things that please you most. 
2. What things "get on your nerves"? 
ADJUSTHENT TO ONE'S lvfATE 
1. What causes personality clashes? 
2. Whet is the affect of spiritual conversion on one's personality? 
3. Can a person change his mate? If so, how? 
4. What causes a person to be possessive or jealous? 
REACTION STORY( John and Hary have been married for awhile end she 
notices that be is very possessive of her. Why is he so p2ssessive? 
__.-. 
( 
'-.. .. 
II EXTRA FAMILY MEMBERS 
PASTOR: Probably few young couples understand the importance of 
e stab 1 i shing good re lE>. ti onshi ps ·.;i th their in-laws. Young people 
contemplating marriage should carefully evaluate their attitudes 
toward in-laws, and under.sta_nd why their parents think and act 
as t~ey do. When you fi~st encourage the couple to discuss their 
pare~ts, only superficial remarks may come. But with more dis-
cusiion, depth of understanding may be expected. 
Avoid excessive "preaching." Instead, introduce and reflect 
points of view which will facilitate discussion. This part of 
pre-marriage counseling may require a half-hour to an hour. The 
.couple can then continue to talk about the topic when they are by 
themselves. 
POINTS OF DISCUSSION 
1. Please name and describe your three closest relatives. 
2. How might each of these help and encourage your marriage? 
3. How might each possibly interfere with or even harm your 
.marriage (even if unintentionally)? 
4. 
s. 
6. 
7. 
a. 
9. 
10. 
Have you yet noticed signs of difficulty with your future in-laws. 
Discuss the possibility of your being financially responsible 
someday for your in-laws. 
Discuss living in the same house with in-laws. 
Should young married couples take the advice of their in-laws. 
Should you become better acquainted with your in-laws? 
Should in-laws subsidize a marriage? 
Why might a person have good relationships with his own parents 
yet one's spouse have poor relationships with them? 
REACTION STORIES 
a. Don and Lois have been married two years. Lois' mother wants 
to know practically everything Lois is doing. ~hy is this? 
b. Dora feels that her husband, Steve, is actually closer emotionally 
to his father than to Dora. yhy does she feel this way~ 
c 
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III FINANCES IN THE HOHE 
PASTOR: Sound budgets are important in marriage. Yet many couples 
enter marriage without adequate financial planning. You can make 
a lifetime contribution to a family by helping a bride and groom 
seriously consider their finances. Help them understand their 
attitudes toward money, and their responsibility to communicate 
freely about their fa~ily budget. 
POINTS FO~ DISCUSSION: 
1. What is your current and anticipated income? 
2. What debts does each of you have? 
3. What are your assets? 
4. What finances will be required for your future educational ·plans? 
5. What are your plans for tithing? 
6. What are your plans for savings? 
7. Discuss installment buying. 
8. Should the wife work outside the home? 
9. Should the husband hold extra (part time) jobs? 
10. Financial aspects of entertainment, guests in the home. 
11. What insurance do you· and should you have? 
12. Discuss contentment in living within one's income. 
13. Accepting finances from in-laws. 
14. Should each have a bank account? 
15. Who should ~handle the finances"? 
16. Communication regarding finances. 
17. Set up a three month's budget (forms from stationery counters) 
REACTION STO~IES 
.a. Mary has learned that her husband wants to keep an unusually 
tight rein on the finances. yhy is this? 
b. John and Linda have a difficult time talking about finances. 
When they do talk, they usually begin to quarrel. Why is this? 
c--
IV CHILDREN IN THE CHRISTIAN HOME 
PASTOR: Sometimes we take for granted that all Christian couples love 
children and desire to have them in their family. But such is not 
the case. Many husbands and wives do not want children. Parents 
may be thre~tened by them. Discipline, military service, deformi-
ties, parents' own childhood experiences, and many other factors 
may color the thinking of couples who are about to be married. 
Yotr should help them to honestly face their true attitudes and 
learn how they have developed. 
POIUTS FOR DISCUSSION 
1. How many brothers and sisters do you have? 
2. How did you get along with your broth~rs and sisters? 
5. How many children would you like to have? 
4. Should a couple wait till they can "afford" childr~n? 
s. How close in age should children be? 
6. What if you have all girls--or all boys? 
7. What if you had no children at all? 
8. What attitude would you take toward an abnormal child? 
9. Should both parents work after children come? 
10. How should your children be disciplined--who is ~esponsible? 
11. How and why do parents show partiality to a child? 
12. How might children sha~e responsibility of planning in the family? 
15. What place should pets have in the home? 
14. How much should you sacrifice for your children? 
15. How can you teach spiritual truths to young childr~n? 
16. How often should parents leave children with sitters? 
REACTION STORIES 
a. Janet and Dick are going to get married. She feels that it is 
best to wait to have children. In fact, she secretly dreads 
having children. Why does Janet feel this way? 
b. Dick hopes that if they do have children, they will all be boys. 
}fh;r:? 
V SEX FACTORS IN HARRIAGE 148 
PASTOR: As a Christian counselor you should avoid becoming knmm as a "sex expert." 
However, you do have a definite responsibility to help an inquiring couple 
to carefully consider sexual aspects of marriage. Here are several areas in 
which you can make a vital contribution: 
1. Recommend one or more marriage manuals \vhich they may buy. Couples can learn 
anatomic_al facts and sexual procedures in privacy through such books. By purchasing 
their O\VTI books they may refer to them again after marriage. Examples of helpful 
secular books are: 
SEX \viTHOUT FEAR by Lewis and others 
A MARRIAGE HANUAL by Stone and Stone 
SEXUAL HAffi.!ONY IN HARRIAGE by Butter'field 
SEXUAL HAPPINESS IN HARRIAGE by Hiles (Christian) 
2. Help the couple to understand and improve their attitudes regarding sex. Hany 
married couples knOi'' "facts" yet they have poor attitudes \vhich precipitate serious 
problems. Unhealthy attitudes tOivard sex should be ventilated and fully discussed 
before one can expect to develop new and satisfactory feelings. 
3'. Point out the wholesomeness and "rightness" of sex as taught in the lvord of 
God. Read portions of Scripture \vhich show that God has created all sex and has 
given it to human beings for their use and enjoyment. The Narramore Foundation's 
booklet number 39, "Understanding Sex", is especially helpful. Appropriate Scripture 
includes: Genesis 1:27-28; Genesis 2:21-25; Proverbs 5:18; Proverbs 18:22, Hark 10:6, c· 8; Hebrews 13:4. 
Your forthright, biblical presentation will be of inestimable value to a 
young man and lady anticipating marriage. 
4. Recommend a physician for examinations, matters of family plan?ing, etc. 
5. Outline the following factors which are basic to a desirable sexual adjust-
ment: 
• Good personality adjustment 
• A devoted life in Christ 
• A positive attitude toward sex 
• A normal desire for children 
• Open communication regarding sex 
REACTION STORY: 
• Basic understanding of anatomical facts 
• Privacy 
• Good health 
• Continual desire to improve one's 
love-making procedures 
Jim and Helen have been married for several years but they have had an 
unsatisfactory sex life. \vhy is this? 
( 
\ 
·-
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VI SPIRITUAL FACTORS IN ~ffiRRIAGE 
PASTOrt: Through the years Satan will attack a family's spiritual life. 
It is imperitive that you work carefully and thoroughly with a 
young couple about their spiritual life. Some prospective brides 
and grooms actually give their lives to the Lord during premarriage 
counseling. Others rededicate themselves during this time. When you 
counsel about their spiritual life you are establishing a foundation 
on which you can counsel and work with them later in marriage. 
TOPICS FOR DISCUSSION 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
s. 
6. 
7. 
a. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
Discuss your spiritual experiences. 
Do you know Christ personally? 
What questions do you have about spiritual matters? 
How do Christian friends influence a couple's spirituality? 
How do Christian literature and music influence a couple's 
spiritual development? 
What are some of the basic g~ides in developi~S a Christ-
centered marriage? 
Family devotions (when, how, what materials) 
Each member having.private devotions. 
Seeking God's will in all situations. 
Faithful church support and attendance. 
Teaching the Word in the home. 
Teach and practice Christian stewardship in time, talent, money. 
Wholesome recreation for the family. 
Establishing a program for spiritual development (Bible reading, 
prayer, fellowship with believers, Christian books and music, 
witnessing). 
REACTION STORIES 
a. When Sue married Bob, she thought ~e ~as a Christian, but now, 
four years later, she is quite sure he is not. ~hy did she not 
know this before marriage? 
b. Hal and Sherry attend different churches. What effect does this 
have upon them and their children? 
(_ __ · 
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PASTOR: Most couples enter into marriage without much thought about 
the new code of conduct which they should follow. It is your responsi-
bility to help them understand what marriid me~ and women should and 
should not do. This knowledge will help them to sidestep a lifetime 
of sorrow-and tragedy. 
PRINCIPLES OF COITDUCT IN HARRIAGE 
DO'S 
1. Suggestions and criticisms should be carefully given in private. 
2. Reasonable amount of courtesy at all times. 
:3. Absolute loyalty and devotion in marriage. 
4. Hold in confidence personal marriage matters. 
s. Decisions should be made together. 
6. Keep each other informed regarding schedules and whereabouts. 
7. Devote most leisure time to the family, not to former chums. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
DON'TS 
1. Do not ride alone with someone of the opposite sex. 
2. Do not discuss former sweethearts with spouse. 
3. Do not lightly suggest the unloyalty of a marriage partner. 
4. No jokes at the partner's expense. 
s. Do not correct your mate in public. 
6. Do not discuss the spouse's faults in public. 
7. Do not argue in public. 
8. Do not talk against in-laws in public. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
( 
15'1 
VIII CRISES IN H.ARRIAGE 
PASTOR: The discussion of crises in marriage is preventative in nature. 
So~e problems or crises may be minorj .others major. Serious problems 
can be avoided by understanding their nature and causes. Full dis-
cussion of crises in marriage will help a couple to take intelligent 
and.godly action if a serious problem should develop. 
POINTS FD~ DISCUSSION 
What Crises are Likely to Develop in Marriage? 
1. Personality conflicts 
2. Religious disagreements 
3. Financial 
4. Education, or lack of it 
5. Third party 
6. Separation of husband and wife (vocational, military, etc.) 
7. Illness 
8. 
9. 
10. 
Causes of Crises 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
s. 
6. 
7. 
6. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
Too young 
Immaturity, irresponsibility (personality problems) 
Failure to seek God 
Financial problems 
Physical incapacities and sickness 
Attachment of one parent to a certain child rather than mate. 
Death of mate of another family member 
In-law interference 
Dissimilar interests 
Separations 
Emotional and ment~l illness 
Affection outside of home 
Over burdened schedules 
Lack of recreation 
Procedures During a Time of Crisis 
1. 
2. 
s. 
II 
""• 
Discussion 
Strengthen one's spiritual life 
See Christian friend or Pastor 
Counseling ServiceJ. 
1 Clyde Narramore. Professional Tra~ning in Counsel!~& 
For Ministers, (A Seminar held at the Narramore Christian 
FOUndation. Rosemead, California, June 25-July 11, 1969o) 
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APPENDIX VIII 
THE MARRL\GE I'Rt:DICTION SCHF.DULF. * 
Please Read Carefully Before and After Filling Out Schedule. 
This achedule is prepared for persons who arc seriously considering marriage. Although 
designed for couples who are engaged or who have a private understanding to be married, it 
can also be filled out by other persons who would like to know their probability of aucce" 
In marriage. 
The va.!ue of the findings of the schedule depends upon your frankness in answering the 
questions. 
The following points should h~ kept in mind in filling out the schedule: 
1. Be sure to answer every question. 
2. Do not leave a blank to mean a "no!' answe_r. 
3. The word "liance(e)" will be used to refer to the person to whom you are en&a::cd. 
4. Do not confer with your liance(e) on any of these questions. 
Part One 
t. 'What is your present state of health: poor health [a) chronic ............ b) tempor-
ary ___ ..... ]; c) avera:;:e health ............ ; d) healthy ........... ; e) very healthy 
2. How would you rate the phy•ical appearance of your 6a.nce(e)? (check): 
112 3 
[-,..--
11) vr.ry J:'OOd looking ............ ; v) good looking ............ ; lr) fairly good looking-.. _ ... _; 
7) plain looking ............ ; z) very plain.Jooking .......... .. 
3. Your present marital status: o) single ............ _; v) widowed. ... ___ .. _; z) aepar• 
a~ed __ .. _; y) divorced .... -.--
4. Checl:: tota.! number of years o£ schooling completed at present time. '- ·-r-
a) Grades b) High School c) College 
._ __ , __ J ...... -4 ........ 5 ........ 6 ........ 7 ........ 8 ........ ; 1 ........ 2 ........ 3 ........ 4 ........ ; l .. .-2 ... -3 .. __ 4 __ _ 
d) Graduate o£ college (check): ............ ; e) Number of years beyond college in 
craduate work or professional training ............ Training for what profe;;sion ........ .. 
---------·-·-----·----: for none in particular {check) .......... .. 
5. Present occupation .................. _ ............................................................ -·-·· .. -----------........ . 
Work record {check): o) regularly employed .............. ; v) worked only during 
Yaca.tions or/and only part time while in school... ....... ; w) none because in Khool 
or at borne ............ : z) always employed but continually changing jobs ..... - ....... : 
7) irregularly employed ............ ; otber ...................................... - .... - ..... - ... - ........... - ..... : ..... -
6. Are you a church member? yes ............ ; no ........... Your activity in cburcb (check): 
a) never attend .......... ; b) attend less than once a month ...... - .. ; c) once or twice per 
month .......... ; d) three times a month ............ ; t') four times a month ... - ....... ; oth<r 
activity i:1 church (state what it is) .................. - ....... - ..... ----·----· .. ···--·--
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7. Did you ever attend Sunday School or other religious school for children and 
7oung people? ... ·-············ At what age did you atop attending auch a achool? 
a) never attended .......... ; b) before 10 years old .... - .... ; c) 11-18 years, ......... ; tf) 19 
and over .......... ; e) still attending ... ·-··· 
I. How many org;,nizations do you belong to or attend regularly such as church 
club, athletic club, social club, luncheon club (like the Rotary. Kiwanis, Lions), 
fraternal order, college fraternity, college sorority, civic organization, music 
aociety, patriotic organization, Y.W.C.A., Y.M.C.A., Y.M.H.A., C.Y.O.? (check): 
a) none ........ _; b) one .......... ; c) two ... - ..... : d) three or more ......•... 
9. In leisure time activities (check): u) We both prefer to stay at home ...... - ...• ; 
z) We both prefer to be uon the go"-········; y) I prefer to be on the go and my 
fiance(e) to stay at home .......... ; :r) I prefer to stay at home aod my fiance(e) to 
be on the. go .... ·-·-
10. Check what you consider to have been the economic status o! your parents 
during your adolescence: u) well-to-do .......... ; v) wealthy ...... _ .. ; w) c:omfortable 
--·-··• :r) meag•r .... - ... ; z) poor ........ .. 
11. Check what you consider to be the social status of your parents in their own 
community: J) one of the leading families ..... - ... ; k) upper class .......... ; T) upper-
middle class .......... ; m) middle class .......... ; n) !ower-middle class .......... ; o) iow~r 
class ... ___ _ 
12. Marital atatus o£ your parents· (check): T) married (both living) .......... : m) 
aeparated .... - .... ; n) divorced .......... ; t) both dead .......... : one dead (specify which 
one) ... ·-·-·········---··········= If parent is dead give your age when th< death occurred 
~·-···-····-- If parents are divorc_ed or separated a:h·· yo .... r .,. •t time or divorce 
or separation ......... : .... . 
13. Your ·appraisal of the happiness o£ your parents' marriage (check): l) very 
happy .... =---: k) happy .......... ; T) average ............ ; m) unhappy ............ ; n) very un-
haPPY·--·-·· 
14. Check your attitudes toward your parents on the following scales: 
(1) Your attitude toward your father when you were a child: J) very strong 
attachment. ......... ; k) considerable attachment .......... : m) mild attachment ...... -: 
11) mild hostility ..... - ... ; o) considerable hostility .......... ; p) very strong hos-
tility ......... . 
(2) Your present attitud.e toward your father:/) very strong attachment ...... - .. : 
l) considerable attachment... ....... : m) mild attachment .......... ; n) mild bostil· 
ity ... - .... ; o) considerable hostility .......... ; p) very strong hostility ..... --. 
(3) Your present attitude toward your mother: J) very strong attachment...-·-· ; 
1) considerable attachment ..... - ... : m) mild attachment .......... ; n) mild hostil-
ity .......... ; o) considerabl: hostility .......... ; p) very strong hostility ... ·-···· 
(4) Your attitude toward your mother when you were a child: J) very strong 
attachment .....•.... ; k) considerable attachment .......... ; m) mild attachment.. ...... : 
11) mild hostility .......... ; o) considerable hostility .......... ; p) very strong boa-
tility ......... . 
15. Rate the marital ha.ppiness o£ your parents. Vlrite M for mother'a ratinl:'; F for 
father's: J) extraordinarily happy .......... : k) decidedly happy ........ : m) happy ... --.: 
.11) aomtwhat happy .......... ; o) average.-....... ; .p) somewhat unhappy ...... - .. : q) un· 
.h•PP7···-···-l r) decidedly unhappy ..• - •... : ~) extremely unhappy .. ·-···-
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;<ia>o-:;~!.!:~ d y-et:-: f=Uy end l:ln how m:-.::17 '~?~r.::.tctt c.na clo;~rcd ~::-::;>!~ c'!:> 1 2 l.l 
. . )'on bow pen·o~lly? (c:lcc:l:): f) none .... ---··: k) ono _____ ; zn) h?o---l 
•' .... 11) thr<C"O....-; o) four ___ ; p) five .............. ; q) dx: _____ ; 1') t~vcn or r,;ore......-·- 1-+-+--1 
' 11~ \Vith lro·;r tl"..:ny ol the opp<:>!iite ':x, other than your tiJncc(c) havo yon f:C!lQ 
· · · 'lttlldily? (cL~d.:): v) none .......... ; w) one .......... : t) two .. __ ; 1) thr.;o ot more 
'16. Dennin; friends ll! comething more than mere t.cqunlntl!.nccs but not nccc~:ully 
alwuj"S boon companions, give an e3timate of the number of your men friends 
1-cfore £.01n: ete~dily ~itb your fiance(e) (check); a) none_ .. - .... ; b) !C'h"----: 
c) savi.:r£l ___ .; d) m:my .......... In round nwnbcr! 2bout hov1 ruanyL-.... --··-
1!1. E~tim."!.to the nwnb:r o£ your women fricnde before ~:oing- ate::dily o;:ith your 
fiance(e) (check): a) none .......... ;~) few_ ........ ; c) zcvcraL ..... -.; d) m.e.t\f.:.--: 
. In round numbers how m::my? ................. . 
20. How many of your present men ahd women frinnda mn1 aleo friends of your 
fi'ance(e)? ·(check): u) all.. ........ : v) most o£ thc:u, ......... -: z) a few ............ ; y) none 
21. 'Have you ever been engaged before (or had any previous infonn:~l understanding 
that you were to be married)? (check): u) never .......... ; w) once .......... ; z) twice 
___ ; y) three or.mo•~ times .......... .. 
Part Two 
I. Do you plan to be m:.rtled (check): u) at church .......... ; tr) :1t hom~---·-····• z) the-
where (specify) ................ - ....... .. 
minister .......... ; .:r) other person _(spe.· 2. By whom do you plan to be married? v) 
ci'fy) .. - ........... -
3. Where do you plan to live after marriage? (check): j) prlvate house .......... ; .1::) 
amalt apartment building .......... ; !) large apartment building .......... ; m) apartment 
hoteL-.... .; n) hotel ......... ; o) rooming house .......... 
4. f) Have you bought a home?. ......... k) Are you planning to buy a home? ......... .. 
.111) will you rent a home?. ......... . 
5. Population of city or town where you plan to live (check): i) open country ........ • 
f) 2,500 and under ......... ; k) 2,500 to 10,000 ....... ; 1) 10,000 to 50,000 .......... ; m) 50,000 
to 100,000... ..; n) 100,000 to 500,000.. ; o) ovor 500,000 ......... ; u) suburb ......... 
6. After marriage do yoc plan to live (check): j) in own heme .......... ; n) with your 
parents ......... ; o) p•rents-in·law ......... ; p} relati\·cs (specify) ................................ -- .. .. 
q) relatives-in-law (spe,ify). ; r) other rersons (<pecify) .................... .. 
7. Check yo'lr attitude ~oward hnin~; chi!<!ren: v) desire children very much ........ ; 
.:r) n.ild:y desire ther:. ...... ; y) mild objection to t;,em ........ ; z) object very much 
1---1-
l--I-
T 
1~-1-
1-1--
1---1-
to having them. ...... . 1- -1-
8. How ntany children would you like to have? u) £cur or mar< ....... ;~·) three ........ ; 
w) two ....... ; .r) one. .. ... ; y) no no ......... 
9. Check what you think your fiance(e)"• attitude is. toward having childr<n? 
Y) desires children nry much ....... ; .r) mildly desire> them .......... ; y) mild objec-
tion to them ... - ... : z) obje,ts very m:.tch to having them. ......... 
1--1-
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10. Do )'OU thlnk .your !iance(e) Ia apending a di!proportionate at:'lount of presen t 1 2 3 
h:come on (check): a) clothes (or other personal ornarnenbtion) ... ___ ; b) recre-
atlon..._ •. ; bobbin (apeci!y) ... ______________________ ; c:) food .. -~ .. ; rent. .. - .. 
C) education.. ..... ~.; e) do not think GO ........ .. 
;I-
--
Jl. V/h.lt ia the attitude of your closest friend or friends to your fiance(e)? (check) : 
•) approve hig-hly _____ ; w) approve with qualification. .... _ ... ; .r) lire resigned ....... . ; 
7) disapprov~ mildly ... ---; z) disapprove seriously ......... . 
12. Do :you smoke? (check): u) not at alL. ....... ; w) rarely .......... ; .r) occ<~sionally ....... . ; 
7) often _____ _ 
13. Do you. drink? (check): u) not at aiL ....... ; w) rarely .......... : z) occasionally ....... . ; 
7) often ......... . 
14. a) Do both your father ;md moth~r approve your marriage ................ ; y) do both 
clisapprove ................ ; z) does on~ disapprove ...................... : your father .......... ; your 
mother ........ .. 
15. What Is your attitude (check) toward your future father-in-law: 1-) like hirn 
Yery niuch .......... ; I) like him considerably ........ ; m) like him mildly ........ ; n) mild 
dialike ..... _.; o) considerable dialike .......... ; p) very strong dislike .......... ; mother· 
in-law: 1-) like her very much .......... ; I) like her considerably .......... ; m) like her 
Jnildly .......... ; n) mild dislik~ .......... ; o) considerable dislike ............ ; p) very atron~ 
dialike... __ 
16. Wlls your first infonnation about atx v) wholesome .......... ; .r) unwholesome ........ .. 
Where did you get you~ first ln{orrn~tion about •u' j) from parent... ....... ; 
.i) from wholesome reading ........ ; .,) brother ; ahur ; other rela· 
tives .......... ; 1) other aduit .. . : tucbtr : .o) oth~r children ........ ; o) from 
pernidous rcadin::;, ....... ; otbor (•p~cify) ........................... _ ........... Do you consider 
JOUr present knowledge of aex adequate for nu.rria:.e? -r) Yes .......... : z) no ..... _ ... ; 
doubtfuL ....... 
17. How long have you been keeping company with your fiance(e)? (check)': 
a) Ina than 3 months .......... ; b) 3 to 6 months.. .. - ..... ; c) 6 to 11 months ............ ; 
cl) 12 to 17 months .... - ... ; e) 18 to 23 months .......... ; I) 2-4 to 35 months ..... --: g) 36 
lltlOnths or more .......... Enter here exact number of months ......... _. __ 
18. How many months will elapse between your engagement (or time at which you 
lioth bad a definite understanding that you were to be married) and the date 
ttelected for your marriage? (check) a) leu than 3 months ... - .... : b) 3 to 6 monthl 
--: c:) 6 to 11 months .......... ; cJ) 12 to 17 months .......... ; e) 18 to 23 months .. __ .. ; 
I) 24 to 35 months .......... ; f) 35 months or more .. - .... -.:-
Put TbtH 
J. Do you and your fiance(e) engage in interests and activities together? (check): 
•) all o! them ..... - ... ; w) most of them .......... ; ;r) some o£ them .... ___ ; y) a few of 
them. ......... ; z) none of thern .... --
2. It there any interest vital to you in which your fiance(e~ don not engage? 
(check): v) no .......... ; z) yes (specify) ......................................... . 
3. Do you confide in your fiance( e)? (check): t) about everything ........ _; 1-) about 
most things ..... --: m) ;bout a orne things ........ ; n) about ll few thi~s.. ...... ; o) about 
iWthlng ... __ 
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4. Does your 6ancc(c) confide in you (check): i) about everything .......... ; .1:) about 1 :z 3 
lllost things .......... ; m) about some things .......... ; n) 'about a few things .......... ; o) 
about nothing ... - .... 
5. Check the frequency of demonstrations of affection you show your fiance(e): 
(kissing. embracing, etc.}: I) occupies practically all of the time you arc alone to· 
gether .......... ; j) very frequent.. ........ ; m) occasionaL ........ ; n) rare .......... ; o) almost 
never .... - ... 
6. Who generally takes the initative in the demonstration of affection? (check): 
o) mutual.. ....... ; m) you .......... ; z) your fiance(e) ........ .. 
'· Are you satisfied with the amol.int of demonstration of aff-ection? (check): 
f) yes .......... ; no .......... ; p) desire less ............. , q) desire more .......... Is your fian· 
ce(e) satisfied with tl;e amount of demonstration o£ affection? (check): J) yes. 
_ ........ ; no .......... ; p) desires les:t ........ ; q) desires more .......... 
8. State the P'"'""t approxim~te agreement or disagrtemcnt v:ith your fiancc(e) on 
the {allowing items: 
Pluse place a check in the proper column opposite. ev<ry item. 
---
1---
1---
Check ODt' co Turon for f) Alwa)'S; .t). Al:no9l'l~· 1).· Octa-l ru) Fre- a) Afmost;o) AI>Raya! t) Never 
ca.cb item below agr~e 1: alway& ~lonally j quently always i dingrre I di>Jcuued 
lroooy ~''"' -:-_-::_~ - '¥-•• ~'"'"' ""'"" ~''""'-I====~~ 
::::ei~u:~::~:::tio~-- ----~---··-. ---- --- ----~---- ___ · _
1
_ -l Demonstr~tro;;~ "aT----- ______ ! ___ --~------1, --- ------affection ! 
Friends ·- - -----~- ---- -----l------ -~--
~~~:~--··--· ---~ ----,----------· r------- -~-~-
Matters of ·--------- --. --,-----------·------- -- -l-
conventionalit:r ___________ · ________ ----_______ --!-
Philosophy of life --- ---'-----------. _____ ·__ 1_ r-Ways of dealinj!' with 
.,r,:o-"u"'r_f'-am_i..:cl_i e-'s'-=----l----- __________ ---· 
Arrangements for 
tour marriag,_•-----l--·-- --------I-----I----J·----1---
Dates with one another 
--------------~---~----~~--~---~----~----~----;-~~ 
!1. When disagreements arise between you and your fiance(e) they usually result in 
(checlc): v) agreement by mutual cive .md take .......... : y) you gi:-ing in.,_ ....... ; 
z} your fiance(e) giving in. 
10. Do you ever wish you had not become engaged? (check): u) ncHr .......... ; 
z) once ......... ; F) occ,,.ionally . : z) freq:untly ...... 
11. Have you ever conte"'p!ateJ ?rca king your engagement? {check): u) never ......... , 
z) once.-..... ; F) occasion"lly ... _, __ ; z) frequently_ ....... 
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U. Has yot:r 5tc:tdy relatione~lp with your fiance(e) ever been broken orr tcmpor· [J]2 s 
arlly1 (check): v) never •. --: .r) once .... - ... ; :y) twice ... ---·:%) three or more 
times .. ---· · 
U. How conliC::::It are you that 7our marria~:c will be a happy one? (check): v) very 
confident. ..•.•.. : w) confident.. __ ; .r) a little uncertain.---··i f) extremely Un· 
certain. __ 
P.t.tt Fora 
Compare the follow!nt personality traits o! yourself, your fiance( e), your father, 
and your mother. Write F for father, M for mother, S for fiance(e), and Y for your-
ae!£. If either of your parents ia dead, rate as remembered. Be sure to rate your 
fatl1er,your moth~r. your fi:loce(e),~.nd yourself on ear:b trait. (In scorin~::. acore 
JOUrself only.) 
Very Cor>-l:llac:h 10 olderably So:ne17hU A little Not at all 
T 
Takea responsibl1ity wllllnl:"ly .... u ... ___ )v .. - ... - w_. __ .r .. ·-·-·- r-·-······-··- i---
Dom.!natinS:.·---·-···-·-·-··-··· 11 •••• _-··--lb···--- c.-·---- d ...••... __ ~-············- 1-- _ --
lrrltabt.e _________ ... .:...- "···-··--jb···------ c.·-····-·- d .. ·-··-- ~-··-···---- I ~:~;~=~==~~-~=::··:-!:····-··:-.. i: ~--··=.t:~-:~~= ; .. :~~:=:= ::::~:::== 1-i-1-i 
Antera c:..Sily _____ . ...:_ ....... - .. - !•····-····-· b ··-·--c .. ·-··--·- d.·-···--~--·-···--- .--1-
A.mbltioui ________ ··-·-··---········· e ...•....•...... b •••.... ___ C---··--- d ....•... ___ ~--·-····-···- __ _ 
Jwou'----·--···--·-·--·-····· •···-····--···· b .. ·-····-- c .. ·-···-··-- d·-·····--··· ~--·-··········- 1-4--1--1 
Sympathetic.·-··-·-··-···-··············· u ... --··-·- v ... ----- w ..---·-- .r .. ·-·····-··· r ......... ____ ,- -1-
Ji:.uy~:olns:.----···-········--········- u ... --····--·· "···---- w •. -----~ .r._. ___ % •• ---·--··- ~-i--i--1 
Selfish__ _______________ .. .r.. .• ----··· b ... -·--·- c .•. ·-·-···- d .. ·--···· ~--·----- 1-1--1-i 
Stubborn---.··---·-··-···-··· 11...----- b ...•.... - .. - c .........•.. - d ... -........ ~-··---- t-i-1-i 
Sense of duty ...... ---····-·-·······- u .. ·-····--·- v .. ·-····-- w .. ·-··-- .r ...••..• - "···--·-·- ~-1--i--1 
Se-nse of humor .. ·----··--··-···-···· u ...•.... - .. - '~"···-···-·-- w ... - .. - .r ...•...... -.. r .. ·--··--- 1--!--l--1 
Eully hurL ....... ·-····-············-······ e ...•.•......... b ..... ·-·-···- c .........• -- d ...•..•.. _ ...• ~-····--- 1-i-l-i 
lelf-conSdcnt. ...•... ________ ..........• 11..·--·····-·· v ...••.. -- w.-......•... .r .. ·-·-·- r .. ·-··········- l--1--1--1 
N ervous--·-···--··-··-·--··-·········· .r...·--·-····- b .... ····-·-··- c .....•..•.. - .. d ... ·-··--·· ~--·-······-··- _ ]'-
LIIr:u be!onzint to organizations. u .. ·-······-··- v .........••.... w ...•......•... .r .. ·-···--·· r ...••..••..• _ ,..:... 
ImpracticaL ______________ ......•.. :. a .... ·-···-·· b ..•... --······ c .....•........• d ........ -.···· ~-····-······- _ _I_ 
Euily depnssed ........ ·-···-···--······ •···-····-····- b ................. c ..........•...• d ...•....•....• ~--·-····-····- l--1--1--l 
Euily excited.·--···--····-·······-····· "···-········-- b ...•.•.•... - ·-·---- d ... _. __ ~--·---···-- 1--1-+--! 
Part 1-·-··-···• Part II.---······• Put III-·····-····• Part lV ......• - ....... Total...-·-··-·- I:T::::!:~=:: 
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SCORING THE MARRlAGE PREDICTION SCHEDULE 
The three narrow columns at ·the right-hand side of each page arc for 
scoring the replies to the questions. The score values assigned are arbitrary 
in the sense that usually each gradation in ·reply difTers by one point. For 
~xamplc, the foiiO\ving q uc~ti,1n is seLl red as follows. Do you and your 
spouse engage in outside interests together? (check): j) all of them, 
-f-2; k) most of them. +I;/) some of them, 0; m) few of them, -1; n) 
none of them, -2. Although arbitrary, th~· score values arc in· general 
conformity with the finding~ of the studies in this field, particularly those 
of E. W. Burgess and L. S. Cottrell, f'rcdicting Success or Failure in 
Marriage; L. M. Terman, l'sycholugictll Factors in J'v!ariral Happiness; and 
E. \V: Burgess and Paul W~1llin, Engogcn11:nt awl Marrioge. 
The letters in italics bcforc each subdivision of the question provide the 
code for scoring the replies. The code value of each letter is as follows: 
a •.................... -2 
b ..................... -·I 
c ...................... (I 
d.· ..................... +I 
e ..................... +2 
I .................... . 
g ................... .. 
II 
-t 2 
+2 
.•.•...•............. 1-·J 
i .................... . 
k 
l 
m ..•.................. 
+~ 
I-I 
0 
-·1 
n ..................... -·2 
0 ..................... - J 
p .• · ................... -) 
q ..................... -:l. 
r ..................... -3 
j •••••••..••.••••••••• ··-) 
t ........... , ......... () 
II ...... • ............. • 
I' •.. •. •., •••• • ••. ••••• 
I<' .•••••••.••••••••••.• 
+2 
+1 
0 
X ..................... --f 
.v .•..•......•...•.•.•• -::! 
.: ..................... -2 
The following is the proccdur~: for scoring the replies to the questions: 
L For each yucstinn entl'f in ·column I at the right-hand side of each page 
the letter in italics which prt.:~.:cdcs the answer which is checkcu fur the given 
item. 
2. Enter in column~ all the plu~ score-.; anu in column J all tilL' minus scores 
corresponding to the appropri:1tc Cl)lk value for each ktter as indh:ated ahovc. 
3. Add the scores in columns 2 and .\ cnt.:ring them for each par~~ then 
transfer them to the apf'll'f'ri;,te pl:tCl' as indicat.:J on the: la<;t page of the 
Marriage Pr.:diction Schl·duk. 
High scor(·s. tho~c abo,·e (,0, arc favor;~bk for 111arit:ll adju~'tmcnt. a'> 
indicated by n.:s~:arch findin~s that :tpprnximatdy 75 pa cent of pn,ons 
with these scores in the eng:t:::~:mcnt pL-riod arc well atlju-.tcd in their mar-
riages. Low scores, or thust.: bdow 20, are much less Ltvorablc for happi-
l6J 
ness in marriage, as shown by the probability that only 25 per cent of 
persons with these scores wil! be well adjusted in married life. Intermediate 
scores, those bdwecn 60 and 20, should be regarded at present as non-
predictive since the chances of persons with these scores for marital 
success may tentatively be considered as about even. 
The prediction score of a person and his corresponding matrimonial 
risk group assignment shoi..'Jd be interpreted with extreme caution. The 
following points should be kept in mind: 
I. The prediction docs not apply directly to the individual. It states the statis-
tical probabilities of marital success for a group of persons· of which the indi-
vidual is one. If he brlongs to the lower risk group, in which 75 per cent of 
the marriages turn out unhappily, there is no way of telling by this statistical 
prediction whether he falls in the 25 per cent of the marriages with varying 
degrees of happiness or in the 75 per cent of unhappy unions. 
2. The prediction is an individual's general matrimonial risk irrespective of 
the particular person to whom he is engaged. The individual's specific matri-
monial risk for marriage to a given person is much more valuable but also 
more complicated and therefore not suited for self-scoring. 
3. In the majority of cases the specific matrimonial risk of a couple may be 
roughly estimated from the two general matrimonial risk groups to which the 
two persons are assigned. An average of the two scores will generally he cl0~e to 
what may be expected from a specific matrimonial risk group assignm.:nt worked 
out by combining the answers on each question gi\en hy the two members of 
the couple. 
4. \Vith the above reservations in mind, a low prediction score should not 
be taken as indicating lack of suitability for marriage. It shoulu, however, he 
helpful to the person in stimulating him to secure adequate preparation for mar-
riage, to be more careful in the selection of a marriage partner, and to give 
attention to the solving of any difficulties in the relation before rather than after 
marriage.l ... 
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lR~y E. Baber, .f!~ri£_g_~ an£ th~ Fam%l;r, (New York; 
Hill Book Company, Inc., 1953); PP• 685- 92. 
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APPENDIX IX 
An Example of a Guide Used by l\Iinisrers 
There are many guides ·which individual pastors have developed. 
The one we present here h:.s now been in use long enough to know th~t 
several hundred ministers have found it helpful. Each minister used it 
in a slightly different ·way. None of them holds rigidly to it. 1\Iost 
rephrase the questions in their O\\·n word>. Some give copies of the guide 
to the couple when they leave so they can recall something of the counsel-
ing period at a later time. 
The purpose of this guide is to help the minister get to know the 
couple better, to encourage the couple to express themselves, to insure 
coverage of all important subjects and to eliminate the lecture form of pre-
marital counseling. 
"\Vhile a scoring device is included it must be made clear that the 
score is not import:lnt except as it stimulates further discussion concerning 
how they might improve their score. It is possible over a period of months 
or }"Cars to improve their answers. The minister's task is to point out 
those areas wherein real changr or gro\nh can oc.::ur and encourage them 
at these points. On the other hand if their score is frightfully low he 
may be able to convince them tlnt they are not quite ready to enter into 
this holy estate and ought to \\·ait six months or so and then come in 
and see if these conditions have been improved. 
Low scores on m:my of the question;; do not n<"ces;;arily mc:cn 
future unhappinc:<s. This guide serves merely to help the mini~tt' r to 
alert the couple htfore marriage to po,;sible points of friction which carl 
· 'be overcome by mature love and Christian under3tanding. In the "corin;.; 
the minister will find that he uses a sliding scale Jepending upon his 
knowledge of the couple ami his i:1terpretation of the anS\\ er;; giHn. 
This "Pre-~Iarital Cot.:n:<clin;; Guide" is published by the Board 
of Youth Activities of the Augmtana Lutheran Church, 2H5 Park 
Avenue, 1\Iinneapolis 4, :i\Iinnc>ota. To score the guide correctly, 'et 
up three columns: :.Ian, \Voman, Bo~h. In a question like ~o. 1, the 
man could receive a po:;sibk 15 points :wd the woman a possible 15 point;:. . 
But in question ~o. 2 and similar o;Jcs, the >Core goes into the "Both" ' 
column. The highest pos,;ible total score; un all twenty-nine questions 
are l\Ian, 155; \Voman, J..l.5; Both, 370. Adding these three scores 
together we arri\·e at a total of 6i0. :\Ic•t well-nntched couplrs get a 
score of about 550. 
Hit,.;hest pos,ib!e score 
Ex,·d lent score 
Good ~core 
Fair score 
Que;tionable ~core 
Above 
425 to 
325 to 
Below 
1. llow Man)' Brolbers uml Sisters Do Yvu llan:.' 
1\Ian • 
Woman 
None One 
0 10 
0 10 
G70 
575 
575 
''J ~ 
"'t-) 
325 
Two or more 
15 
15 
i 
I j 
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Couples find it easy to talk about their brothers and sisters. k 
they talk about their brothers ::.nd sisters they are also saying a great deal 
about them:dves, :md the minister listens for the things they do not say. 
He wants to get a clearer picture of how these two families are knit to-
gether and where this potential bride and g:oom fit into the con~tellation. 
Often as much as fifteen minutes i~ spent on this question alone. '\Vhile 
some of the conversation may touch on bter questions the minister does 
not stop the natural flow of descri;1tin material which co1nes from his 
visitors.· \Vhat they h:lVe to say about their older or you;,ger siblings is 
TJ~ry important. 
2. Comparative National and Cultural Background: 
Same Fairly similar Very dissimilar 
. 0 Both • 20 10 
·An example of two opposites might be a couple where the parents 
of one were born in Europe while the parents of the other are third-
generati::m Americans. By cultural back6round we refer to such matters 
as educational interests, tastes ir, music, art, literature, foods, etc. 
3. Comparathe Amount of Educatio11: 
Both the sa1:.e 1\Ian more than woman · Vl oman more 
15 10 0 
It seems be;;t if the two pCO}'le b1·c had about the same amount of 
education, but if one is to haYe more, then in our society it helps if the 
husband ha.; more . 
.f. Comparatir·e Ages: 
Similar 
15 
Very dissimilar 
5 
Age;; within a five- or six-year range are comic!ered to be similar. 
5. Comp.tralit·e Occup,ztiom: 
Both same tnlc Fairly :::imilar 
10 5 
Very dissimilar 
0 
It is obviou<; thJt pcorlc en;::;'lgctl in simibr occupatiom, such as a 
doctor and a nt;r:::e, a mini,ter and a '"cia! worker, two factory workers, 
~-ill h:n-c m~Jch in comm•)n. It j, ewn n~ore imrort.1:1t that this question 
draw them out un the Chri-tian ronccpt of vocation. Aho what are 
their Ion~;:-term go:t!< as to wnrk ;'lnd the ;'!CCumulation of material wealth? 
6. Jr' ork Ruord: 
:aian • 
'Voman 
Regularly employed 
20 
10 
Irregularly employed 
0 
5 
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By the time a person reaches the age of 20 to 25, he has set up 
certain habit patterns which he will probably follow consistently the 
rest of his life. If a man is still flitting fro:n job to job at 25, he will 
probably be doing the same at 50 unless someone is able to help him 
understand ·what this pattern says about his personality structure. 
7~ How Lo11g Ila~·e You KnowtJ Each Other? 
{Based on frequent association) 
6 mos. or less 6 mos. to 1 yr. 1 yr. to 3 yrs. 
10 
3 yrs. or more 
0 5 20 
. Many ministers are refusing to marry couples who have known 
each other less than six months. Studies have shown that it is exceedingly 
important for couples to go together for a period of six months to three 
years in order to be fully aware of each other's idiosyncrasies. 
8. How Lo11g I!tlt'e You Beelz Engaged.' 
(Based on frequent association-two or more times a week) 
l-3 mos. 3 mos. to 1 yr. 1 to 2 yrs. 2 yrs. or more 
0 15 10 5 
The minister should seck to discover how mature an engagement 
this has been; to what extent they have learned what devotion to only 
one person will mean. 
9. Number of Social Organizatiom to Whicb Botb Belong: 
None One Two or more 
0 10 15 
Note that it does not ask the number of social organizations to 
which each one belongs. The word both is stressed. After maniage 
unless the couple have learned to do things together one of them is going 
to feel neglected and "out of thing5." It is at this point that church 
couples clubs can play an important role and the minister will do well 
to introduce this couple, even before marriage, to some of the couples 
in his church who will see to it that they are invited and brought to the 
next meeting after the marriage. 
10. Present Amount of Religiom Acthitp 
Man 'Voman 
1\Iember, but no attendance at chu;ch 0 0 
Not a member, and no attendance 5 5 
Attend no more than once a month 10 10 
Attend two or more times a month 25 20 
Attend four or more times a month 30 25 
Some of the question> on this guide were inspired by E. \V. 
Burge5S and L. S. Cottrell, Prt'dicting Success or Failure in .llarriaqe 
(Prentice Hall). It is of intuest that the,;e secular sociologi,;ts have 
seen in their extensive studies of marriage that church attendance actually 
contributes to marital happiness. Enough said. 
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11. Tf/ifl You Botb Attmd tbe Same Church? 
Yes No, but both Protestant 
50 '25 
One Catholic 
0 
If the couple is in the third category the minister may decide to 
come back to this one later after he has had a chance to get a more com-
plete picture of the differences in their backgrounds. It might be that 
they are similar in every other respect but this one. If such is the case 
the counseling would proceed along quite diffe.rent line~. 
12. Is Eitber Person a Non-Bcliet·er? 
Yes 
0 
No 
50 
This might be the point at which. the couple is asked to describe 
what they mean by a believer. Since they have reached adulthood the 
couple may never have re-examined the faith that was given them by 
their parents. The pastor may be unrlea,antly surpri~cd to find out 
how little they actually know about "·hat ther believe. This may be. the 
first personal conver>ation the\' have en·r had with a minister concerning 
tlteir faith. It would be a sl~ame if it has to be the last, that is, if the 
minister does not follow up on it. 
13. U11til Jf"/hat Age Did You Regular!)' A/lend Sunday Scbool? 
1\Ian 
\Voman 
10 or under 1-1- or under 19 or under 
. 0 10 20 
0 JO 20 
Again we are indebted to Burgess and Cottrell who found that 
regular attendance at Sur.day school up into the teens was helpful in 
rounding out a healthy personality. Here the minister may discuss their 
present interest in teaching Sunday school or assisting in the youth work 
of the parish. · · 
14. llozv Jr/ ould You Rate Your P,rrents' Marrillge.' 
Happy Aver:tge Unhappy Divorced 
1\fan 20 10 5 0 
\Voman 20 10 5 0 
This que~tion puzzles many. "'hy should my parents' unhappy 
marriage affect mine? But it is impo,;sible to live with parents who are 
unhappr over a period of years and nut be affected by it. How well does 
each unJer;tand the problems in hi,; own hcH:1e? Ifa\·e they talked the>e 
over? I~ one kecpin;.! ,;omcthing frum the other? \Vhat do we mean by 
a happy Chri~tian home? 
15. Do Your Parents Faror Yuur Propost'd Jfarri,rgc.' 
Yes No 
1\fan 10 5 
\Voman. 15 0 
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How dose are these young people to their folks? Docs the minister 
discern rebellion against the parents? If so, is this a healthy, legitimate 
rebenion? Or is it indicative of an immature reaction against all 
authority and will this begin to have its effect upon their own marriage 
unless someone helps them to grow up to their new responsibilities? 
16. How Do You Get Along With Each Other's Parents? 
Very well Not so wdl Dislike them Unacquainted 
Man 20 10 0 5 
\\'oman 20 10 0 5 
Most couples may not believe now, but they will later, that when 
they m:ury they marry not only their fiance, but his or her whole far::lily. 
. There are ways that the minister can get this across by presenting hypo-
·. thetical situations and asking the couple to tell how they would handle 
them. It is also a time to show the difference behveen "liking" somebody 
and "loving" someone in a mature way. 
17. Do You Doub!e Date With Otbcr Couples? 
·Often Occasionally Never 
JO 5 0 
· This question seeks to draw them out on the kinds of friends they 
have and the type of entertaining they may do in their new apartment. 
The couple who never go out with other couples are going to feel rather 
lonely and ought now to be rectifying this. . 
18. What Hobbies Do You Have it1 Comtuon? 
None One Two Three or more 
0 5 10 15 
Some couples have to be encouraged to learn to play together so 
that they can find what an excellent escape valve it can be in the midst 
of life's difficulties. · 
19. How Ilave You Handled Disagreements During Your Courtship? 
Have had none One gives in Talk it through 
0 5 15 
If their answer is either of the first two then this couple needs to 
'learn something of the dynamics of disagreement. Perhaps an easy book 
like Tlu Happy Famil}· by Levy and Monroe or Seward Hiltner's Stlf 
Undustanding could be read by them with great profit. The minister 
must do everything possible to break through attitudes that are unrealistic. 
20. Does the Wife Plan to Work Outside the Home After Marriage? 
1fes No 
0 s 
It is foolish to make marriage plans on the basis of the double in-
come. As soon as the family comes, and we hope it comes soon, the wife 
should forsake work out of the home, and stay ·with the very important 
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· job of homemaking. There is no doubt but tk:.t children's security is 
closely related to the presence or absence of the mother in the home. 
21. Who Will Be il: Cbarge of Finances i11 Your Home? 
Husband Wife Co-operatively 
0 0 10 
How much the minister can help in a discussion of the financial 
problems of marriage will depend upon how he has handled his own 
finances. The fact that he has to lead such a discussion may help to 
correct some of the mistakes he is currently making in his own financial 
policy. Thqe are excellent pamphlets on the subject which anyone can 
understand and which can provoke many questions. . 
22. How Many Children Do You Hope to Han? 
. One Two Three or more 
5 10 15 
None 
0 
America is moving toward larger families. Families ought to be 
started relatively soon after marriage. This is where the minister ma.y 
discuss the church's attitude toward birth control as described in another 
part of this book. 
23. Will You Ut•e With Either of Your Pareuts During the 
Firsl Year or So? · . 
1res No 
0 20 
Most couples understand the importance of setting up an inde-
pendent home right from the start. But an occasional couple want to 
save some money and so have been talked into living with one set of 
parents. The minister owes it to the couple to discourage this even 
though it may be hard on his rapport with the parents. 
24. What Books Have You Read on the Subject of 
Physical Adjmtment in Marriage? 
None 
0 
One or two 
10· 
The minister may have a custom of giving the couple a book or 
book.let which he has found to be helpful. He should ask thein to read 
the book together before the marriage, and also assure them that it will 
. be of even greater value to them after marriage when questions grow 
out of their experience together. Among the books we recommend are: 
Stxual Harmony in 0. M. Butterfield Emerson Books, Inc. 
Marria9l 
J Marriagl llfanual 
J?lun You Jlr!arry 
Stx Manual 
Hannah and 
Abraham Stone 
Duvall and Hill 
G. L. Kelly 
Simon and Schuster 
Association Press 
Southern Medical 
Supply Co., 
Au~sta, Georgia 
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Th~ Do~tor . Talks 
. .with the Bride and 
Croom 
Sex H"ithou/ Fear 
Dr. Lena Levine 
S. A. Lewin and 
John Gilmore 
Planned Parenthood 
Assn. 
1.fedicai Research 
Press, N. Y. 
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Some ministers may prefer to send the couple to a physician who is 
willing and able to talk with them. Other ministers find that they them-
selves can do an adequate job \vith most couples. However it is done, 
it ought not be overlooked. Even young people ·who seem to t>e quite 
sophisticated are often most appreciative of a proper introduction to 
this subject in this unique discussion of marriage and Christian love. 
While the pastor is not necessarily the one to discuss the mechanics of 
physical intercourse, he must not slough off his responsibility to bring a 
spiritual interpretation oi physical union. 
25. I!asEither Perso11 Bem Married Before? 
1res No 
0 25 
It goes without saying that any person who has been married 
before, a widow, widower or divorcee, has additional adjustment prob-
. lems which had better be faced realistically. Sometimes they prefer not 
to discuss these in the presence of their new mate, but they ought to 
want to face them in the presence of the minister~-
26. Why Did You Come to a Pastor to Be .Married? 
Custom Parents did Desire God's blessing 
0 0 10 
Too many couples have not thought through the reasons why a 
minister has been asked to marry them. This might be the place where 
the Order of Solemnization of Marriage is brought out and ~died 
with them. 
27. Do You Pla11/o Hat'e Grace at Meals and Daily Family DeL'Otiom? 
Both · Neither Grace 
20 0 10 
By this time the couple have spent an hour and a half or so with 
the pastor and they should be fairly good friends. If he has taken the 
time to explore the many avenues \\·hich the questions have suggested he 
has a wealth of knowledge about this couple. He is now in an excellent 
position to know how to approach them on a subject !ike this one which 
could have a long-lasting effect upon their new home. 
28. Do You Ever Use Prayer to Help Soh•e Your Problems? 
Man 
lVoman 
Frequently Occasionally 
20 10 
20 10 
Never 
0 
0 
This question did not appear on the early forms of this guide. It 
is added because the discussion so often moved in this direction it seemed 
--· 
--· 
~- .. 
. good to .become a little ~ore 'specific at this point and help. t~ show them. 
ways to make their prayer life more meaningful. ·· 
29. lf"ould You Like to Have tbe Pastor Who Marries You 
Call 011 You in Your New llome? 
Yes 
5 
No 
0 
It would be pretty hard for them to say no! The idea is to set 
a· time n·hen the pastor will make that visit. Some couples have been 
known to put it off for six months to as much as two years, but during 
this time they never forget that they have invited the pastor and_ they 
finally get around to doing it. It is just another way of saying that the 
pastor's interest in this couple does not cease with the wedding. He feels 
a sense of responsibility for the marri<~ge as long as he lives. 1 . 
--------
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· lG~an~~r W~stberg, Premarital Counselin7, (New York: National 
Council of Churches of Christ-rn-the USA, 1958), PP• 10-17. 
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In the Name of the Father, and of the So~ 
and of the Holy Ghost. Amen. 
DECLARATIO!\ OF 1!\T£:'\TJON 1 
\-\'·· 
and 
------•. ---------
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desiring to n•<·•·;l r- rL· '·k!'•t~>;: •·f Holy \fatrimony in the Church, 
do solenmly declare Ul,tt >H· :,.)l.! marriage to be a lifelong union 
of husband. and wife as it is set fvrth in the Form of Solemnization 
of Holy ~fatrimony in the Book of Common Prayer. 
We believe it is for the purpose of mutual fellowship, encourage-
ment, and understanding, for the procreation (if it may be) of 
children, and their physic<ll and spiritual nurture, for the safeg-uard-
ing and bene£t of society. 
And we do engage ourselves. so far as in us lies, to make our 
utmost effort to establish this relationship and to seek God's help 
thereunto. 
signature of groom 
maiden name signature of bride 
Dated A.D. __ 1 
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FEMALE SEXUAl. RESl>ONSE PAGE 1 
·name Address 
;nte TiQc taken klace :eading taken 
·,. Any special conch tions? \How close to ~ast 
· tmenstrual per~od? 
Hov1 lone; has it been since you 
last used your va&~nal muscles? 
POSITION ' List all those R?..~T)ING AT ENTRY 
Check all positions used in order 
used of preference 
1, 2, 3, etc. 
STANDING 
Phone 
------~Husband present? lneGrce of tiredness 
M):.2:!'-H:.1 
SUSTAI.'lED 
READIN} 
~~~en did you last have 
_E'lal )_ntercourse't 
Do you ever practice. using vaginal muscles 
for cuscular control? If so, how often? 
C~mments by Researcher Exarninati~n of Breasts 
SUPINE 
-1- Examination of clitoris KNEE CHEST 
RIGHT .S~DE 
LEFT SIDE 
KNEES H. UP 
KNEES R. :OOWN 
Episiotomy 
SITTING 
OTIER 
~~--
Did you thir~ this was so artificial that durin6 intercourse it might be quite different? ____ If so, in what way; 
H~w do you feel about doing this? Make any comments you wish; Dr.•s c.,mments; 
THE AMERICAN lliSTITUTE Cl.L" FAMILY RELATIONS 
5287 Sunset Boulevard, Los An,t;ieles, Cali1'ornia. 90027 
C""\ 
co 
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FFJ.iALE SEXUAL RESPONSE PAC-E 2 ~O~c-c_u_p_a~t~io-n---------------------,7.7D~a~t-e----~~~~~/~A~ge __ ~ _ _LEduca~t~i~o-n-------------------------------------
'No. children born 
1 van.]Jlally Marital status I No times married •Religious background 
' How long s:i.nce 
lazt pregnancy 
Surgery which might 
effect vaginal mus-
cular function: I Do you participate in sports activities? If so, what kinds: lf 
"--- . ··------------- -How long does menstrual flow ~sually last? ~ ~~at position is usually used 
How many days usually between periods? ~ sexual intercourse? 
Is menstrual period rep.ular? 
When was last menstrual period? 
I 
Is sexual intercourse ever painful to you? 
Always usually sometimes 
seldom. ____ never --aQn•t know----
\ihat position do you prefer? 
Hovr important to you is clitoral 
stimulation for sexual satisfaction? 
very somewhat not at all 
Is stimulation of your clitoris 
necessary for you to achieve 
orgasm? 
i' 
I· 
l don t know __ -- -Comments: 
Comment"S': - -
always usually sometimes ·1 
- - --..-, 
\ 
----------------~ - --------~------~~-~~---
--------~~~~-~---------y------..r·---~-~--- r~ 
i'Ihat position is the most sexually 
satisfying in sexual intercourse 
for you? 
• Are you taking any kind of ; medica-
tion which might effect sexual func-
tion? If so, what kind 
never ___ doa 1t know_ ; 
Comments: ; 
Do y,you masterbate? 
how frequently? 
i If· so, 
.. 
! 
,i· 
. 
I 
Do you ever use any kind of contraceptive? 
If so, what kind? 
Do you feel this hampers sexual satis-
faction in any way? I£ so, how? 
Do you feel thia hampers 
sexual interest in any way? 
If so, how? 
During sexual intercourse do Y.9U ever h~ve -
rnultip~e o~gasm?._ If.so· could you approx-
imate the usual number of orgasms that you 
achieve? 
'In ;. our estimation are vaginal 
muscles usefUl in achieving 
orgasm? If so, why? 
To rmat extent are these 
muscles stimulating to 
you? 
...::r 
co 
,.-j 
FEM~LE SE~uAL RgSPONSE PAGE 3 
Have you ever uacd any other kinds of contra-
ceptives which you felt h.smpered sexual satia• 
faction?_____ If ao, what kind? 
How· many different men have you 
had sc>~al intercouroe with? 
Less than 10 10-20 
Do you prefer a male penia which 
is small~ lmedi um_ large_ 
not important ____ don't know ____ 
21-30 31:4'0 41:50 
-;;;;;50 - -
- -
circumcised uncircumained 
- -not important don't know · 
- -
In '\vhat way or ways did this hamper se•"Ual 
satisfaction? 
cGmmenta: comments: 
Liot by number in order of importAnce 
ttc ~e~~al r~oponse to the following 
Are you sexually repulsed in any 
of the following areas by direct 
contact: 
Have you ever exercised or made a 
conscious effort to control 
vaginal muscles? C'l."'genul.ll'l area~: 
Comments: 
-_mouth 
mons 
- breaot 
-vagina-
----clitoris----
- -ears 
neck 
- anus-
----- :other: _____ 
-
XComments: Comments: 
Do you masturbate If so how 
frequently? -----
Do you ever use the vaginal muscles Do you thinlt it 1a important to achieve Do you attain orgasm in 
instead of masterbation? orgasM for sexual eatisfaction? other ways hvsidea sexual 
intercourse? If so, how? 
During aeh"Unl intercourse do you Are you ever sexually satia• j Do you ever use the vaginal usually have simultaneous orgasm ·ified without orgasm? muocles to achieve orgasm without with your partner? seA"Ual intercourse? 
.. 
~men was the last time you had Do you havn orgasm: alway a Has a man ever told you that the use of your vagin 
&exual intercourse? hro ·· _, ____ , usually ____ some• al muscle was painful to him? 
days_, weel<:s_, months time;: a_ seldom_ 
____ , years ____ , never ____ never_ don't know _ 
How would you doacribe having an orgasm? Additional comments& 
(Use back if needed) 
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